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ABSTRACT
"The Comedian as the Letter C," the first long poem
by Wallace Stevens, contains the major ideas, themes, and
symbols with whioh Stevens was to be permanently concerned
in his poetry.
Stevensi

This study, "The Aspiring Clown of Wallace

A Study of •The Comedian as the Letter C* as

Preliminary Statement," examines the poem from this
perspective.

The poem, 573 lines of blank verse, appeared

in Stevens* first volume, Harmonium, in 1923,

It is a

narrative account of the voyage of the clown, Criispin, from
Bordeaux, Prance, to Yucatan in Mexico, and finally up to
Carolina,

The voyage is couched in terms that relate specifically

to the establishment of an aesthetic environment for the. poet.
It is structured around a symbolic seasonal pattern depicting
the ever-changing adjustment to be made between man and
environment.
The introductory chapter, "The Marvelous Sophomore," at
tempts to define the poem as comedy.

It explores various

sources .of the poem, particularly in the history of the Crispin
character.

Various roles performed by Crispin within the poem

itself are analyzed.

Eccentricity of style and language is

discussed, and the poem is examined in terms of its narrative
character*.its use of irony, and its allegorical overtones.
Crispin’s personal "decreation" is examined as representa
tive of Stevens' own demand that man shed himself of all

obsolete myth.

Chapter II, "Crispin Made New," considers

the Clown as he abandons his Old World romanticism and his
lingering commitment to orthodox, religion.

Crispin is ini

tiated into the winter world of "nothingness" from which will
later emerge the fullness of the summer imagination.

Each of

these decreative methods is related to Stevens* work generally.
'

The third chapter, "The Book of Moonlight," focuses
upon Crispin’s rejection of the moonlight-imagination.
Stevens* general notions of the imagination as a transforming
power, a consoling power, and a meditative power are defined
in this context.

In spite of himself, Crispin is found to

greet the Carolina spring and summer as a locus of imaginative
plenitude.

'

Crispin’s projected colony and the statements of proposi
tion by which that colony will be inaugurated are considered
as a skeletal anticipation of Stevens* supreme fiction.

In

this way, Chapter IV, "To Make a New Intelligence Prevail,"
relates the poem to Stevens* later work, particularly the
poem, "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction."

Crispin, too, Is

examined as Stevens* first poetic character specifically de
fined as "hero."
The final chapter, "A Tragedian’s Testament," explores
Crispin’s abandonment of the colony and his lapse into the
immediate world of sense pleasures and domestic passivity.
In this sense, Crispin^ frustrated poetic aspiration typifies

Vi
Stevens* own failure to bring the supreme fiction to its full
fruition.

Crispin, as "Autumn’s compendium," anticipates

Stevens* own later theme of frustration and defeat.
This study of "The Comedian as the Letter C" is based
upon the hypothesis that a detailed knowledge of these symbols
and themes in a major early poem can serve to clarify for the
reader and to enlarge his pleasure in the study of the later
poetry.

CHAPTER I
THE MARVELOUS SOPHOMORE
In the fall of 1921, two years.before the appearance
of Wallace Stevens• first volume of poetry, Harmonium,
a contest sponsored by the Poetry Society of South Carolina
was announced in Poetry.

Of the 350 submitted manuscripts,

a long poem by Stevens, "Prom the Journal of Crispin," re
ceived the top ranking among the honorable mentions, with the
first prize, however, being awarded,by the judge, Amy Lowell,
to a poem by Grace Hazard Conkling.

Incredibly enough, there

seems to be no-surviving copy of Stevens' entry, even though
this poem, after much revision and rearrangement, was later
to appear as "The Comedian, as the Letter C."
One would like to speculate about that earlier poem.
Samuel Frenoh Morse has made available some of the Jottings
made by Stevens in preparation for ;the writing of the poem.
Among them are included the following phrase st

"A Nice

Shady Home," "On Being One's Own Nativej" "The Man Who
Wanted to Think of One Thing Only," "The Error of Crispin
Approaching the Carolinas," "The Idea of a Colony," "The
World Without Imagination," and "Book of Moonlight."1

1Samuel French Morse, "Wallace Stevens, Bergson, Pater,
in The Act of the Mind, ed. Roy Harvey Pearce and J. Hillis
Miller {Bal’EImqre, i<?65), p. 73-

Some of these, of course, reappear as subheadings in the
final version of the poem; others were deleted entirely.
From them one oan infer, however, that the early poem, gen
erally speaking, was shaped In a manner equivalent to the
form in whloh we have it today.
The final reworking of the poem was considerable.

By

September of the following year, 1922, Harriet Monroe, edi
tor of Poetry, was asking for the publication of it.
answer to that request, Stevens wrote;

In

•

About the Crispin poem, Pitts Sanborn, one of
my oldest friends, expects that he may be oalled
upon to edit the Measure /sio7 one of these days
for a period and, as I am under many obligations
to him, I have promised to let him have this poem
if he wants it. During the summer I re-wrote it
and in its present form it would run to, possibly,
the greater part of twenty pages of print. A long
poem is what he wants, for of the three numbers
that he would have to edit, this would account
for one. And this promise I made to him long ago,
when he went on that mmserable sheet. So there
you are. 2
The poem, 573 lines of blank verse, had absorbed the greater
part of a year's attention by Stevens.
not get "The Comedian as the Letter C."
first time in Harmonium in 1923*

Pitts Sanborn did
It appeared for the

That volume, which also in

cluded "Sunday Morning," "The Snow Man," "The Emperor of Ioe
Cream, " "Peter Quince at the Clavier," and same 70 other
poems, sold fewer than a hundred copies.-'
^orse,

There was no

"Wallace Stevens, Bergson, Pater," p. 78.

^William Van O'Connor, The Shaping Spirit;
of Wallaoe Stevens (Chloago, 1<S>^6), p. I5 .

A Study
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reticence on the part of the critics.

Marianne Moore,

Edmund Wilson, Louis Untermeyer, Mark Van Doren, John Gould
Fletcher, and others reviewed Harmonium in the national press,
and the controversies involving interpretations began.
Few poems in the history of American letters have re
ceived a more extreme and wide-ranging critical response
than that accorded to "The Comedian as the Letter C."

Ap

proximately a dozen articles have been devoted exclusively
to its.explication, and literally scores of critics have
set out, in other exegeses of varying lengths, to explore
its meaning.

Perhaps all of them would agree on one point,

that the meaning of the poem is elusive.

Conrad Aiken has

called it "A vastly misunderstood and underrated poem.
Speaking of the poems in Harmonium. R. P. Blackmur called
it "Mr. Stevens' longest and most important poem."^
emphatically yet, Hi Simons declared in 19**0:

More

"I would

suggest that if this poem had been studied as attentively
as 'The Waste Land,* Stevens would now be regarded as quite
as significant« a contemporary ^figure as E l i o t . O n

the

^Conrad Aiken, (Untitled remarks). Trinity Review,
VIII (May, 195*0, 16.
■^R.P, Blackmur, "Examples of Wallace Stevens," The
Achievement of Wallaoe Stevens. ed. Ashley Brown and Robert
S. Haller (Philadelphia, 1962), p. 7/f.
^H1 Simons, "'The Comedian as the Letter C': Its
Sense and Its Significance," The Southern Review, V (Winter,
19*«>), 453.
:

4

I

other hand, Hoy Harvey Pearce has labeled It "the longest,
most difficult, most ambitious, and, I think, most inade
quate of the poems in H a r m o n i u m William fork Tindall
ft

concurs that it is the "least successful"0 of the long
poems.

Where Henry Wells admires its "exquisite sense of

proportion and self-command,"^ Mark Van Doren insists that
it Is a poem "no line of which is transparent."10

Howard

Baker sees it as "the most imposing" of a group which he
categorizes as "the finest of m o d e m poems."11

Richard

Robillard, in an unpublished dissertation, sees it instead
Ip
as a "verbal play" which "chokes continuity •,,A
One could
go on with these superlatives, but the quotations serve to
demonstrate the confusion, contradiction, and yet tugging
attraction which "The Comedian as the Letter C" has stimulated

?Roy Harvey Pearce, The Continuity of American
Poetry (Princeton, 1 9 6 1 ), p. 3877
^William fork Tindall, Wallace Stevens (Minneapolis,
1 9 6 1 ), p. 2 5 .
^Henry Wells, Introduction to Wallace Stevens
(Bloomington, 1964), p. 9 6 .
10Mark Van Doren, "Poets and Wits," Nation, CXVII
(October 10, 1923), 400.
^Hlroard Baker, "Wallace Stevens." The Achievement of
Wallace Stevens, ed. Ashley Brown and Robert S. Halier
(Philadelphia, 1 9 6 2 ), pp. 84-85*
^ S e e the unpubl. dlss. (Brown, 1963) by Richard
Robillard, "The Rhetoric of Wallace Stevenst He That of
Repetition is Most Master," p. 132.

/

In the last forty-odd years.

Because of these disagreements

and even contradictions, a detailed study of the poem might
serve to clarify, or at least to establish a consistent per
spective, for the reading of the poem.
Moreover, the purpose in taking a close look at one of
Stevens* more elaborate and complex poems is not merely to
illuminate that poem alone.

Rather, by means of a .thorough

and precise appreciation of his use of symbol, character,
language, and aesthetics in one poem, one may proceed to the
whole of Stevens* work with some confidence.

"One poem

proves another and the whole," writes Stevens in "A Primi
tive Like an Orb."-^

By knowing one of his first long poems

well, a point of view is solidly established, enabling the
reader to go on to appreciate the poet*s developing achieve
ment in the later poems.

As shifting and, at times, con

tradictory as Stevens is in his emphasis, it can be said of
him, as it can of few other poets, that his entire output
is concerned with t h e .elaboration of relatively few ideas.
The most important of these are considered in one way or
another by Crispin as he moves aesthetically and geographi
cally through this poem.

Joseph Riddel has observed that

"all the themes of Harmonium culminate in *The Comedian as. .•
* 1 2j.

the Letter C .1"

Many of the themes survive beyond

3-3The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens (New York,
1961), p. *»4l— hereafter cited as CP.
Joseph N. Riddel, The Clairvoyant Eye. The Poetry
and Poetics of Wallace Stevens (Baton Rouge, 1963177 P» 93*

6
Harmonium, however, and "The Comedian as the Letter C H can .
be approached as a kind of germ and source fox1 the recurrent
themes that were to preoccupy Stevens for a lifetime.

It- is

with this In mind that the poem will be analyzed here.
"The Comedian as the Letter C" is an enormously varied
poem; for all Its high-blown rhetoric and gaudy phraseology,
every word Is carefully and consciously chosen to carry a
distinct weight.

It Is at once allegorical and autobio

graphical.

It is a comedy with the most profound tragic

overtones.

Among other things, It has been studied for its

ironic, mock epic, picaresque, dialectic, and simple narra
tive qualities.

Within the context of its labyrinthine

voyage-quest, the poem lays bare the problem of man's rela
tion to his environment and vice-versa; of the poet's search
for the ideal aesthetic; of the questions of religious and
random fate; of the value— therapeutical, religious, psy
chological— of poetry itself.
The poem is divided into six sections and gives the
account of Crispin's journeys from Prance to Mexico and up
to Carolina.

He is ostensibly in search of an aesthetios

to be based exclusively on reality, without the slightest
trace of the romantic.

Much of his false romanticism is

disoarded as he sails from Bordeaux.

His first stop is

Yucatan, where he is introduced to the tropioal world, fully
ripened and sensuously opulent.

It proves to be excessively

7
\
lush for Crispin and, after a momentary lapse into the na
tive religious belief, he proceeds north to Carolina.

On

this voyage Crispin is Introduced to the moonlight, the
symbol of the imagination, "the blissful liaison."
36 )

(Ill,

He misinterprets it, however, and rejects it unequivo-

oally.

Arriving in Carolina, Crispin finds the ideal cli

mate in a springtime setting.

It is here that he lays the

groundwork for a poetio colony which will embrace the world
of the environmentally real.

In many ways, Crispin's plan

for the colony anticipates Stevens* prescriptions for the
supreme fiction.

The oolony becomes, however, too ambi

tious for Crispin who chooses Instead to give up his aes
thetic search.

He marries, begets four daughters, and

abandons himself to reality immediately and directly.
Crispin, though his life continues "benignly," (VI, 9 6 )
nevertheless concludes "fadedly."

(VI, 86)

He remains

the aspiring but unfulfilled clown.
Crispin sets for himself the loftiest of poetio ends,
only to relapse into the most banal.

Paradoxically, how

ever, a Crispin who is able to assimilate the events of his
life, and put them into fora, is not the victim of his en
vironment, but its master.

Ultimately he exposes and exem

plifies Stevens* own recurrent theme:

let man oarve out of

his environment an activity of life that is elementally
human and real, but, at the same time, transcendent, imagi
native, and iconic.

"He /The poet^ must create his unreal

8
out of what is real," says Stevens in his prose collection,
The Necessary A n g e l C r i s p i n ' s failure to achieve this
ideal and supreme poem was, in the final analysis, Stevens' —
even though Stevens was to oontinue meditating on the prob
lem in his poetry for over 3 0 years after the appearance of
"The Comedian as the Letter C."
From the very beginning, when he began taking himself
seriously as a poet, Stevens understood what he was up
against.

If poetry was to "take the place/ Of empty heaven

and its hymns,

if the supreme fiction was to outline the

transcending hero-figure, the "oentral," "glassi" or "major"
man, ideally and ecstatically alive; if the supreme fiction
was to celebrate the final and victorious marriage between
reality and imagination— if all this was Stevens' aim, and
it was, he fully realized that his poetry was to be one of
final frustration, simply because it set for itself unat
tainable goals— at least temporarily so.

The exact nature

of the hero figure and the supreme fiction, as they relate
to Crispin's plan for the colony, will be considered in
Chapter IV.

The canon of Stevens' poetry, especially in

Opus Posthumous, reflects a continuing sense of helplessness
* •• .
•♦•••
:
•.
■^Wallace Stevens.,The Necessary Angel. Essays on
Reality and Imagination (New York. 1^65). p. 58— hereaTEer
cited as NA.
l6 CP. P. 1 6 7 .

9
and futility, a sense that takes its roots in "The Comedian
as the Letter C."

One recalls Crispin "Concluding fadedly,"

(VI, 86) a "profitless/ Philosopher," (VI, 8^-5) MThe same
insoluble lump," (VI, ?0) "The Comedian as the Letter C"
is Stevens* earliest, fullest, most direct treatment of the
aspirations and failure of isolated mankind,
Crispin’s Journey is Inaugurated by a transformation
into a "starker, barer self/ In a starker, barer worldi"
(I, 61-2)

The symbolic parallel/ of this state in all of

Stevens' poetry is that of the winter world, the indispens
able prelude to the lush and imaginative pleasures of summer.
This winter world will be taken up in detail in Chapter II.
The poem progresses chronologically through all the seasons,
and this movement provides not only structural continuity
but also the outline and framework of Stevens* aesthetic
process.
Perhaps the single greatest temptation on the part of
all critics has been to label the poem as autobiographical
H
or semi-autobiographical. The identification holds true,
but only part way.

There is a level in which every poem

is autobiographical and Stevens insists, in "Bffeots of
Analogy," that this is necessarily so.

"It cannot be other

wise," Inasmuch as the poem's subject probes the poet's
"sense of the world."*’7
17NA, p. 121.

10
Crispin, like Stevens, Is a poet and the concern of
both Is the discovery of an aesthetic that ad justs imagina
tion to reality.

In short, the aesthetic problems confront

ing Crispin were not contrived by Stevens himself.

Crispin,

at the end of the poem, abandons his idea for the foundation
of a colony based Upon the high poetic Ideals which he had
temporarily held; one sees the parallel with Stevens.

After

the composition of "The Comedian as the Letter C," Stevens
did not publish again until 1930, a lapse of some seven
years, except for "Red Loves Kit" and "Sea Surface Pull of
Clouds," both in 192^.
The allures which Yucatan held for Crispin can be seen
as the same kind whioh Florida and the tropics held for
Stevens.

Just as Crispin forced himself to take his leave

of suoh gross sensuality, so one can point to a similar
move made by Stevens, one which he announced in the first
poem of his seoond volume, "Farewell to Florida."

Crispin*s

marriage, his rearing of four daughters, and his willingness
to accept finally a commonplace life reoall, however oblique
ly, Stevens* own marriage^and lifetime dedication to the
servicing of surety bonds at the Hartford Accident and,In- .
demnity Company in New Haven which he joined in 1916 and of
lD
Francis Murphy, "The Comedian as the Letter C,"
Wisconsin Studies in Contemporary Literature. Ill (Spring-

Summer,T962), 9a.

11
which he became a vice-president In 193**«

But such readings

Imposed upon the poem become dangerous, and there are large
areas in which Crispin cannot possibly, be Stevens.

Much

of the ironic momentum of the poem depends, as we shall see,
upon the distance maintained between the poet and his hero.
It is safe to assume that Crispin as a comic creation is
more than a projection of Stevens himself, even though Crispin
defined the essential paradoxes of the supreme fiction and
predicted, as Chapter V will explore, Stevens* own disil
lusionment in the face of a poetry of frustration.

Putting

it In the widest possible texms, one can agree with James
Lovell that "to the extent that he is an example of a man
of the imagination, Stevens is Crispin, but no more; and as
much might be said of any poet."*^

•
*

If we accept Crispin as both more and less than Stevens
■

it remains to determine exactly w h o he is in his own right.
In the selection of the very name Crispin, Stevens opendd
up a whole range of ideas, background, and sources of in
terpretation.

In the poem Itself, he is called a barber,

valet, sailor, musician, botanist, philosopher, pedagogue,
emigrant, colonizer, hermit, apprentice, yeoman, hero, and,

19
^See the unpubl. dies. (Vanderbilt, 1 9 6 3 ) by James
Lovell, HForm and Structure in the Poetry of Wallace
Stevens," p. 212.

12
by Implication, husband and father.

In "Aneddote of the

Abnormal," the only other poem in which Crispin appears,
he is "Crispin-valet, Crispin-saint!"2®
Saint Crispin, a martyr of the third century and patron
saint of shoemakers, referred to himself sccrafully as a
"Capuchin ass,.M a phrase which is picked up in the poem
whsu Crispin's first daughter is described as "of a country
of the capuchins."

(VI, 33)

It Is the occurrence of St.

Crispin's Day that inspires King Henry in his rousing speech
to the troops prior to the Battle of Aginoourt in Shakepeare's Henry V*
He that shall live this day and see old age
Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbors
And say, "Tomorrow is Saint Crispian."
Then will he strip his sleeve and show his soars.
And say, "These wounds I had on Crispin's Day."^1
Another Crispus, the brutally murdered son of Constantine,
had been caesar and consul and was probably the victim of
his father--thoxigh there is little evidence that this per
sonage had a bearing on Stevens' Crispin.

A more likely

candidate is the Crispinus of Horaoe's day, noted for having
produced "an abundance of bad verses" and nicknamed "the
Babbler."22

This figure is picked up by Hilton in his

t

Opus Posthumous, ed. Samuel French Morse (New York,
1957) t p. 24— hereafter cited as OP.
21IV.

ill.

44-8.

22Edward S. LeComte. A Milton Dictionary (New York,
1961), pp. 79-80.
“

13
First Defense when he ascribes the name "second Crispinus"
to Salmasius.2^

This Crispinus Is also present as a pedant-

poet In Ben Jonson's Poetaster.

Here, he torments the noble

Horace and even attempts to defame him before Caesar.
Crispinus Is undone, however, and Is given a medication
by Horace which comically forces him to vomit up his out
landish diction:
24
"magnlf loate ."

"retrograde, f "reoiprooall," "lnoubus,"

The history of the Crlspin-valet Is most Immediately
traceable to late seventeenth and early eighteenth century
French drama.
name.

It Is here that Crispin first appears by

His prototype, as the scheming servant and ambitious

self-seeker, Is far more traditional, nevertheless.

Plautus

and Terence are among the earliest originators of the humor
ously ambitious servant, and a figure like Bralnworm In
Joneon*s Every Man In His Humor Is an obvious successor.
The scheming and wily servant-valet actually first appears
in Anglo Saxon drama with Udall*s Ralph Roister Dolster as
a direct Imitation of Plautus.
Crispin's emergence in the French drama begins with
his appearance in a 1654 play by Paul Scarron, L'Eooller de
Salamanque.

This play is itself an adaptation from a Spanish

play by Rojas:
2 3The Works of John Milton. VII, Columbia University
edition (toew iork, 1 9 3 ^), p. ^9*
2lfV.

111. 468, 480.

14
Soarron derived him from Rojas' Crispinlllo,
but moulded him into a different being. Through
the Frehoh dramatist's deft manipulations the
scheming valet par excellence emerges.z5
He is here the servant of a university student and9 like
Stevens' Crispins has a penchant for Latin.

He assumes

varying disguises and deftly exploits his master's income.
Another popular adaptation was made by the dramatist
Charles Chevillet de Champsmesie when he revised his ear
lier play, Les Grlsettes. 1671, into a one-act production
entitled, Les Grlsettes ou Crispin Chevalier, in 1683.

A

new and permanent aspect is added to the figure, and this
is the ambitious and selfish aggrandizement for his own
social Improvement :
Other valets had impersonated their noble
masters; yet none had done so with any purpose
other than to help his master gain an end.
Crispin, on the other hand, is weary of his
lowly rank and wishes to pass into that of
the bourgeoisie.26
The Crispin figure gained immediate popular currency
. and reappeared in varying roles throughout the drama around
the turn of the century.2?
25Naomi Phelps, The Queen's Invalid. A Biography of
Paul Scarron (Baltimore, 1951J, pp. ^2 3 -2 2 4 .*”
2^Joseph Frederioh Privitera, "Charles Chevillet de
Champmesle, Aotor and Dramatist, 1642-1701," The Johns Hopkins
Studies in Romance Literatures and Languages. XXXII (193^)* &7*
27Among these adaptations include: Hauteroohe's Crispin
Musiclen. 1 6 7 4 ; Poisson's Le Fol Balsonnable. 1664; Montfleury’s
Crispin Gentllhomme. 1667; and La""Dame Me dec in of 1 6 7 8 ; Le Sage'
Crispin Rival de Son Maistre, lf$7; and numerous others.

15
In the case of Stevens* Crispin it is not so much as
the wily servant that we see him, although he is "a valet"
(II, 85) and the "valet in the tempest*"

(I, 53)

But in

a slightly less direct way, he owes an obvious debt to these
forerunners*

The valet in these French plays is viewed as

a Juxtaposed contrast to the pseudo-aristocratic world of
his master.

The master, striving for courtly approval and

a more lofty sooial rapprochement, created around himself an
illuslonary world of false values*

The valet, more intelli

gent, more scheming, and equally ambitious,5 saw clearly the
world of reality, harsh and foreboding as it was for him.
The beatings of the valet, for example, constitute some of
the theatrical comedy.

But the valet knew where to look for

his own gain, and in those plaoes there was little room for
illusion or falsity*

The relation with Stevens' Crispin and

his determination to seek out absolute reality is obvious.
There is another suggested parallel.

Stevens' Crispin,

in Part IV of the poem, set for himself a series of highly
ambitious propositions for the foraation of a poetio colony.
He eventually abandons these ambitions, marries, and submits
to a life of the quotidian, the ordinary and unpoetic world
of physical pleasures.

This cyole of unfulfilled ambition,

usually resulting in marriage within his class, is typical
of Crispin's dramatic predecessors.
to say about the French valet figure*

John Van Eerde has this

16
It would be a mistake to regard the stage
valet wholly as a downtrodden Individual
whose fondest hopes are limited to the ser
vant hierarchy mentioned above, with moments
of a token independence. The fact Is that
his ambitions often go beyond such limita
tions and are characterized by an increasing
concern on his part with matters of finance.
His marriage to the maid or 'suivante* at the
* ‘
“
s less automatic as the
The Crispin figure, in varying disguises, has oontinued
to enchant theatrical audiences.

He is abundantly present

in English Restoration and eighteenth-century comedies as
the scheming servant,

Stevens may or may not have been

aware of Crispin's appearance in iXacinto Benavente's 1907
play, Los lntereses creados.
Crispin as barber plays a recurrent role throughout
the poem.

The name Crispin itself is derived from crlppus,

meaning "curled,"

In the first section we learn of his old

life in Prance and his possession of "a barber's eye,"
(I, 9)

Now, at sea, he is fascinated by the snouts of

porpoises, "Inscrutable hair in an inscrutable world.”
(I, 15)

The sixth and final section of the poem, entitled

"And Daughters with Curls,” reIntroduces the hair imagery.
The final line of the poem, not only suggests that Crispin

2®John Van Eerde, "The Historicity of the Valet Role
in Frenoh Comedy During the Reign of Louis XIV," Romanic
Review. XLVIII (October, 1957)> 189.
"
”
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is a symbol for all men, but also that he himself has been
subjected to a clipping or shearing prooess in the poem:
"So may the relation of each man be clipped.”

(VI, 97)

The barber is in his own way an imposer of order and in
this respect he resembles the artist.

The importance of

the figure in this capacity is described by the unclenarrator in "Le Monocle De lion Onole":
You know how Utamaro’s beauties sought
The end of love in their all-speaking braids.
You know the mountainous coiffures of Bath.
Alas! Have all the barbers lived in vain
That not one ourl in nature has survived?
Why, without pity on these studious ghosts,
Do you come dripping in your hair from s l e e p ?
Eugene Nassar has noted thd significance of the barber
throughout Stevens" work as a whole:

"various "barbers"

and "shearsmen," imaginative people of one sort or another,
slip and care for a vast assortment of wigs, pates, curls,
braids and beards."3°
Sailors, like barbers, reour in Stevens" poetry as
artistic men of imagination.

Thus Crisping "the skinny

sailor peering in the sea glass," (I, 28) is himself transformed by the sea.

The nature of that transformation will

be examined in the next chapter.

The point here is that

29CP, p. 1*-.
3°Eugene Paul Nassar, Wallace Stevens:
of Figuration (Philadelphia,
, p. 60.

An Anatomy
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Crispin is like the drunken sailor of "Disillusionment at
Ten O'clock" who, unlike the rest of the citizenry, is a
man of vital and colorful engagement kith life:
Only* here and there, an old sailor,
Drunk and asleep in his boots,
Catches tigers
In red weather,31
As "musician" and "philosopher" Crispin more expan
sively takes his place in the gallery of Stevens* poetic
creatures.

Peter Quince, seated at the clavier, finds

transcendence back to the beauty of Susanna through the
music he plays.

The poet of "The Man with the Blue Guitar"

uses that instrument to pluck out the melodies of the imagi
nation.

It is the song of the woman in "The Idea of Order

at Key West" that reshapes the sea.

Crispin, too, in his

"last/Deduction," (VI, 6-7) turns to the "Prolific and tor
menting tenderness/ O f music."

(VI, 4-5)

Earlier, he has

been mockingly described as "lutanist of fleas."

(I* 22)

The figure of the rationalist or philosopher appears
in Stevens* poetry with some ambivalence.

When reason

beoomes the dominating rather than the directive force in
one's life, it Is then destructive.

Hence, "The reason

can give nothing at all," says Stevens in "Dezembrum, "3^

3 1 CP, p. 6 6 .
3 2 CP, p. 218.

and HThought is false happiness," in "Crude Foyer."33

But

Crispin is too elemental, too vitally human, to succumb to
this obstruction.
snails."

He is, after all, the "Socrates/ Of

(I, 2-3)

His aesthetic becomes "his philosophy,"

(IV, 19) and if the quotidian "saps philosophers" (V, 79)
Crispin is "like them in Intent."

(V, 80)

It remains that

reason is secondary with Crispin and can be put aside.

The

use of the mind is sanctioned more honorably by Stevens
when it is not all pervasive;

"The poem of the mind In the

act of finding/ What will suffice."^

Similarly, In "Ex

tracts from Addresses to the Aoademy of Fine Ideas," the
enjoyment of happiness is contingent upon the activity of
the minds
And, talking of happiness, know that it means
That the mind is the end and must be satisfied.
The philosopher, who is able to satisfy the mind, takes
on the characteristics of the hero, a figure to be explored
in Chapter IV.

At this point it is sufficient to observe

that every poet who acknowledges the supremacy of the imagi
nation does so in order to paolfy the mind.

As Louis Martz

has oonvinoingly demonstrated, the whole of Stevens* poetic
lntentccan be viewed as the perusal of the contemplative and

33 c p , p. 305.
32*CP, p. 2 3 9 .
35c p , p. 257.
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his work as belonging to the genre of meditative poetry.3^
Crispin's role as philosopher is in concert with, his role
as poet.

That he concludes, at least tentatively, "a

profitless/ Philosopher" (VI, 84-5) is part of his typical
comic anti-climax.
The role of Crispin as "hero" will be the special con
cern of Chapter IV where he is. seen as a kind of precursor
of the hero-flgure who appears so essentially in the scheme
of the supreme fiction.
To distinguish the genre of "The Comedian as the Letter
C" is Inevitably to consider the poem as comedy and Crispin
as clown.
after

When

many of Stevens' books were auctionedoff

his death it was discovered that he was

the owner of

a two volume work by Maurice Sand entitled Harlequins.

It

is not known whether Stevens possessed the work in 1923*
but Sand provled an actual description of the seventeenthcentury Crispin in his garb of clown:
Crispin was very quickly admitted to the
forain theatres, and was seen in the same
pieces as Mezzetin, Harlequin, Poliohinelle,
Scaramouche, Pantaloon and the other Italian
types. Being of a more m o d e m creation, he
wears no mask; he is dressed in
black,
with
boots or shoes, ruffle, gloves,
a wide
leather
belt and a parier.

3^Louis Martz, "Wallace Stevens: The World as Medi
tation, " The Achievement of Wallace Stevens. ed. Abhley
Brown and Robert S. HallerTPhiladelphia, 1 9 6 2 ), p. 227.
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Polsson was a tall and well-made^man. Some
say that to the costume of Crispin he added
boots to conoeal the excessive thinness of his
legs.37
Stevens* Crispin is also skinny, overdressed, and cosmo
politan:
The ribboned stick, the bellowing breeches, cloak
Of China, cap of Spain.
(X, 23-ty)
The humor of the poem is thoroughly embedded with its
American quality, and it is in this respect that the poem
belongs largely Iso the American idiom.

The qualities of

humor operate on several levels and include not only Crispin
himself and the guises he assumes, but also the rhetoric in
which he is presented as well as the ultimate state^of mind
V

to which he succumbs.
In its widest possible application, Stevens* poem, as
oomlc, belongs at the opposite end of the spectrum from muoh
of traditional American humor.

That tradition which finds

.^

its root in the Old Southwest with the narratives of Thorpe,
Thompson, and Harris finds little to parallel it in the di
rectives of Crispin.

Here is not the character of humor that

distinguishes "The Jumping Prog of Calaveras" or even Faulkner's
37
Maurice Sand, The History of the garlequlnade. II
(London, 1915)» P« 230. See also Costume Books W l t h U o l o r
Plates. Finely Bound French Works. Limited Editions and.
Other Books. Collected, by william Mltchel~Van Winkle and
Wallace Stevens. Parke^Bernet Galleries. Inc. Catalogue
l»d^, No. ib5, p. 28.
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comic treatment of the Snopes family.

"The Comedian as the

Letter CM operates through a humor that is oblique, indirect,
dry, condescending, and subtle.

Crispin is a clown, but

there are no beilylaughs;, he performs his clownish antics,
but he is not the buffoon.
In its totality, the poem is comic because it is anticlimactic.

It stretches out in all directions to embrace

widely varying ideas, but Crispin, having left the land of
"simple salad-beds," (I, 10) returns at the end "to saladbeds again."

(Vi ^7)

Crispin, envisioning an ambitious

poetic colony, settles for a prosaic cabin and comes out
finally "The same insoluble lumji."
**

(VI, 70)

There are

-

elements of the tragic in this deflation, especially when
viewed in connection with what Crispin is forced to give
up and abandon.

At the same time, there is the basic stuff

of 'comedy in the idea of a clown who is bloated by ambition
/

■

and then forced to return to his diminutive point of origin.
He returns to a life of the commonplace, and Blacfcmur says
of Crispin that he is the comedian "because he deals finally
with the quotidian (the old distinction of comedy and tragegy was between everyday and heroic subject matter)."3®

This

is true only when the quotidian life.is seen as Juxtaposed
beside the earlier frame of aspiration.

3®Blackmur, p. 80.

It is in the bathos
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that, finally predominates that one finds the essential humor
of the poem's structure.

Henri Bergson, whose remarks on

Laughter do a great deal to elucidate Stevens* mode of
humor in this poem, observes this very point:
To cover a good deal of ground only to come
back ^unwittingly to the starting-point» is to
make a great effort for a result that is nil.
So we might beltempted to define the comic in
the latter fashion.39
In Stevens' more humane and foxmal humor, as opposed
to the spirited and earthy humor of the vernacular tradi
tion, one finds in essence a kind of attitude that approxi
mates George Meredith*s idea of the Comic Spirit.

It is,

perhaps, in this sense, more English than American, though,
as we shall see, such forms of comedy were long native to
the American idiom as well:
The laughter of satire is a blow in the back
of the faice. The> laughter of comedy is impersonal
and of unrivaled politeness, nearer a smile— often
no more than a smile. It laughs through the mind,
for the mind directs its and it might be called
the humor of the mind.^0
Much of this kind of reserved humor is focused around
the fact that Crispin is not the conventional clown.

He

is not the self-effacing and self-ridiculing butt of ab
surdity, and he is never deliberately aiming for the hilarity

J^Henrl Bergson, Laughter. An Essay on the Meaning of
the Comic (New York, 191?) , p. 8 5 *
^ G e o r g e Meredith, An Essay on Comedy and the Uses of
the Comic Spirit, ed. Lane“ 5oooer (TTjhaoa, N.Y..
00.
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of his audience.

Crispin is funny only indirectly and at

his own expense.

His lapse of virtue resides in the fact

that here is a clown who insists upon taking himself so
seriously.

He is, indeed, the ••insatiable egotist," (I, 77)

and, as. such, lays himself open for oomic pitfalls.
has recognized this vulnerability:

Bergson

"In this respect, it

might be' said that the specific remedy for vanity is laughs

ter, and that the one falling that is essentially laughable
is vanity

Meredith, too, with his intent upon comedy

seeking out the attributes of Folly, finds a similar root:

Whenever it sees them /men/ ...drifting into
vanities . . . the Spirit overhead will look
humanely malign, and cast an oblique light on
them, followed by volleyskof silvery laughter.
This is the Comic Spirit.
It is, this role of egotist that Crispin assumes upon
arrival in Carolina:

"Tilting up his nose" (III, 77) as he

Journeys inward among "the arrant stinks."

(Ill, 81)

Crispin*s vanity is most appreciable in his obstinacy, how
ever.

It is this characteristic that at once makes, not

only for his humor, but for his aesthetic failure.

Having

pounced upon the idea of reality and its primacy and su
premacy, Crispin blacks out all divergencies in the way of
its pursuit.

He comes, as a result, to overlook "the bliss

ful liaison" (III,

36) afforded him by the moonllght-

^Bergson, p. 17^«
^Meredith, p. 1^2,
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imagination in Book III.

It is finally the allurement of

reality, in the sensuous appeal of the plum, that forces
him to abandon his highminded plans for the poetic colony
and settle for the passive pleasures of the. quotidian.
plum, he surmises, "survives its poems.”

(V, 28)

The

It is

this half-truth, the quest for the "veritable ding an sioh,"
(I, 6 9 ) tjie obsession for reality, that once again sets
Crispin up for one of Bergson's modes of comedy:
In Moliere's plays how many comic scenes can
be reduced to this simple type: a character
following up his one idea, and continually re
curring to~it in spite of incessant interrup
tions! The transition seems to take place
imperceptibly from the man who will listen to
nothing to the one who will see nothing and
from this latter to the one who sees only what
he wants to see. A stubborn spirit ends by ad
justing things to its own way of thinking, in
stead of accommodating its thoughts to the
things.
In all these cases, it is essentially upon an intel
lectual scale that the comedy of the poem depends.:

It is,

as Daniel Fuchs insists, "a laughter of the mind, a civiliz
ing, if controversial, laughter."^

And, as he goes on to

point out in relation to Crispin specifically, he is comic
because he has overplayed his role of clown:

^Bergson, p. 185#
^ D a n i e l Fuchs, The Comlo Spirit of Wallace Stevens
(Durham, 1 9 6 3 ), p. 27 .
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Crispin is a clown and clowns' are not allowed
the ^victories of profound reflection and exalted
emotion. As we might expect, the comedian be
comes the victim of his own profundity.*5.
One of the finest examples of Crispin*s kind of humor
is perhaps best found in one of Herman Melville’s works,
White Jacket.

Here, as the various activities aboard the

*

man-of-war are described, the ship's physician, Cadwallader
Cuticle, is introduced.

His ineptness and preoccupied mor

bidity are all exposed only indirectly and by understatement.
One operation, performed by Cuticle and observed by younger
surgeons on the Ne vers ink, involves the amputation of a
wounded leg.

Against the advice of his surgical peers,

Cuticle amputates the leg with this description:
•Young gentlemen, you will perceive that pre
cisely at this spot— here— to which I previously
directed your attention. • .About here, young
gentlemen, here *— lifting his hand some Inches
from the bone— 'about here the great artery was.
But you noticed that I did not use the tourni
quet; I never do. The forefinger of my steward
is far better than a tourniquet, being so much
more manageable, and leaving the smaller veins
uncompressed. But I have been told, young
gentlemen, that a oerfeain Seignior Seigniorone,
a surgeon of Seville, has recently invented an
admirable substitute for the clumsy, old-fashioned
tourniquet. As I understand it, it is something
like a pair of callipers, working with a small
Archimedes sorew— a very clever imitation, accord
ing to all accounts. . .— but you don't attend to
me, young gentlemen,' he added, all at once start
ing.^ 6
*
^Fuchs, p. 53.
^ H e r m a n Melville, White Jacket (New York, 1959)»
p. 252. ^
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Melville*s humor here is muted, wry, and understated.
The language of Cuticle, like that of Crispin, is preten
t i o u s and inflated.

Like Crispin, too, his remarks result

in bathos ("’but you don’t attend to me, young gentlemen.*")
Indeed, the patient dies as a result of the operation.
These qualities of humor find their closest proximity
in American poetry in some of the verses of Emily Dickinson.
Here again the brittle kind of wryness is preeminent—
qualifying her to be "in a profound sense a comic poet in
the. American tradition," as Constance Hourke has described
h e r . ^ Her wit assumes an air of .mischief about it, a play
ing around with ideas and imagery:

0

Inebriate of Air— am I—
And Debauchee of Dew,
Reeling— thro endless summer days—
Prom inns of Molten Blue.^8
"The Comedian as the Letter C" has a muted wit of under
statement.

Its^diction, though, as we shall see in a

discussion of the poem’s style, is basically bombastic and
overstated.

Part of the humor is seen in Stevens’ handling

of the rhetoric throughout the poem.

Frequently, however,

.this exaggeration is mockingly deflated.

The following

is an example of Crispin’s own pompous exclamation:

^Constance Rourke, American Humor (New York. 1931).
P. 267.
h,Q
The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, ed. Thomas
H. Johnson (Boston, 1966), p. 99.
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Portentious enunciation, syllable
To blessed syllable affined, and sound
Bubbling felicity in cantilene,
Prolific and tormenting tenderness
Of music.
(VI, 1-5)
In other places, yet, this language of exaggeration is
sharply undermined, making for comic contrast:
Exit the mental moonlight, exit lex,
Hex and prlnclplum, exit the whole
■ Shebang. Exeunt omnes, Here was prose
More exquisite than any tumbling verse.

(IV, 5-8)

Mark Twain, in some of his early writing for the Sacra
mento Union, undertakes a similar technique.

H i s .fictional

traveling companion named Brown is referred to in this comic
i

*

statement presented as an entry in the Visitor's Book of the
Volcano House in Kilauea:
I mused and said "How the stupendous grandeur
of this .magnificently terrible and sublime mani
festation of celestial power doth fill the poetic
soul with grand thoughts and grander images; and
how the overpowering solemnity."
(Here the gin gave out.k In the careless hands of
Brown the bottle broke •)
The tone of condescension toward Crispin is another
element essential in the poem's humor.

This corresponds tp

Bergson's recognition of humor in "the laughable as causing
something to appear mean that was formerly dignified."5®

^ Sacramento Dally Union, reproduced in Henry Nash
Smith's Mark Twain, ffiie Development of a Writer (Cambridge,
1962), p T T B .
^°Bergson, p. 124-.
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Time and .time again throughout the poem, Crispin9 s self
assumed dignity is punctured and deflated.
but "Socrates/ Of snails." (I, 2-3)

He is Socrates,

He is a "nincompated

pedagogue", (I, 5) or a "lutanist of fleas" (I, 22) or a
"fagot in the lunar fire."

(Ill, 3)

This scoffing tone

of diminution continually reduces Crispin to the ludicrous
and serves to check any tendency on the part of the reader
to regard him with any kind of total seriousness.

This

process of maintaining distance between reader and victim
has been described as one of the essentials of comedy by
Elmer Blistein:
Instead of being glad that we are not the victim,
we may be identifying ourselves with the perpetrator .
of the cruelty. In that case, since we are humane
and decent beings, the victim obviously deserves
his comeuppance at our hands, and we are delighted
that the ends of Justice are being served.51
But the opposite of the coin is also at work in the
description of Crispin.

Not only is he demoted by the nar

ration’s tone of condescension, but the movement from de
flation to inflation is sl|,s o present.

In short, this means

that the trivial and petty are exaggerated by Crispin into
forms that supersede their relevance.

The quality of the

poem as a kind of humorous mock epic has here come into play.
Bergson gives equal stress to this operation of humor:

53-Elmer M. Bllstein, Comedy in Action (Durham, 1 9 6 ^),
p. 62.
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To speak of small things as though they were
large is, in a general way, to exaggerate.

Exaggeration is always comic when prolonged
and especially when systematic.”
Thus Crispin is seen as "poetic hero without palms," (III,
6 7 ) caught up in the epical joumey-quest, proceeding epi
sodically, not through battles, but through debates, be
ginning not in medlas res, but beginning and concluding in
the same state, "The same Insoluble lump."

(VI, 7 0 )5 3

As mentioned earlier, and as preceding illustrations
have tended to show, the comedy "The Comedian as the Letter
C" owes much to foreign influences, but It also reflects
its American character.

Stevens himself was conscious of

this when he remarked to Professor Poggioll that Crispin
lives "in the poetic American atmosphere as we all do," and
then, as John Enok reports, substituted a for the and deleted
<52

^ Bergson, p. 1 2 5 .
-^Thls kind of poetry, popular in eighteenth-century
England, found imitators in early American poetry. Joel
Barlow, one of the Connecticut Wits, employs the technique,
more crudely and directly than Stevens, in his "The Hasting
Pudding" as early as 1793*
HA Sample of Coffee Beans," ap
pearing in the l860*s by Frederick Goddard Tuckerman, uses
the same technique within a more complex narrative frame.
Constance Rourke, in fact, recognizes this form of poetry
as the most predominant In American letters from the Revo
lution to about 1850. Granting it "the primary stuffs of
literature," she points out its significance:
"Its largest
movement -had been toward the epical, the heroic, or as it
might have turned out, the mock heroic on the epical scale."
American Humor, pp. 157-158*
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■American.5**

In 1950* Stevens was asked to comment upon the

native character of American poetry; his reply,rin part clari
fies his attitude:
Snow-Bound is a typical American poem. The
poems in Leaves of Grass are typical American
poems. Even if* a difference was not to be
found in anything else, it could be found in
what we write about. We live in two different
physical worlds and it is not nonsense to
think that that matters.55

John Enck, Wallace Stevens (Carbondale,
9 p. 4*9*
There is nothing transcendental about Crispin's quest andhe would himself repudiate transcendentalism as fallaciously
romantic and in opposition to the real. Stevens' critics
have tended to recognize a kinship with the American trans
cendental! sts in some of his other poetry. Marius Bewley,
for example, suggests the possibility of gaining .la fresh
insight into Stevens' poetry by considering him as an
American Transcendent alls t poet.” "The Poetry of Wallace
Stevens," Commonweal. LXII (September 23, 1955)» 617*
Richard Eberhart has suggested Stevens' affinity with the
transcendentalists by looking at the poem, "The Creations
of Sounds," and saying of it that it is "a statement of the
struggle to get 'a little beyond* oneself." Richard Eberhart,
"Emerson and Wallace Stevens," Literary Review. VIL (Autumn, •
19^3)* d5» The parallel comes even closer when one notes .
Emerson's description of the poet as the one who "turns the
world to glassy and shows us all things in their right series
and process." The Poetjrln The Literature of the United
States. I, ed. Walter Blair, Theodore Homberger, and Randall
Stewart (Chicago, 1953)* P» 830- As we shall see more elabo
rately in the dlsoussion of the hero, Stevens picks up the
images in several poems, including "Asides on the Oboe":
The central man, the human globe, responsive
As a mirror with a voice, the man of glass,
Who in a million diamonds sums us up.
(CP, p. 2 5 0 .)
-^Foous-Flve 8 M o d e m American Poetry, ed. B. Raj an
(London,
p. 18*f.
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To emphasize the poem as comedy is not to deny its
final seriousness.

As in most cases of laughter, one laughs

at Crispin in recognition of his errors and in acknowledge
ment of an implicit correction.

Harriet Monroe early dis

cerned that this "azure laughter" in St evens is always in
movement over "hushed and sombre depths."5^
Stevens, throughout his poetic career, chose the comic
to illustrate some of his most profound and serious ideas.
His use of comic satire could be more blatant and cynical
than that which operates in "The Comedian as the Letter C."
..

His poems on conventional religion and religious figures
are playful attacks, much more straightforward and foroeful
than anything Emily Dickinson ever did.

This particular

kind of humor will be taken up in the following chapter.
Crispin ..himself, however, sets the scene for the kind
of comic characters that were to surroundhim.Picasso's
treatment of the clown-figure is distinctly in the back
ground of ."The Man with the Blue Guitar," and a clownprotagonlst weighs the Influences of the imagination through
images of comic levity:
And he held the world upon his nose
And this-a-way he gave a fling.
His robes and symbols, ai-yi-yi
And that-a-way he twirled the thing.
^ H a r r i e t Monroe, "A Cavalier of Beauty," Poetry.
XXIII (March'y 192^), 3 2 5 -3 2 6 .
5 7 CP, p. 1 7 8 .
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In the poem, "Jumbo," the character, as "Cloud-clown, blue
painter, sun as horn, "58 becomes one of several masks for
the hero-poet.
Lilacs" is a

The romantic bungler of "Last Looks £t the

"Poor

B u f f o !

"scurrilous words,"

"59 who woos his lover only with

The character of Hoon in "Sad Strains

of a Gay Waltz" and "Tea at the Falaz of Hoon" is comic
only in a manner still more oblique than Crispin,
Stevens* role as humorist, containing Crispin's role
as clown, is pervasive and fundamental.

The validity of

this assertion has led Samuel French Morse to say of
Stevens that he "is a comedian, and his poetry belongs to
the tradition of comedy."6 °
A considerable amount of attention, perhaps too much,
has been given over to speculation about the meaning of the
title, "The Comedian as the Letter C."

Blackmur sees it as

a reference to the slightness of Crispin's size.
"merest minuscule in the gales."
another possible meanings

(I,

He is

56) He also perceives

"though small, like a letter he

58 CP, p. 2 6 9 .
59g p , p. 49.
6®Samuel
French Morse, "Wallace Stevens: Some Ideas
About the~~Thing Itself." Boston University Studies, in
English, II (Spring, 1956?» 6 3 . "He /stevens/ is of"The
race of the great humorists, using the word Tn the most pro
found sense, the sense in which Cervantes, Shakespeare,
Synge, Lincoln may be counted as great humorists," Harriet
Monroe, Poets and Their Art (New York, 1932), p. **2.

stands for some thins— his colony, cabin, and children— as
a comedian.
Some interpretations and sources have been slightly
more ingenious and are reproduced here to demonstrate the
extent to which this subtle and perhaps deliberately play
ful title has been pursued.

John Enok finds in the Dicion-

nalre Larousse a comedian dancing on the lower serif of the
letter C and, by contortion of arms and legs, he forms the
letter with his own body. ^ 2

Fred Stocking, in a note in

the Explloator. thinks that Stevens used the abbreviated
letter as a kind of prediction of his own failure in the
very construction of his poem, much as Crispin's was to be
within the content of the poem.

That lack of failure on

Stevens' part, says Stocking, makes for a happy irony.^3
Stevens himself had something to say on.the subject
when Professor Renato Poggioli was considering the transla
tion of the poem into Italian for the Mattlno Domenlcale
volume of Stevens* poetry.

Stevens foresaw a problem and

wrote the following to Poggioli:

^Blackmur, pp. 79-80,
^ E n o k , p. 8 5 .
^3p»red H. Stocking, "Stevens* 'The Comedian as the
Letter C,'" Explloator. Ill (March, 19^5)* Item 4-3.
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It may be a little difficult to translate The
Comedian as the Letter C. The sounds of the
letter C, both hard and” soft, inolude other let
ters like K, X, etc. How would it be possible to
translate a line like
Chequering from Piebald fiscs unkeyed.
and preserve anything except the sense of the words?

6k

It is significant that, whether Poggioli attempted the trans
lation or not, "The Comedian as the Letter C ” is absent from
the Italian translation of Stevens* poetry.
The importance of these sounds relating to the letter C
may have been at least half seriously intended on Stevens*
part.

In a letter to Hi Simons, dated January 12, 19^0,

t

Stevens engaged in his own title probing:
You know the old story about St. Francis
wearing bells around his ankles so that, as
he went about his business, the crickets and
so on would get out of his way and not be
tramped on. Now, as Crispin moves thru the
poem, the sounds of the Letter C accompany
him, as the sounds of the crickets, etc.
must have accompanied St. Francis. I don’t
mean to suggest that there is an Incessant
din, but you ought not to be able to read
very far in the poem without recognizing what
I mean. The sounds of the Letter C include
all related or derivative sounds. For in
stance, X, TS, and Z. To illustrate in
•Bubbling felicity in Cantilene* the soft C
with the change to hard C, once you notice
it, ought to make that line a little different
from what it was before. Sometimes the sound
squeaks all over the place, as, for example,

^^Mattlno Domenloale ed Altre Poesle. ed. Renato
Poggioli (Torino, 19^*0» p. 1^9.
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in the line 'Exohequering— ' the word exohequer
ing is about as full.of the founds of C as any
word I can think of.6*
One must remember, in the faoe of these remarks, that
Stevens was not above playing games with his critics as
well as his readers.

“Bantams in Pine-Woods" is the su

preme example of a poet reveling in the eccentricities of
language.

His titles, many of which are manifestly humor

ous and have only the slightest bearing upon the poem's
content, are frequently the poet's private little Jest with
the reader.

"Frogs Eat Butterflies.

Hogs Eat Snakes.

Snakes Eat Frogs.

Men Eat Hogs.," "The Revolutionists Stop

for Orangeade," "Lytton Strachey, Also, Enters into Heaven"—
these are examples of Stevens himself playing the.comedian..
If he meant anything specific by the title, "The Comedian
as the Letter C," and he may well not, he probably Intended
to dramatize, not only the C-sounds, but the self-reducing
comedy which characterizes the role of Crispin.
With any first reading of the poem one is perhaps
easily overwhelmed by its language and style.

Stevens*

mastery of the English tongue as well as his own supreme
, pleasure and excitement in using it is perhaps nowhere bet
ter displayed than in this poem.

The diction is plainly

chosen for its layer upon layer of blatant rhetoric.

^Fuchs, pp. 32-33.

It
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ranges from words of American slang, like "shebang" and
"hubbub," to a heavy use of Latin words and phrases:
"personae," "lex," "prinoipium," "Sed Quaerltur.": German,
"ding an slch," and words which are obviously derived from
the Italian, "chiaroscuro," or French, "douceur#"
Robert Pack has appreciated Stevens* capacity to read
just spelling and pronunciation in order to give a slightly
more exact rendering:

"See how the word 'nincompated • be

comes the perfect adjective for 'pedagogue* in its context.
• • •'Nincompated,• of course, is Stevens* Invention from
nincompoop."66
Geographically, the poem progresses from Bordeaux to
Carolina, with a stopover at Yucatan, Mexico, and an an
nounced stopping at Havana which never materializes.

But

place-names, "Turk," "Esquimau," "Brazilians," "Aztec,"
"Arctic," and "Peking,", are studded throughout for descrip
tive detail.
While Blaokmur is quite correct in observing that "it
has, for rhetoric, an extraordinary content of concrete ex67
perienoe,"
the poem progresses through a language that
draws attention upon itself.

This indeed is the major device

^ R o b e r t Pack, Wallace Stevens: An Approach to his
Poetry and Thought (New Brunswick, N.Y., 195°)» P» XH8 .
£?Blackmur, p. 79*

of its rhetorical techniques

"disguised pronunoiamento,"

"autumn’s compendium," "vexing palankeens," "shrewd novi
tiates," "pampean dits."

As ingenious and overbearing as

this kind of language is, it still adheres to a precision
and exactitude.

The description of the quotidian to which

Crispin succumbs is an examples
But the quotidian composed as his,
Of breakfast ribands, fruits laid in their leaves.
The tomtit and the cassia and the rose.
(V, 82-4)
This is language that is exotic, ornamental, and pretentious.
It nevertheless pins down a concrete world which dominates
its inhabitants.

The "tomtit," a wren-like bird, echoes

in tonality the "tom-toms" of line 3 9 *

is itself dis-

tinguished as an American bird "rather southern. " 00

The

"cassia," a heavily seeded plant with yellow blossoms, is
found "as far north as North C a r o l i n a . "^9

Stevens has

chosen his exoticism with care and with an eye to accuracy.
The reference above to the Johson play, Poetaster, is
significant in relation to what Paul Rosenfield has called
the "Elizabethan" vocabulary of the poem.70

There are fur

ther devices which are indebted to the Elizabethan drama:

^ E l i o t Cones. Key to North American Birds (New York,
1 8 7 2 ), p. 79.
:
^ A . W. Chapman, Flora of Southern United States
(New York, 1883), P- 1157"
!
“
^°Paul Rosenfield, "Wallace Stevens," The Achievement
of Wallace Stevens, ed. Ashley Brown and Robert. S. Halier
"(Philadelphia, 1962), p. 35*
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suoh phrases as "Exeunt omnes" and "four more personae,"
The style and tone of "The Comedian as the Letter C"
are deliberately calculated for effect; the same can be
said of its meter and rhyming.

The rhythm of the lines

follows no imposed pattern, though the ten-syllable line is
*

consistent.

Rhyming is rare though occasionals

before "planterdom," and "rout" before "out."

"come" set
At times

there is outright repetition at jbhe end of lines:
"fora" and "long"-"long," for example.

"form"-

Cleanth Brooks has

recognized Stevens generally to be "traditional and even
highly *poetic* in something of the old sense."?1

In an

age which has pointedly departed from traditional forms,
one notes Stevens* faithfulness to blank verse in some of
his best works:

"Sunday Morning," "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle,"

"Esthetlque Du Mai," "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," and
any number of others.
The narrative voioe of "The Comedian as the Letter C"
is not neutral; Stevens is not the distant and objective
voice of descriptive narration.

He is playing with, though

not identifying himself with, the attitudes of Crispin.
Hence, it is a style like Crispin's, own character, a style
of bombast, egotism, exaggeration, and loquacious self- .

"^■Cleanth Brooks, "Wallace Stevens, An Introduction,"
The MoNeese Review. XIV (1 9 6 3 ), 9 .

expression.

If Stevens is not quoting Crispin, he is, at

least, echoing him.

Stevens thus becomes a kind of agent-

secretary for the Clown, and we encounter in the poem such
phrases as "Score this anecdote," "as Crispin willed," or
"He made a singular collation.

Thus:"

It is of course also

this distance between Stevens and his Comedian, however tenu
ous that distance becomes, that gives the poem its axis of
irony.

This is to say, Stevens may be describing himself

and his characteristic weakness in the person of Crispin,
but he is at the same time mocking, ridiculing, in a word,
laughing at them.
Something of this same technique is at work in Eliot's
"Prufrook" and Pound's "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley," two poems
that were planned and written a few years earlier than "The
Comedian as the Letter C."

While Prufrock and Mauberley

are esthetes like Crispin, they reflect a greater Laforguian
sophistication than Crispin who is ultimately an adventurer
who settles for the rustic and rural.

But the thre"e fic

tional characters are kinds of masks through which varying
degrees of disaffection and disgust are aired, and through
which irony weaves back and forth.

George Williamson's ’

definition of Laforguian irony, relative to its adaptation
by Eliot, shows remarkable parallels with Stevens' poem.

One

.observes especially the operation of the "mock heroic," the
use of "dramatic means," and the problem of "boredom" which
is translated into^ the "quotidian" in the Crispin poem:
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. This method may be summarized as the assumption
of an ironic mask or attitude, mock heroic in
effect and wit, expressing a mixed mood, often by
dramatic means*
It indulges in self-mockery or
ridicules serious feeling; it represents)*mixed
reactions to things, the subjective mocked by
the objeotive, the discrepancy between appearance
and reality. It sees boredom and horror, the
frustration or derision of latent feeling, the
shams of m o d e m life; It dissimulates sympathy
for their victims. ' 2
At one point, to illustrate, we find the affirmation:

"The words of things entangle and confuse./ The plum sur
vives its poems.”
.level.

The irony here carries more than one

The poem, by its very existence, denies this dis

paragement of "words.”

On smother level, though, there is

the suggestion that Crispin’s affirmation is ironic for
him personally.

His daughters, the products of his quotl-

dlanwworld, suggest that they too are poems of a kind—
demonstrating once again Crispin's reliance upon words.

At

the conclusion of the poem it is Crispin's "anecdote" that
is emphasized, "not doctrlnal/In form though in design."
(VI, 73-4)

The "aneodote" is obviously verbal.

at least two levels, the remark is ironic.

Thus, on

Warren Ramsey,

in his discussion of Laforguian irony, suggests further that
"what is opposite on one level of signification may be ap
posite on another."73

When this idea is applied to Crispin's

72George Williamson, A Reader's Guide to T.S. Eliot
(New York, 1953), PP. 51-52.

73
'' Warren Ramsey. Jules Laforgue and the Ironic In
heritance (Oxford, 1953)* P* ^37^
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denunciation of words there is the positive notion that
words which "entangle and confuse" do indeed obstruct the
absolute pitch toward which the ideal poetry, the supreme
fiction, aspires.

The supreme fiction, as we will consider

in Chapter IV, is unattainable in an absolute sense.

One

reason for this is that it is dependent upon formulation
in words.

In this, light, Crispin’s conviction about words

is not only opposite ironically, but apposite affirmatively.
Stevens’ use of diction has also been attributed to
Laforgue’s influence— especially in "The Comedian," says
Warren Ramsey, through the "portentuous inflation of lan
guage. "?**

He continues:

What Stevens wanted was a good name for a
Romantic ironist, a willful fellow who would
puncture all the balloons that Stevens would
send up painted with his gaudiest language.
He wanted, in short, a Pierrot, but he took
oare not to call him by that or any other of
the Laforguian names.75
While Allen Tate’s observation that Stevens is the
"only American poet who has been intelligently affected by
the Parnassians and the Symbolists" is applicable with re
gard to the Crispin poem,

recent criticism has attempted

7**Warren Ramsey, "Wallace Stevens and Some French
Poets," Trinity Review. VIII (May, 195*0» 39.
75Ramsey, "Wallace Stevens and Some French Poets,"

PP. 38-39.
7**Allen Tate, "American Poetry Since 1920," The
Bookman. LXVIII (January, 1929), 507.
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to play down the Symbolist influence on Stevens.77
While the poem reveals a wild and gaudy language as
well as a subtly ironic interplay, it is also structured
around an ostentatious philosophical technique.

The most

immediately obvious illustration of this is seen in the
opening lines of Part I and Part IV:

"Nota; man is the in

telligence of his soil.“ and "Nota: his soil is man's in
telligence .n

Thus, in a kind of dialectical fashion, the

poem moves contrapuntally between these two conceptual propo
sitions.

This technique is borrowed in later poems.

In

"Notes toward a Supreme Fiction*” for example, each of the
three parts of the poem evolves arolnd one of three proposi
tions:

"It Must Be Abstract," "It Must Change," and "It

Must Give Pleasure."

In "Life on a Battleship," the captain

77"The Second Pierrot character is Crispin, iiihP-The
Comedian as the Letter C," But his role in the capacity of
a Romantic Ironist (Warren Ramsey's phrase) is very short;
he goes through a sea-change and turns into a Realist."
Michel Benamou, "Jules Laforgue and Wallace Stevens," Ro
manic Review. L (April, 1959)* 109.
"Moreover there is in him ^Stevens7 a philosophic evolution,
exemplified in the long poem, The Comedian as the Letter C,
which is typically New England and foreign Tio Laforgue.
•
Thus Stevens' discovery of a new world, naked and luxurous,
came as Pantheism and delight in nature, a frequent Germanic
reaction, but far less natural for a French poet. Laforgue
could never:
'. . .Stop short before a plum
And be content and be a realist.'
H.R. Hays, "Laforgue and Wallace Stevens," Romanic Review.
XXV (July-September, 193*0* 2k>$m

articulates and. assimilates three propositions numerically
given within the poem:

"First,

reduce/ Themselves to one,"
equal of the whole,"

The grand, simplifications

"Second,

The part/ Is the

Finally:

The first and second rules are reconciled
In a Third:_ The whole cannot exist without
The parts, ? 8
The poem moves dialectlcally as Crispin moves geographically
in "The Comedian as the Letter C."

Varying kinds of realism

and romanticism are examined, adopted, rejected.

There Is

a vigorous philosophical tension beneath all the superficial
gameplaying with diction and style.

As Honald Sukenlck has

observed, the poem proceeds "from formulation to reformula
tion like a Platonic dialogue, to its resolution,"79
This dialectical element of the poem inevitably cor
responds to Crispin’s role as philosopher, touched on above.
It also underscores the essential seriousness of the comic
podm' as It lays bare the profoundly human problems which
Stevens found confronting the age.
Any kind of poem which dramatizes a fairly abstract
character in a voyage-like sequence of action Inevitably
invites Interpretation as allegory.

To overlook this aspect

of the poem would be a costly omission.

Here again one sees

?8CP, pp. 78, 79, 80.
'^See the unpubl. dies.
(Brandels, 1962) by Honald
Sukenlck, "A Wallace Stevens Handbook: A Reading of His
Major Poems and an Exposition of His Theory and Practice,"
P- 6 5 .

^5
the importance of interpreting; Crispin as more than an auto
biographical Stevens,

Crispin shares the problems of modem,

twentieth-century man in his search for a poetry that satis
fies the most instinctive human needs, in his desire for an
adjustment to environment, and in an acceptance of fate.
Crispin is thus generalized and univerealized.
In one of his essays, "Effects of Analogy," Stevens
elaborates upon various kinds of allegory and distinguishes
between that of La Fontaine in'his Fables and Bunyan in his
The Pilgrim*s Progress:
In La Fontaine, there is a difference. We
are not distracted. Our attention is on the
symbol, which is interesting in itself. The
other meaning does not dog the symbol like
its shadow. It is not attached to it. Here
the effect of analogy•almost ceases to exist
and the reason for this is, of course, that
we are not particularly conscious of it. We
do not have to stand up to it and take it.
It is like a play of thought, some trophy
that we ourselves gather, some meaning that
we ourselves supply. It Is like a pleasant
shadow, faint and volatile. In Bunyan, it
is the other meaning that is the sblid mat
ter; iO-La Fontaine, the solid matter is the
story.80
As In the case of La Fontaine’s allegories, our interest
focuses upon Crispin independently of any noticeable second
level of meaning.

We laugh at the Clown more readily than

80NA, pp. 109-110.
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we, identify with him, but the simultaneous meaning is inV

tended,

William York Tindall has picked up the relation

of Crispin to the hero of The Pilgrim* s Progress:
The end of Bunyan's Christian is a place in
heaven. By no means transcendental, that of
Stevens' Crispin is a place on earth. His
quest is for an 'aesthetici* Christian's
pilgrimage is up moral hills and down moral
valleysV®^
Edward Guereschi reads it as a repudiation of "the
venerated myth of the American Adam" through its denial of the "transcendental optimism" underlying the myth.®2
Hoy Harvey Pearce has made out an elaborate case for
the poem as "a kind of reply to 'The Waste Land.*"

He points

out similarities between the section in Eliot's poem entitled
"What the Thunder Said" and "Concerning the Thunderstorms of
Yucatan" in *The Comedian as the Letter C."

While "The

Waste Land" points to a "a transcendence of reality,"
Stevens' hero resorts to "a return to reality."®3
The voyage itself takes on a number of readings,

George

McFadden thus applies it as Stevens' liberation from "apprentice
ship to European poets. . .with Crispin's voyage from Prance
to America."®**

8lTindall, p. 25.
On

—

“ Edward Guereschi, "'The Comedian as the Letter C':
Wallace Stevens' Anti-Mythologioal Poem," The Centennial
Review of Arts and Sciences. VIII (Pall, 1964-), *f&5.
®2pearce, p.
and ^2 5 .
Rk
George McFadden, ^probings for an Integration: Color
Symbolism in Wallace Stevens," MP, LVIII (February, 1 9 6 1 ), 190.

**7

•>
Guy Davenport sees It in a more historical light as at
miorooosm of the intellectual development of
that part of America uhioh was transplanted
fro* XVIIIth Century Europe, enriched by the
shook of inundation by a savage terrain, and
uhioh flourished as a hive of llberalismaand
individuality in the milieu of Jefferson,
Franklin, and their republioan fellows until,
like Crispin, it settled oomplaoently into
quiet mediocrity.0 *
An elaborate and symbolic unfolding of the seasons, to
be examined in detail in succeeding chapters, also takes on
an allegorical character.
of plaoe.

The same can be said of the use

Crispin moves not only from east to west (Bordeaux

to Yuoatan), but from south to north (Yucatan to Carolina).
Thus the transference from the romantic itso the reallstio
and from the world of sensuous sonneteers to the more tem
perate masters of prose respectively is recorded.

Carolina,

in this and other Harmonium poems, is the setting where all
directions meet in a realm of harmony.

NIn the Carolines,"

a poem from this volume, desoribes the state where:
The pine-tree sweetens my body.
The whlte"TrTs beautifies me.00
There is a whole reading of the poem which oani>be seen
purely in terms of a poet establishing an aesthetic.

Thus

it is not a literal colony whkoh Crispin plans in Carolina

®^Guy Davenport, "Spinoza's Tulips: A Commentary on
'The Comedian as the Letter C.'N Perspective. VII (Autumn.

195*0 • 152.
86CP, p.

5.

but a verbal one, "Loquacious columns by the m o t i v e sea,"
(V, Jf6)

His daughters are not hunans at all but "sounds of

ausio coming to accord/ Upon his lap,"

(VI, 79-80)

It is

/

taf oourse these multiple layers of interpretation, no one
of uhioh can be completely disregarded, which glv? "The
Comedian as the Letter C" much of its rewarding richness
t

and appeal.
As a directly narrative poem, oentered around a vividly
realized oharaoter, and proceeding through a fairly unified
series of actions, "The Comedian as the Letter C" is not
typical in the Stevens canon,

Stevens never again wrote a

long poem of narrative presentation; "thought tends to col
lect in pools," he wrote in one of the Adagia.8?

Much of

his extended later works aoted to re-create these poetio
"pools,"
The fact remains that much of the sensual thought which
emerged in later poems found concrete roots in the narrative
action of Crispin,

Thus, "The Comedian as the Letter C" is

Invaluable as a means of objectifying and oonoretlzlng the
ideas which reappear in later works.

The final process of

thoughtful and meditative meandering and the problems and
propositions explored therein took root early, as we shall
now see, in the narrative aocount of Crispin's sojourn.

CHAPTER II
CRISPIN HADE NEW
The accumulation of myths, according to Wallace Stevens,
Is one of the inevitable weaknesses to which most men are
victim.

Myths of the earth, of religion, of poetry, false

and hypocritical myths as Stevens sees them, are built into
our culture.

For most men It is neoessary to shed these

myths before any kind of meaningful encounter with reality
can be initiated.

Throughout his poetry Stevens has a great

deal to say about these myths, and his position toward them
ranges from humorous and slightly cynical gibes to outright
acrimonious assault.* Crispin, the blundering oomedian, is,
at the beginning of the poem, subscriber to most of them; it
is part of his comedy.

Thus, in "The World without Imagi

nation" and "Concerning the Thunderstorms of Yucatan," Parts
I and II of the poem, we have Crispin in his most desperate
and deliberate attempts to strip himself of these falsehoods
and to replace them with the strictest and most uncompromis
ing view of reality.

His end is praiseworthy and this is in

deed why Crispin's journey is a serious one; his pursuit of
the end is, however, subject to pitfalls.
In his remarks to Professor Poggioll, after his disousslon of the difficulties in translating "The Comedian as
49
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the Letter C," Stevens goes on to define one of his Inten
tions In writing the poem.

It was to be essentially an

"*ntl-mythological poem"s
There Is another point about the poem to which
I should like to call attention and that Is that
It Is what may be called an anti-mythologioal
poem. The central figure Is an every-day man
who lives a life without the slightest adventure
exoept that he lives In a poetic atmosphere as
we all do. This point makes It necessary for
a translator to try to reproduce the everyday
plainness of the central figure and the plush 9
so to speak9 0f the stage.1
The Importance of Crispin's being "made new" cannot be
overestimated.

This process was defined by Stevens as

"decreation."
Certain myths regarding aesthetics and religion are
explored and discarded through these first twosseotlons of
the )poem9 but all of them are oontained essentially In one
erroneous concept 9 a oonoept which Is given emphasis as
the first line of the poems

"Notas

gence of his soil."

The proposition Is false be

(I, 1)

man Is the Intelli

cause It assumes that man can survive and prosper separate
from and Independent of the reality of his environment.

It

Is false because It assumes that the myths of man's devising
have precedence over reality and that somehow reality has no
Independence from what man would prefer It to be.

^•Mattlno Domenlcale. ed

The

Alt re Poe ale, p. 169.

proposition is not an arbitrary one; it was in fact an idea
that Stevens toyed with continuously throughout his work
and one whioh perhaps he never altogether rejected.

The

entire operation of the imagination, as we shall see in the
next chapter, depends essentially upon man* s own private
and subjective reactions to the world of reality.

In a

somewhat different way, Stevens gives a considerable amount
of attention to the Cartesian emphasis upon subjective aware
ness over objective reality.
The primacy of the Imagination and the projective power
of the human psyohe seems, at times, to lead Stevens into a
kind of affirmation of the Coglto-ergo-sum hypothesis.
Carried to its extreme this position almost invalidates the
structure of reality as a force independent of the human
mind,

Stevens never quite goes that far, but he speculates,

"If it should be true that reality exists/ In the mind, • .
In "An Ordinary Evening in New Haven," then it follows that
"Real and unreal are two in one."2

Stevens pointedly relates

the same idea to Descartes in "Notes Toward a Supreme Fic
tion" :
The first idea was not our own. Adam
In Eden was the father of Desoartes
And Eve made air the mirror of herself,3

In a late poem, written In the early Fifties, "The flail of
Ulysses," Stevens enlarges the concept to contain the allpervasive power of knowledge over reality:
"If knowledge and the
thing known are one
So that to know a man is to be
That man, to know a place is to be
.
That place, and lb seems to cone to that.,
"There is nothing in life except what one thinks of it," he
imparts in the Adagla.^

The theory comes very close to

Berkeley, too, as Stevens acknowledges in "A Collect of
Philosophy":

"What we see Is not an external world but an

image of it and henoe an internal w o r l d . T h i s emphasis
upon the "internal world" is

not universally consistent in

Stevens* poetry; it is an indication that he

wasattracted

to the idea that man was the intelligence of his soil.
In the case of Crispin, however, the problem is not
exactly the same.
of self."

(I, 20)

His vice is essentially that of "mythology
His weakness is a verbal and thus a

poetic one, " v e r b o s e n e s s w h i c h he will attempt to "stem."
(I» 37)

His flaw is that of egotism.

It is a failing common

to the time and place from which he is taking leave, the
France of the eighteenth-century.

As Morse has indioated,
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"The poem begins Kith the statement of a position roughly
equivalent to that of the'"eighteenth oentury poets,"? a
position which saw the realities of external nature cul
minating in man himself.

It is the reorientation of his .

life and his aesthetic away from himself that Kill be Cris
pin's primary objective•
The preponderant Keakness that burdens Crispin as he
sails for the NeK World is that of romanoe.

It is essen

tially the false and llluslonary notions of the romantic
that are obliterated at seas
Severance
Was clear. The last distortion of romance
Forsook the insatiable egotist.
(I, 75-7)
Stevens was personally plagued by an uncertain and in
consistent vision of romantic poetry; It was a theme to Khloh
he returned time and time again in his prose as Kell as his
poetry.

The myth of the romantic is indeed the first major

myth Khich Crispin takes upon himself to disoard.

But an

element of the romantic, as defined by his o k u terms, Kas
something Stevens Kas to d i n g to*

One readily agrees Kith

William York Tindall that the whole problem "would not be
Korth mentioning had he /5tevens7 not worried so much about
it."8

?Samuel French Morse. "The Motive for Metaphor,"
Origin. II (Spring, 1?52 )»

&.

8Tindall, p. 8.
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Even for Crispin, the unequivocal rejection of all the ro
mantic and imaginative was to prove disastrous, as we shall
see.

Crispin, unlike Stevens, failed to make distinctions.

At this point, as he sails from Prance, it is clear that
Crispin's romance is artificial fend externally imposed.
This false romanticism is distinguished by Stevens in an
essay entitled "Imagination As Value" from the genuine im
agination.

As described here, it is the kind of romanticism

that comes closest to duplicating Crispin's:
The imagination is one of the great human
powers. The romantic belittles lti The imagi
nation is the liberty of the mind. The romantic
is a failure to taake use of that liberty. It is
to the imagination what sentimentality is to
feeling. It Is a failure of the imagination
precisely as sentimentality is a failure of
feeling.. The imagination is the only genius.
It is intrepid and eager and the extreme of
Its achievement lies in abstraction. The achieve
ment of the romantic, oh the oontrary, lies in
minor wish-fulfillments and it is inoapable of
abstraction.9
In what appears to be a contradictory opinion, Stevens identi
fies &he romantic and the imagination in "Two or Three Ideas"
j

"The whole effort of the imagination is toward the production
of the romantic." '1’0
this idea:
poet.

Later, in another essay, he reaffiims

"It is absurd to wince at being called a romantic

Unless one ,is that, one Is not a poet at all. " 11

9NA> PP- 138-9•
1 0 op, p. 2 1 5 .
i:
lo p ,

p. 252.
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The whole means, of course, of resolving this apparent
contradiction Is to show that for Stevens there are two
kinds of romanticism*

The real problem is that the term

Itself is so overused and haokneyed that it is unable to
contain all the meanings attributed to it in so many oppos
ing contexts— including those of Stevens.

As Stevens suc

cinctly puts it In one of his AdLagla, "The romantic exists
in precision as well as in i m p r e c i s i o n . O r ,

in another,

slightly longer:
Although the romantic is referred to, most
often, in a pejorative sense, this sense at
taches, or should attach, not to the romantic
in general but to some phase of the romantio
that has become stale. Just as there is al
ways a romantic that is potent, so there is
always a romantic that is impotent .13
And the whole point is that the Crispin journeying from
Bordeaux belongs to an "impotent" romanticism.

1 2 0 P, p. 171.
1 3 0 P, p. 180.
^Unfortunately, Stevens has himself become the victim
of such romantio discrepenoies. Morsseis of the opinion that
"his romanticism resembles that of his great predecessors and
contemporaries who have shaped and given the dootrine its con
tinuing vitality." Samuel Frenoh Moatoe, "The Native Element,"
The Achievement of Wallaoe Stevens, ed. Ashley Brown and Robert
S. Haller (Philadelphia, I9 &2 ), p. 205. Pointing to the ro
manticism of "Le Monocle De Mon Onole," Donald Davis, •himself
a poet, deplores it as "thoroughly late-Viotorian, poor Brown
ing, or poor Meredith." Or again, "Stevens is always mannered
and affooted." Donald Davie, "*Essential Gaudiness*: The
Poems of Wallaoe Stevens." The Twentieth Century. CLIII (June.
1953)t 456.
'
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The great cleansing agent and the first means of Cris
pin’s long process of decreation Is the seat
sea/ Created In his day, & touch of doubt."

"Crispin at
(I, 6-7)

The fcse of the sea as a kind of reshaping lnfluenoe Is
not new In American literature.

Traditionally, the"power

of water has been that of restoring and renewing.

Its use

as such Is one of the central motifs of "The Waste Land.?
Herman Melville’s Moby Dick begins with a similar theme In
the words of Ishmaelt
Whenever I find myself growing grim about the
mouth; whenever it Is a damp, drizzly November
lnmmy soul; whenever I find myself Involuntarily
pausing before coffin warehouses, and bringing
up the rear of every funeral I meet. • • then,
I account It high time to get to sea as soon as
I oan.15
And In Hemingway’s Pare well to Arms. It Is Lt. Henry's
plunge Into the river that marks his desertion from the war
and his surrender to a life of love.

The name of the river,

Tagllamento, means "severing," a theme directly related to
Crispins
(It

"-The sea/ Severs not only lands but also selves."

77-8)
The use of the sea In this capacity Is frqquent in all

of Stevens' work.

In a poem whloh appeared In 193^* "Polo

Ponies Practicing," the old order is pitted against the new,

^ H e r m a n Melville, Moby Dick (New York, 1962), p. 1.

and the contrast is made through the example of the sea.
The poem begins,
The constant cry against an old order.
An order constantly oldt
Is Itself old and stale.
The new order is represented
In a freshness of poetry by the sea,
In galloping hedges,
In thudding air.16
The recurrence of the sea imagery is one of the most frequent
\

•

in Stevens.

. ■

It is always a recuperative power:

"There was

an ease of mind that was like being alone in a boat at
sea."^7

or, "What was the sea whose tide swept through me

there?"-*-®

In*Parewell to Florida," the poem which above

all others parallels the action of "The Comedian as the
Letter C," the persona passes from the lushness of the South
to the more severe order of the North while at sea:
To stand here on the deck in:the dark and say
Farewell and to know that that land is forever gone.1?
The personification of the sea is in the figure of the
water god, Triton.

Triton was, of course, the son of Neptune

and distinguished himself as his father's trumpeter.

1 6 2E, p. 37.
17cp, p. 5 1 5 .
ife8 cp, p. 65.

Thus
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is Triton alluded to by Milton in "Comus#"

"Triton's wind-

shell," and the "Herald of the sea" in "Lyoidas."

For

Crispin, however, there trill be no trumpeting; he is him
self "Muoh trumpeted" (II, 11) instead.
in "old age."

(I, 38)

"Triton, nothing; left of him,/ Ex

cept in faint, memorial gesturings."
"negligible Triton."

Triton is described

(I, 73)

(I, 4-5-6)

He is

Henoe his influence on Cris

pin is nil; he is now an Inconsequential "watery realist"
(I» 38) with no evidence of trumpet or heraldic sounding.
Indeed, implies Stevens, Triton himself is an outworn and
useless myth.
One other point, seemingly inconsequential, but of
enormous consequences for what is to follow, is revealed at
the end of the first sections
-

•*

.

Crispin was made new.
The imagination, here, could not evade,
In poems of plums, the strict austerity,
Of one vast, subjugating, fInalttone.
(I, 80-3)
Thus we learn that Crispin, horrified by his own false romanoe of the past, will d o s e his

mind to all romanoe.

The

image of the plum, to reappear with special slgnlfloanoe
later in the poem, here presented

as an image of poetry,

will not be tolerated. Images of

poetry, after all, are

projections of the imagination, and for Crispin there will
be only "the strict austerity."
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The initial state of deoreation which has been effeoted
in Crispin, a state which leaves him psychologically and
mentally unadorned, "some starker, barer self," (I, 6l) is
the state of winters
The salt hung on his spirit like a frost,
The dead brine melted in him like a dew
Of winter, until nothing of himself
Remained, exoept some starker, barer self
In a starker, barer world.
(I, 58-62)
This state of winter is the first of the four seasons
whioh is introduced in the poem*

The importanoe of the

seasons, not Just for their lyrloal imagery, but for their
symbolic weight, cannot be overemphasized.

Stevens is per

haps the first poet sinoe James Thomson to rely so heavily
«

upon seasonal imagery.

There is scaroely a poem in the en

tire Stevens eanon that does not relate, to some extent, to
a seasonal symbology.

It is essentially the passage from

season to season, not Just temporally, but symbolically,
that makes up the basic structural unity of "The Comedian
as the Letter C."
All the seasons, generally speaking, represent varying
states of mind.

Winter and summer represent opposites and

are of themselves ultimate and final states before the pro
cess is reversed and the mind reverts onoe again in the other
direction.

Summer represents the limit of the imagination;

winter, the limit of reality.

In the widest possible texms,

winter is the state of vacuity, emptiness, "nothingness."
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Summer is the state of ripeness, fullness, and plenitude.
Autumn and spring are states of transition and intermediate
-4

points.

It is fairly olear that "the skinny sailor" toss

ing about on the Atlantic is not literally experiencing the
assault of winter; more importantly, the state of winter is
within Crispin' s own mind psychologically and bears speci
fically upon the aesthetic foundation he is seeking.
I am not aware that any comparison between Stevens'
seasonal symbology and Yeats* lunar oyole has been made;
suoh generalizing parallels are always tenuous and tentative.
But in his breakdown of the 28 days of the cycle of the moon,
Yeats apportions a period of absolute objectivity (roughly
at the beginning and ending of the cycle) and a period of
absolute subJeotivity (midway through the oyole).

The

mltlons of the spinning gyres in relation to an historical
2000 year period are given a similar proportional breakdown
as outlined by Yeats in A Vision.

The human psyohe, as well

as the general cultural and historical dlreotion, is thus
symbolically represented.
to Stevens' seasons?

In what way does this correspond

The state of winter is the time of

stripping away all subjectivity and emotion.

As C. Roland

Wagner distinguishes, "the self regards itself as nothing
during a supreme moment of otherness; life is turned into the
pure act of awareness."20
20

C. Roland Wagner, "The Idea of Nothingness in Wallaoe
Stevens," Accent, XII (Spring, 1952), 112.
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Summer, on the other hand, is the time of the full
flowering of the imagination, roughly equivalent to Yeats*
prescribed state of subjectivity.

Interesting, too, in re

lation to Yeats* lunar breakdown, this period represents
the time when the moon is at its fullest.

Stevens adopts

this image of the moon and of moonlight in any number of
poems in his description of the high level of the imagination.
Noteworthy also is the fact that in both cases these states
of absolute subjectivity and objectivity are brief; change
immediately qualifies each Instant and forces the psyche on
to a further progression.

The significance of change in

Stevens* outline of his supreme fiction will be analyzed in
Chapter IV.
Simply because the winter state is an absolute, how
ever temporarily it may be so, it is a time of highest achievement and exquisite fulfillment.

It is, more specifi

cally, the stage in which thp human being is purged of all
the burdensome myths, a time when he is severed from companions
and environment.
paradox:

Thus, the winter world is posited upon a

a state of "nothingness" is, in its ultimate stage,

a state of fullness, "everythingness."
This paradox is played upon in the poem "No Possum, No
Sop, No Taters," where the simultaneous involvement of "bad"
and "good" is meshed in the state of winter.

Note, too, in

the following stanzas the emphasis upon winter as a state of
absoluteness:
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It is deep January. The sky Is hard
The stalks are firmly rooted in the ioe.
It is in this solitude,..a syllablev
Out of these gawky flltterings,
Intones its single emptiness,
The savagest hollow of winter-sound.
It is here, in this bad, that we reaoh
The last purity of the knowledge of good. 21
The same paradox recurs at the end of one of Stevens* most
famous lyrics, "The Snow Man.”
other of his poems,

Here, perhaps as in none

the absoluteness of winter is con

cretely realized in the vacant stare of the snow man.

Only

such a non-man, partaking by his very essenoe in the state
of winter himself, possesses Ha mind of winter.n

With this

unique possession he is able to confront the sight of "Juni
pers shagged with ice" and the sound "of a few leaves" and
to become himself a listener
who listens in the snow
And, nothing himself, beholds
99
Nothing that is not there and the nothing thatis. 22
With a poem such as this in mind one can appreciate
Robert Paok*s oonviction that fnothingness" and the "su
preme fiction" are "polarities that are never reached. " 23
Thus the zero point of nothingness can be inhabited only by

21CP, p. 2 9 4 .
22CP, pp. 9-10.

23Paok, p. 122.

"\
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a man made of snow, and the ideal of this final state can
only be abstracted, that is to say, projected only theo
retically.

This notion of the state of nothingness as un

attainable is suggested in the poem, "The Han Whose Pharynx
Was Bad":
Perhaps, if winter once could penetrate
Through all its purples to the final slate,
Persisting bleakly in an icy haze,
One might in turn become less diffident.2**
It is obvious of oourse that neither has Crispin reached the
"final slate."

He has come upon a new awareness of himself

as a man made new and he is not without his affirmations.
The highest poetry and the supreme formulae are those fic
tions which are b o m of the spring and summer.

It follows

that in the deepest core of winter one confronts the advent
of summer:

"Winter devising summer in its breast."25 And,
^
OiC
"The cricket of summer forming itself out of loe."*° It is

the **neurosis of winter"2? that spurns the momentum of time
on into the revitalizing climate of spring.

Winter is seen

as the necessary launching point, the initial step into a

2 Ur
,
CP, p. 9 6 .
2 5 CP, p. 186.
2 6 0P, p. 95.
2 ?CP, p. *f82.

meaningful aesthetics.

It is no oolnoidence that this is

Crispin*s first transformation, however relative his achieve
ment of it may be.
At the end of Part II, "Concerning the Thunderstorms
of Yucatan,** Crispin once again experiences a revitaliza
tion after the torrential* storm.

This renewal is symbolized

as "the Andean breath," (II, 8 8 )

This reference to the

mountainous ranges of western Mexico is seen.by Mildred
Harstock as one of a group of symbols used by Stevens in
describing the state of emptiness and nothingness!
The "Andean breath" is the intimation of that
bare-rock reality which, in the following sec
tion ("Approaching Carolina") his imagination
is free to grasp. Mountains, rook, stone, slate—
these are symbols (as are snow and images of
winter) of the basic struoture and operation
of nature, of the whole, of which man is the
only fully oonsolous part. What can be known
of this reality must be starkly faced before
it can become data for the imagination. 28
The oversight or denial of Stevens' world of winter has
oaused some critios to label him an unequivocal hedonist.
It is surely significant that in "The Comedian as the Letter
C" and "The Snow Man," poems from his first volume, Stevens

^ M i l d r e d E. Harstock, "Wallaoe Stevens and the 'Book*
The Personallst. XLII (Winter, 1 9 6 1 ), 6 8 .
29
Yvor Winters, "Wallaoe Stevens or the Hedonist's
Progress," On Modern Poets (New York, 1959)» P*
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was laying the groundwork for the other pole in his creation
of ultimates, a world of the most austere and bare emptiness.
It is hardly a world of sensual indulgence.
A poem written muoh later, five years before his death,
shows not only the enduring consistency of his thought and
symbolism but also the deep power of "dark winter.**

These

stanzas from "A Discovery of Thought** summarize the state
of paradox, the state of abstraction, and the high state of
absolute self awareness, which characterize the world of
winters
At the antipodes of poetry, dark winter,
When the trees glitter with that which despoils them,
Daylight evaporates, like a sound one hears in slokness.
•

•

•

One thinks, when the houses of New England catch the
first sun,
The first word would be of the susceptible being arrived,
The immaculate disclosure of the secret no more obsoured.
The sprawling of winter might suddenly stand erect,
Pronouncing its new life and ours, not autumn's prodi
gal returned,
But an antipodal, far-fetched creature, worthy of birth,
The true tone of the metal of winter in what it says:
The accent of deviation in the living thing
That is its life preserved, the effort to be b o m
Surviving being b o m , the event of life.30
We shall have occasion to return to this state of ab
stractness in winter with the discussion of the hero in

3 0 OP, pp. 95-6.
0
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Chapter IV.

That hero is suggested by the "far-fe teheed

creature** of this poem.

He will re appear **In an elemental

freedom, sharp and oold** in **C)iicioorua to Its Neighbor."31
He-will be the subject of "winter's/ Iciest oore" in "Exami
nation of the Hero in a Time of W a r . "32
The influence of George Santayana on Stevens has been_,
the subject of a doctoral dissertation^ as well as several
articles.

Nowhere is Stevens* debt to him greater than in

the realization of the state of nothingness.
The paradox in the poetry of Stevens bounding between
his nihilism and his hedonism immediately suggests itself.
The doctrine of nothingness defined with suoh lyrical elo
quence in "The Snow Han" would seem to negate the relevanoe
of his hedonism enunciated in a poem like "Sunday Hom in g."
Indeed, if man "nothing himself, beholds/ Nothing that is
not there and the nothing that is," how then can he release
himself to an active participation in the physical world?
How can Crispin, untiringly seeking out a "relentless con
tact" with reality, resort to "Some starker, barer self/ In
a starker barer world."?

3 1 CP, p. 2 9 7 .
32CP, p. 2 7 5 .
&3See the unpubl. dies. (State University of Iowa,
1 9 6 2 ) by William Arthur Burney, "Wallaoe Stevens and George
Santayana."

6?

The problem Is one that equally concerned the philo
sopher and poet, George Santayana.

In his Skepticism and

Animal. Faith Santayana confronts both himself and his en
tire environment with complete suspiolon.

The reality of

all, both within and beyond, is uncertain in its validity,
he says, and the ultimate and most reliable means of con
fronting all of life is with unequivocal skepticism.

The

illusionary character of reality looms forever as a distinct
possibility; existence, the physical presence of matter, the
process of change, even human presence, must be shaken loose
from man:
Every part of experience, as it oomes, is il
lusion; and the source of this illusion is my
animal nature, blindly labouring in a blind
world. • • .The poet, the disinterested philo
sopher, the lover of things distilled into
purity, frees himself from belief. This in
finite chaos of cruel and lovely forms, he
cries, is all deceptive, all unsubstantial,
substituted at will for nothing, and soon
found to sink into nothing again, and to be
nothing in truth.3^
Here Indeed we have the prose equivalent of Stevens' "The
Snow Han," even though the poem antedates the quotation.
If existence is negated, essenoe is of another order,
says Santayana.

"The quality of it will have ceased to exist:

3**George Santayana. Skepticism and Animal Faith (New
York, 1923), PP. 52-3.
'
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It will be merely the quality which it inherently, logically,
and inalienably is.

It will be an ESSENCE."35

Essenoe pre

sents itself to man through intuition, and is itself com
pletely distinct from existence.

Thus the ensnarement of

an illuslonary existence is overcame.

Santayana suggests

the yellowness of a buttercup as an example.
before ms is yellow.

The buttercup

I close my eyes and still have the

yellowness before me and, opening my eyes, the buttercup now
being removed, I still see yellowness.

The essence of the

yellow is present to me in spite of all existence and inde
pendent of it.
Intuition of itself, the confrontation with essenoe, is
philosophically the one reliable means of meeting life.

Yet,

in spite of it, man must experience the more physical pangs
of hunger, the reality of fatigue and pain.

So, it follows

that reliability and certitude achieved in intuiting essences
are simply inadequate.

It is at this point that Santayana

makes allowances for what he calls, "animal faith," and he
does so with full oognizanoe that it is unreliable and 1 1 lusionary.

One must, if he is to live his life, turn from

Intuition to discourse.

It is this process of dlsoourse that

one can identify with the poetic method of Wallace Stevens s

35santayana, p. 7*1-.
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Intuition is an event, although it reveals only
an essenoe; and in like manner discourse is an ex
perience, even when its deliverance is mere dia
lectic. It is an experience for two reasons;
first, beoause it is guided unawares by the ef
forts of the psyche to explore, not the realm of e
essence, but the world that oontrols her fortunes;
and secondly, because the essences unrolled be
fore it, apparently at random and for no reason,
really oonvey knowledge. • .Imagination would be
very insecure and Inconstant in these construc
tions, and they would not become automatic habits
in discourse, if Instinct within and nature with
out did not control the process of discourse, and
dictate its occasions.3 6
The process of discourse as the method by which Wallace
Stevens confronts his environment is very close to what Louis
Martz has called "meditation."

Discourse, like meditation,

is a rational investigation of physical phenomena, but dis
course is perhaps a better term in relation to Stevens, be
cause the term itself is free from any of the religious con
notation which "meditation** possibly suggests, especially in
regard to the poets of the early seventeenth-oentury.
Stevens is like his "old philosopher in Borne," confront
ing life with skepticism and calling it in its objectivity,
"nothingness."

At the same time, he is alive in all the

exotic splendor of Yucatan, all the immortal beauty of the
flesh, and all the ordinary life of New Haven.
therefore, to commenoe his discourse therein.

r-^Santayana, pp. 1 3 8 -9 .

He will ohoose,
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In the world of animal faith, Santayana explains, there
need be no fear of living among myth and falsity.

With the

confidence that comes of skeptloism man merely passively
accepts all without question and discrimination; he accepts
the realities of substance, of event, of faot, of changes
The very abundance and inoessant dream-like
prolixity of mental discourse renders it elu
sive; and the discourse I officially impute to
myself or to others is a subsequent literary
fiction, apt if it suggests the events which
the disoourse concerned, or excites the emotions
which those events if witnessed would have pro
duced on an observer of my disposition, but by
no means a fiction patterned on any actual former
experience in anybody. Hy sense of animation in
nature, and all my notions of human experience,
are dramatlo poetry, and nothing else.37
And Wallace Stevens, with oomplete agreement, proceeds to
construct his realm of supreme fictions.

Disoourse is in

deed "a perpetual oreation," says Santayana.
stant re-examination and recapitulation.

It 'is a con

And it is to the

poet rather than to the philosopher that Santayana assigns
the task of making these discourses.

It is through "liter

ary psychology" that essences are renewed among men and that
intuitions are re-echoed.
The paramount point is of course that the winter world
of Stevens converges with Santayana*s world of essences.
Thus Crispin will seek the "essential prose," (III, 8 9 ) and

3?Santayana, p. 2Jf9.
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will face only the Hquintessential fact."

(II, 84)

As David

Young has suggested with regard to Santayana, "One begins,
then, with the exeroise of 'retrenchment' or 'disintoxioation',-' doubting the reality of everything given to the mind,
taking nothing for granted. •••Crispin's whole story is in
structive in this regard, a oomio odyssey of retrenchment. "38
Skepticism and Animal Faith, as closely as it summa
rizes Stevens' epistemology, in no way detraots from Stevens*
originality of thought.

The appearanoe of "The Comedian as

the Letter C" in Harmonium, in fact, anticipated the publica
tion of Santayana's treatise by one year.

Stevens knew the

work of Santayana; Morse, Stevens' literary executor, affirms
that he had every one of the philosopher's books, and Santa
yana was of course lecturing at Harvard when Stevens was there.
Thus Crispin, the illusion-filled romantic, begins his
initiation into a new poetry and a new aesthetics.

His ad

ventures on the high seas strip him of his pomposity and
escapism.

He learns to oonfront only the strictest reality,

severing himself from all compromise with the imagination or
with the romantic.

He adjusts himself to a wintry environ

ment of bareness and nothingness.

But his reformation remains

3®David Young, "A Skeptloal Musics Stevens and San
tayana," Criticism. VII (Summer, 1 9 6 5 ), 266-267*
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tentative and unwhtole.

For Crispin will disembark from his

ship and visit the ornamental wonders of southeastern Mexico
before sailing on for his permanent home In Carolina,

Per

haps Crispin* s own state of mind at this moment approximates
the description given In "An Ordinary Evening New Haven":
How cold the vacancy
When the phantoms are gone and the shaken realist
First sees reality. The mortal no
Has its emptlness-and tragic expirations.
The tragedy, however, may have begun,
Again, In the Imagination's new beginning,
In the yes of the realist spoken because he must
Say yes, spoken because under every no
Lay a passion for yes that had never been broken. 39
If Crispin has sought out reality In his approach to
Yucatan, he finds It there in abundance; If he wanted to set
himself before a complex environment, here it abounds in a
multicolored and multiformed panorama of sights, sounds, and
sensations.

Thus Yuoatan, or some equivalent to it, is es

sential for Crispin at this fiplnt.

He has forsaken the al

lurements of his past and stands now an Ingenue in the land
of Cortez:
But Crispin was too destitute to find
In any commonplace the sought-for aid.
Yucatan, of all places, is no commonplace.
that Crispin Is overwhelmed by it.

39cp, p. 320

(II, 7 *8 )

It Is no wonder

The 96 lines that comprise "Concerning the Thunder
storms of Yucatan" are studded, as In no other similar
length of Stevens* poetry, with a dazzling conglomeration
of color and sights*

The effect of Yucatan Is essentially

visual and It leaves no doubt that Crispin has migrated from
a winter to a summer worlds

"Into a savage color he went on,"

(II, 14) "green toucan/ And Jay,"

(II, 3-4) "raspberry tana-

gers," (II, 5) "orange air," (II, 6 ) "Jagged lops of green,"
(II, 49) "Green barbarism," (II, 36) "purple tufts," (II, 51)
"scarlet crowns," (II, 51) "white cabildo*"

(II, 6 6 )

It is

a world "streaked with yellow, blue and green and red*" (II, 53)
The dominant color, reappearing four times, is that of
green, the oolor of summer foliage and Jungle thickness*

It

symbolizes the color that comes closest to Stevens' form of
hedonism; It usually represents a lush and sensuous world of
primitive delight*

Thus, the woman-persona In "Sunday Morn

ing" Intimates the world of her preferences

Shall she not find in comforts of the sun.
In pungent fruit and bright, green w i n g s ? ™
Susanna, sensuously reproduced by the music of "Peter Quince ,
at the Clavier," appears in a similar visual displays
In the green water, clear and warn,
Susanna lay*41

In "Credences of Summer" one might expeot to see the sum
mer opulence decorated in this color which becomes "axis of
everything"!
It is the natural tower of all the world,
The point of surveyt green's green apogee,
But a tower more preoious than the view beyond,
A point of survey squatting like a throne,
Axis of everything, green's apogee.#*2
In "Nomad Exquisite" the semi-tropical world of Florida is
described by its "beholder"
Beholdixig all these green sides
And gold sides of green sides.#*3
One could go on indeterminately with these illustrations,
but in all his poems, the slate of green is the color of
vivid reality.

For Crispin there is "A new reality in
i

parrot-squawks."

(II, 59)

Yucatan is not Just reality, however, it is reality in
the extreme; it is a reality of "Sonorous nutshells," (II,
27) of "thick, cadaverous bloom," (II, #2) of the "panther's
tread," (II, #*3) of "savagery of palms," (II, #-1) "a land of
snakes."

(II, 21)

The ambitious clown is anxious that such abundance of~
opportunity be not wasted;
His violence was for aggrandizement
And not for stupor.
(II, 28-9)
Crispin does not lose his sense of consciousness; he does not

^ O P , p. 373.
^ c p , p. 95.
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give himself over with release to sensuousness.Instead,
as a poet he

sees the range of possibilities in such an

environment and beoomes a kind of reporter, "making notes,"
(II, 63) and "annotator."

(II, 75)

Crispin is awed in this

oapaclty and beoomes the poet of the fabulous s
The fabulous and its intrinsic verse
Came like two spirits parleying, adorned
In radiance from the Atlantio ooign,
For Crispin and his quill to catechize.
(II, 44-7)
The "fabulous," however, the "too juicily opulent,"
(II, 5 6 ) is as unsatisfactory to him as the old life of
French romanticism.

Thus it is the myth of the fabulous

that makes itp Crispin's second rejection.

Yucatan, he dis

covers, is not the land of imaginative plenitude, but of
over-lush ripeness.

It is, for Crispin's aesthetic, too

full of the extraordinary to have a foundation in reality.
The only other Instance where Stevens approaches such
a description of rank Inhibition is in that part of "Owl's
Clover" subtitled "The Greenest Continent."

Here, the cold

marble statue whioh reappears in each part of this long poem,
is encircled and overpowered by the savagery of Africa*
If once the statue were to rise, if it stood,
Thinly, among the elephantine palms,
Sleekly the serpent would draw himself across.
The horses are a part of a northern sky
Too starkly pallid for the jaguar's light,
In which he and the lion and the serpent hide
Even in.sleep, deep in the grass of sleep,
..
Deep grass that totters under the weight of light

^ O P , pp. 5<t-5)
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Hera is a land untouched by civilization and independent of
the decadent world in which Europe is presented.

Here, "the

serpent might become a god, quick-eyed,/ Rising from indolent
coils.So,

too, in Yucatan, "the Maya sonneteers" gave

their obeisance to the feathered creatures, the toucan, jay
and tanager~"to the night-bird made their plea."

(II, *0

"Farewell to Florida," which has been desoribed as a
poem which might "almost be a continuation of 'The Comedian
as the Letter C , ' " ^ is the first-person account of an un
named figure who is giving up the South for the "leafless"
sind "wintry slime" of the North.

The motivation for his de

parture might well be Crispin's own:
The palms were hot
As if I lived in ashen ground, as if
The leaves in which the wind kept up its soimd
From my North of eold whistled In a sepulchral South,
Her South of pine and coral and oorallne sea,
.
Her home, notymine, in the ever-freshened Keys. ?
Joseph Riddel has called this Jpem "a more sober exploration
Aft
of Crispin's problem"^"0 because there is no Carolina

^ O P , p. 5^.
^ S e e the unpubl. dlss. (Columbia, 1955) by Bernard
Heringman, "Wallace Stevens: The Reality of Poetry," p. 9*+.
4 7 CP, p. 117.
^ J o s e p h N. Riddel, "Wallace Stevens' Ideas of Order:
The Rhetoric of Politics and the Rhetoric of Poetry.** NAw
England Quarterly. XXXIV (September, l?6l), 338.
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compromise between North and South.

Bather, the persona of

"Farewell to Florida" aooepts the winter hardships of the
North.
One other myth remains to be disposed of before Crispin's
transfoxmation is completed and he is "made new."

It is a

myth to which he succumbs almost accidentally and only tem
porarily.

At the end of his sojourn in Yucatan Crispin no

tices a "rumbling, west of Mexico."

(II, 64)

An approach

ing tropical storm creates a momentary panic over the prov
ince x
The wind,
Tempestuous clarion, with heavy cry,
Came bluntly thundering, more terrible
Than the revenge of music on bassoons.

(II, 6 9 -7 2 )

This storm is finally to cleanse him and, like the sea, to
serve him as a restorative power.

First, however, with the

natives in flight around him, Crispin follows their lead:
An annotator has his scruples, too.
He knelt in the cathedral with the rest,
This connoisseur of elemental fate. (II, 75-77)
The fact that he becomes victim of "scruples" suggests Cris
pin's fear of impending death which forces him to momentary
religious refuge.

The faot that he kneels only reinforces

this idea; the strength of the cathedral walls will not only
protect him from the storm, they become a residuum for relig
ious solace.

Stevens has hinted at the forthcoming crisis

earlier in the poem.

When Crispin first arrived at Yucatan,
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for example, we learn that "oracular rockings" (II, 13) gave
him ho rest.

Mildred Harstock sees this as one of Stevens'

first rejections of religious myth:

"As early as 'The Co-

♦

median as the Letter C,' the phrase, 'oracular rookings'
describes the failure of religion as Crispin's 'sought-foraid.•"49

The actual force of the storm pounding overhead

upon the roof of the cathedral relieves him of his momentary
relapse and beoomes, in fact, "the quintessential fact" (II,
8*4-) that Crispin has all the time been seeking.

It is re-

*i

allty dramatically revealing itself.
There is something comic, perhaps slightly satiric* in
the image of the "annotator" who shares with the natives a
moment of "scruples."

The narrator is, here slightly ridicul

ing Crispin's religious motivation.

Stevens* rldioule of

religion, present here only embryonioally, could be, as we
shall see, far less reticent.
At this point Crispin is presented with the same moral
dilemma facing the woman of "Sunday Morning," and his con
clusion is the one which she herself decides: "Divinity must
live within herself."

This indeed is Stevens* whole argument

with religion, that it provides a substitute for what each

^ M i l d r e d E. Harstock, "Image and Idea in the Poetry
of Stevens," Twentieth Century Literature. VII (April, 1961),

12

.
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Individual should have within himself •

The consoling and

sustaining power for human endurance is to be that of poetry
rather than religion:
Poetry
Exceeding music must take the filace
Of empty heaven and its hymns .50
This is not to say that the poet merely substitutes one
myth for another; rather he provides a readmittance to re
ality.

Stevens explained this function in his essay, "Two

or Three Ideas” :
But the truth about the poet in a time of
disbelief is not that he must turn evange
list. . . .He turns to himself and he denies
that reality was ever monotonous except in
comparison. He asserts that the source of
comparison having been eliminated, reality is
returned, as if a shadow had passed and drawn
after it and taken away whatever coating had
concealed what lay beneath it. 51
Perhaps of all the myths Stevens sought to undermine,
that of religious belief was to be the hardest, and to oooupy his greatest consideration.

It was not the sentiment

'of religion that Stevens abhorred; the mystery, awe, and *
reverence which religion inspired were also manifestations
of the imaginative life and were to be stimulated by poetry
itself.

Stevens did incorporate many religious expressions,

symbols, and activities into his own poetic vooabulary.

5°CP, p. 1 6 7 .
5 1 0 P, p. 2 1 3 .

The
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fruits of the scientific and technological revolutions, al
ready beyond a century in the making in Stevens' own life
time, left him with the hardest skepticism.

His focus of

attention was therefore the earth:
The honey of heaven may or may not come,
But that of earth both comes and goes at onee.5z
The celebration of the honey of earth was the unfinished
public business of the poet:

"The great poems of heaven and

hell have been written and the great poem of the earth remains
to be written," says Stevens in "Imagination

As

V a l u e . "53

His assault upon the religious myth was to take varying
turns and directions.
The cathedral in which Crispin takes refuge reappears
in a number of Stevens' poems.

"St. Armorer's Church from

the Outside," whioh appeared in Stevens' last collection en
titled The Rook, is suoh a poem.
"an immense suooess."
ter."

The ohurch Itself was onoe

Now it has the "foreign smell of plas

It offers "nothing of this present,/ This y j f."5^

The implication in this and other poems is that there was a
time when religion, specifically Christianity, was meaning
ful and vital.

Its vitality resided not in the fact that

5 2 CP, p. 15.
5 3 NA, p. 1^2.
5 ZfCP, pp. 529-530.
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Christian dogma and dootrlne was once credible, but rather
that the mythos of Christianity served in a capacity that
Stevens .now ascribes to the imagination• Namely, it held

*

a pervasive and penetrating power over men's lives; it moti
vated their whole behavior.

Most importantly, it provided

for the fullest flowering of the imaginative powers with
genuine freshness and novelty.
has no quarrel with religion.

In such a context, Stevens
He is convinced, however,

that religion is without such a hold in the twentieth-century.
A poem &hat adopts this same motif, "Gray Stones and
Garay Pigeons," demonstrates with greater directness the un
colored drabness of a church:
The archbishop is away. The church is gray.
He has left his robes folded in camphor
And, dressed in black, he walks
Among fireflies.55
In both of these poems Stevens is using the church
structure to symbolize the creeds arid doctrines which are
professed Inside its walls.

The attack is symbolio.

There

is no vitriolic assault in these poems; rather the use of
oolors which, as we have seen, is one of Stevens* favorite
symbolic devices, is applied as an axis of criticism:

gray,

black, drabness.
Stevens* feel for comedy, his sense of humor, whioh
underlies the whole of "The Comedian as the Letter C," is
55CP, p. 1^0.
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never stronger than In these anti-religious poems.

It is

- Stevens at his Irreverent best— not a sulking cynicism, but
a use of the reduotlo ad absurdum technique leading to a
laughing bathos•
In two early poems, "The Worms at Heaven's Gate" and
"Cortege for Roseribloom," Stevens presents two fictional
characters who have died and are journeying to heaven.
Badroulbadour, the corpse of the first poem, is being car
ried by worms who have themselves decomposed the body:
And here are, one by one,
The lashes of that eye and its white lid.
Here is the cheek on which that lid declined,
And, finger after finger, here, the hand.5°
What is being parodied here, in almost nursery-rhyme fashion,
is the doctrine of resurrection.

In a slightly less wry tone,

Rosenbloom, the figure of the other poem, is being oarried
to the cemetery while the pall bearers and mourners look to
the sky:
It is the infants of misanthropes
And the Infants of nothingness
That tread
The wooden ascents
Of the ascending of the d e a d . 5?
,Another device used in the anti-religion poems is the
structuring of the lines around some famous historical re
ligious figure:

Aquinas, Calvin, Cotton Mather.

56 CP, p‘
. 49.
5 7 CP, p. 80.
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In "The Blue Buildings in the Summer Air," Cotton Mather,
the renowned Puritan preacher, is presented in a guise of
doubt:
There was always the doubt,
That made him preaeh the louder, long for a ohuroh
In which his voice would roll its cadences,
After the sermon, to quiet that mouse in the wall. *8
All the time that he is upbraiding and exhorting his con
gregation, the mouse is eating away in Mather's church. * In
Stanza IV we discover that heaven, to Mather's expectation,
is simply the apple and honeycomb and leaf of the earth.
Geoffrey Moore's observation that in his poems on religion
Stevens was "in an oblique way"59 contending against the en
during clutches of puritanical throes in America is especially
applicable to this poem.
Cotton Mather's mice become the "lean cats" that occupy
the "arches of the churohes" in "Extraots from Addresses to
the Academy of Fine Ideas."

These oats are the "old world"

and bask in "the exquisite errors of time."^®
The characterization in "The Doctor of Geneva" is sup
posedly Calvin who stands with "stove-pipe hat" and "shawl"

5 8 CP, p. 216.
KQ
•^Geoffrey Moore, "Wallaoe Stevens: A Hero Of Our Time,"
The Achievement of Wallace Stevens, ed. Ashley Brown and Robert
S. Haller (Philadelphia, 1962}, pp. 2 5 7 -8 .
60CP, p. 25^.

before the raucous shores of the Pacific,

Calvin, unlike

Crispin, is unintimidated by the "voluble delugings.M
is as rigid as his doctrine.

He

But Stevens has the last word,

snide and comic; in the final line:

"The doctor used his

handkerchief and sighed," ^ 1
The appearance of the milkman in the early morning
moonlight in "Les Plus Belles Pages" inspires the poet to
identify the milkman with the medieval scholastic philoso
pher, Aquinas, and thus to open a quarrel concerning God and
man,

Stevens' final comment, with characteristic anti-climax,

"Theology after breakfast sticks to the eye."62
Occasionally, in a more serious mood, Stevens obliquely
parodies a Christian doctrine.

In "The Death of a Soldier"

he commends the fulfilling death of the man who falls in
battle.

But his death is final:
He does not become a three-days personage,
Imposing his separation,
Calling for pomp.63

The reference to Christ's resurreotion is muted here, but
in a more spirited poem, like "Negation," the Insinuation is
without reticence:

8 5*

■*

HiI The creator too is blind,
Struggling toward his harmonious whole.
This "meticulous potter's thumbN is the source of religious
mythology.
Perhaps the most nearly correct way of describing
Stevens' attitude toward religious faith is to say that he
is a-religious rather than anti-religious.

As impatient as

he is with the settlement within a myth whloh is taken for
reality, he is himself not a crusader or evangelist and his
poetry has never been taken as such.

In answer to a ques

tionnaire submitted by Bernard Herrlngman, Stevens declared:
"I dismiss your question by saying that I am a dried-up
Presbyterian, and let it go at that because my activities are
not religious."^5
Though he enjoys the gibes and humorous klcking-in-theshlns of doctrinaire religion, Stevens relies heavily on a*
religious atmosphere in many of his poems in the description
of the highest solaces of poetry.

As Wells has pointed out

in relation to this aspect of Stevens' work, "something of
the spiritual and emotional energy of the older world must be
maintained if our culture is not to be dissipated by spiritual
malaise and a comprehensive ennui.

6 /*CP, p. 97.

6*5

■'Heringman, p. 35*

d w e l l s , p. 1 5 ^.
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This whole tone, described by Marie Borroff as "secular
asceticism, "^7 weaves in and out of a poem like "Sunday
Morning" where the new religion of humanism is described!
"They shall know well the heavenly fellowship/ Of men that
perish and of summer m o m . " ^

A Biblical sense of awe sur

rounds the descriptions of Susanna in "Peter Quince at the
Clavier."

The figure of Santayana, whose last hours are

celebrated in "The Old Philosopher in Home," is enlarged as
he beoomes "a citizen of heaven though still of Rome."^9

In

the person of religious nuns who are painting water lilies
beside a pond, Stevens, in "Nuns Painting'Water Lilies," re
produces one of the clear moments of perfeot acclimation to
environment:
Inside our queer chapeaux, we seem, on this bank,
To be part of a tissue, a clearness of the air,
That matches, today, a clearness of the mind.7°
Kneeling in the cathedral in Yuoatan, Crispin is re
ferred to as "connoisseur of elemental fate."

(II, 77)

Earlier, as he arrived in the Mexioan province, Crispin had
also "sensed an elemental fate."

(II, 3 8 )

It is clear that

^ M a r i e Borroff, "Wallace Stevens 1 The World and the
Poet," Wallace Stevens. A Collection of Critical Essays
(Englewood cliffs, N.J.,“ 1963)> p. b.
68CP, p. 7 0 .
69CP, P. 510.

7°cp, p. 92.
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this recognition and realization make up one of the first
major affirmations on his part as a result of his long pro
cess of decreation.

Perceiving the inevitable force of fate,

Crispin is beginning to shift the proposition that man is
the intelligence of his soil; he is reversing the coin to
give recognition to the supremacy of the external world, the
environment, elemental fate.

As Hi Simons indioates, this

emphasis upon the role of fate' in Part II unites that section
with the first parts
early in Part Is

"It reminds us of the question raised
71
does man, or fate, determine life?"

Fate, of course, is one of the Inextricable elements of
reality; it is inevitable and predetermined.

To deny fate

is ultimately to seek escapism; it is to relapse once again
into the throes of myth.

In "Repetitions of a Young Captain,"

Stevens outlines the aspiration of the hero-poet, namely, to
"bear with the exactest force/ The precisions of fate, noth
ing fobbed off, nor changed. " 72
As Crispin has learned, fate can be both exasperating
and merciful.

Both the sea and the storm have served an ex

traordinarily pervasive power^in reforming both himself and
his aesthetic.

It has weighed him down with a milieu "too

Juicily opulent" (II, $6) in Yuoatan.

7^simons, p. **57•
?2CP, p. 310.

In this context,

Stevens deemphasizes the role of the human will:

"Life,

then, Is largely a thing/ Of happens to like, not should,"
he says in "Table Talk."73

A gardener at work upon his

lilies ponders the "truth in nature to espy" in "A Room on
a Garden."

Truth, it turns out, is uncontrollable and pre

determined— -totally at the meroy of a random fate:
He well might find that eager balm
In lilies' statfely-statued calm;
But then
He well might find it in this fret
Of lilies rusted, rotting, wet
With rain./**’
There is no question that at the end of his Yuoatan ex
periences Crispin has been made over, however temporary and
inoomplete that reformation may be.

As we shall see, his

rigid determination to esoape the romantio will lead him to
a new and more dangerous pitfall.

Crispin is ready to move

on and he faoes his future with some degree of confidence:
His mind was free
And more than free, elate, Intent, profound
And studious of a self possessing him.
That was not in him in the orusty town
From whloh he sailed.
(II, 88-92)
Crispin has learned the pleasures and pains of beooming
an ignorant man as preliminary to any kind of purposeful en
gagement with the world.

This, indeed, is what Stevens
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means in the remark from his Adagla that "One's ignorance
is one's ohlef asset."75

or, "Loss of faith is growth."?^

This is the meaning of Crispin's deoreatlon.

As we have seen,

the state of "nothingness" is prelude to the fullness of every
thing.

Crispin is himself a kind of "sleight-of-hand man"

who is apotheosized by Stevens in the poem of that title:
It may be that the Ignorant man, alone,
Has any chance to mate his life with life
That is the sensual, pearly spouse* the life.
That is fluent in even the wintriest b r o n z e . 77

?5 0P, p. 178.
76OP, p. 1 7 2 .
77CP, p. 222.

CHAPTER III
THE BOOK OP MOONLIGHT
As Crispin turns north from Yucatan to Carolina, his
state of mind and frame of reference are outlined in Part
IIIV "Approaching Carolina."

It is here that we have Stevens*

first detailed study of thd nature and effects of the imagi
nation.
In the first two parts of the poem it has been made
clear that Crispin is intent upon seeking out the very center
of reality without the slightest pollution of mythic romance.
N owt in Part III, Crispin comes face to face with an enlarged
vision of romance— this time in the guise of the imagination.
As in no other section of the poem9 we find Crispin here in
the role of the blundering olown9 assuming false hypotheses
and running headlong into distortion add delusion.

It is at

this time that the moonlight confrontation occurs.
Crispin is understandably suspicious of the moonlight.
In "The World without Imagination," for example, the "olopplng footways of the moon" (I, 43) were symbolic of "A wordy,
watery age" (I, 40) of which Crispin purged himself.

Again,

in Part II, "Conoemlng the Thunderstorms of Yucatan," the
excessive exoticism which he likewise rejected appeared in
the costume of "savagery of palms,/ Of moonlight."

(II, 41-2)
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At sea again, now, with Yucatan at his battle, Crispin once
again encounters the moonlight.

That it might hold out for

him something other than illusion and falsity, Crispin fails
to recognize.
The whole of "Approaching Carolina1* is in fact a series
of miscalculations.

We learn immediately what Crispin ex

pects Carolina to portend.

Typically, his expectation will

prove lnacourate:

-

America was always north to him,
A northern west or western north, but north,
And thereby polar, polar-purple, chilled
And lank, rising and slumping from a sea
Of hardy foam. • •
The myrtle, if the myrtle ever bloomed,
Was like a glacial pink upon the air.
The green palmettoes in crepuscular ice
Clipped frigidly blue-black meridians,
,
Hhrose chlarosouro, gauntly drawn.
(Ill, 12-16, 2 3 -2 7 )
Carolina, as Crispin will discover to his delight, is hardly
the winter world which he first enoountered on leaver from his
origin in Bordeaux.
In what way is the moonlight different in this section
from its presentation in the first two parts?
obviously, there is none.

For Crispin,

-The narration of the poem, however,

explains otherwise.
Lines 12-27 desorlbe what is in essence his misinterpre
tation of what Carolina will be.

Lines 28-67 extend this mis

interpretation to include his notions of the moonlight and,
implicitly, of the imagination.

In the same way that he has
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mistakenly anticipated the reality of Carolina, so too does
he distort the image of the moon*

Like Carolina, the moon

light in Crispin's eyes is bathed in an ioy and frigid tem
perature*
moonlight."

It is, as he falsely desoribes it, the "Arctic
(Ill, 35)

The voioe of narration, here more

than ever dissociated from Crispin's own voice, discloses
the flaw which Crispin is about to embrace*

It suggests, too,

the actual reality of the moons
Perhaps the Arctic moonlight really gave
The liaison, the blissful liaison,
Between himself and his environment,
Which was, and is, chief motive, first delight,
For him, and not for him alone*
(III, 35-9)
It is not surprising that Crispin, clasping his own distorted
view, is unable to translate the most important reality of
all, namely, that of the moon.

To him it is necessarily

"more mist than moon" (III, 40) and "an evasion," (III, 45)
"A minor meeting, facile, delloate*"

(III, 46)

There is further evidenoe, somewhat more external, sug
gesting that Crispin is here rejecting the actual vitality
of the imagination*

The title of Part I is, of oourse, "The

World without Imagination," Implying that Crispin from the
very beginning had beoome obsessed with a distortion:
The imagination, here, could not evade,
In poems of plums, the strlot austerity
Of one vast, subjugating, final tone*
(I, 81-3)
We know, too, that in his jottings for "The Journal of Cris
pin," the original form of "The Comedian as the Letter C,"

^
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S'

Stevens planned a section to be entitled "The Error of Cris
pin in Approaching the Carolines*"

It is precarious to

superimpose this title over the one which Stevens finally
chose because Stevens did reject this title in the final foxm
of the poem*

It is noteworthy, however, that Crispin is in- '

deed laden down with "error" in "Approaohing Carolina" and,
if this rejected title is to have any applicability at all,
it must relate to Part III*

Note, for example, that Crispin*s

original title is almost intact when the first five words of
\

it are. deleted.
a*

,

The question of Crispin's misinterpretation and distor
tion would not be of such paramount significance had it not
been so repeatedly misread by the critics of the poem.

Hi

Simons, for example, in reference to this section of the poem,
insists that "this paragraph does not give the solution of
Crispin's problem."'1’ Edward Gueresohi concurs in the belief
that the imagination is presented here in a distortions

"Con

versely, the romantic imagination suggests only a peripheral
contact with the world, distorting what is real for what is
2
preferred to be real by the imagination."
For Ronald Sukenlck,
these images of the moonlight are "illegitimate" because "they
evade, rather than direct themselves to, reality."^
^Simons, p. Jj-5 9 .
2
Gueresohi, p. 472•
3

•'Sukeniok, p. 71.

9^
The problem in these interpretations is that they oonfuse Crispin's thinking with that of the narrator of the
poem.

Because Crispin sees the moonlight as an "evasion"

then it must in itself be sot they assume.

The problem is

understandable, and it may be a point of importance that
Stevens' handling of polnt-of-view In this poem is not always
consistent.

In Chapter I, we insisted upon the importance of

dissociating Crispin from Stevens, even though at times
Stevens beoomes a kind of "agent-secretary" for the Clown.
"Approaching Carolina," more than in other sections of the
poem, takes on an expository character in narration.

In this

section Stevens seems to be standing farther than ever apart
from the Clown.
It is of prime importance that the reader recognize
Crispin's error here, because it will shape much of the ac
tion to follow.

This error implies that Crispin's relent

less search for reality becomes a distortion with the most
serious of consequences.

It will ultimately aooount for his

domination by the quotidian and his failure as an aesthetioian and poet.

Significantly, too, the error occurs midway -

through the poem.

While Crispin will later qualify his mis

take in part— he cannot fail to recognize that the moonlight
of Carolina is not "Arctic"— he has nonetheless denounced "the
blissful liaison."

(Ill,

36)
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The interaction between the imagination and reality in
Stevens* peetry revolves around a consistent paradox, one
which is never completely resolved*

The imagination and

reality, on the one hand, make up together the ideal unity
by which the individual views the world*

The greater part of

Stevens* lyricism celebrates the ideal harmony that results
from this visionary unification*

On the other hand, however,

there is a tension between the imagination and reality.

Each

seeks, in the eplstemological process, to assert a dominance
over the other*

There is the constant temptation on the part

of the individual to lapse into the mythic pleasures of the
imagination at the expense of reality*

There is also the

temptation to reorient the self upon the fixities of reality
at the expense of the imagination*

Indeed, the latter is

Crispin's own eplstemological method*

The point is that either

of these solutions is unsatisfactory and ultimately leads to
personal oatastrophe•
Stevens* poetry Itself reflects this sense of strain be
tween the imagination and reality*

At times, the supremacy

of the imagination is outwardly promoted, but at other times
and with equal regularity it is reality*

Thus, in."The Man

with the Blue Guitar," the poem that plays most with the
nuances of this paradox, we find the contrapuntal ambiva
lence:

The man replied, "Things as they are
Are changed upon the blue guitar."^
and,
A tune beyond Us as we are
^
Yet nothing changed by the blue guitar, 5
Or, in the Adagia we find the following statements:
Reality is the spirit’s true center.^
and,
Imagination is the only genius.^
There is a sense in which both extremities are right and yet
neither is, because each, imagination and reality, is inter
dependent upon the other.
One is not surprised, therefore, to find critics calling
Stevens a solipsist, creating his own world of imagination.
Or, in the other extreme, he has been called a nominalist,
concerned only with the particularized world of reality. In
the last analysis, both of these labels prove to be inaccurate.
Stevens is finally neither a solipsist nor a nominalist— even
though one can find isolated passages in the poems suggesting
either extreme.

Stevens does vary in emphasizing either the

imagination or reality.

Ultimately and insistently, however,

he reaffirms the mutual interdependence of the imagination and
reality as equals.
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It is Stevens* insistence upon adherence to reality
that pexmits him to avoid the charge or being sentimental*
For all its leaping flights, the imagination must be sub
stantially rooted in the particularized world of reality*
Hence, the imagination is never an evasion, an escape, or a
relapse into the sentimental.

"The Comedian as the Letter C"

is preeminently a witness to Stevens* uncompromising insis
tence upon "the veritable ding an sioh*?*

(I, 6 9 )

The imagi

nation charts out the consolations of life for; the Individual,
but it never Ignores this substratum of that, life itself in
reality*
-x-

If Indeed the polarities of reality and the imagination
become for Crispin "An up and down between two elements,/ A
fluctuating between sun and moon," (III, 48-9) as much might
be said of Stevens himself*

Too many oritics have been far

too hasty in generalizing on the supremacy of either one or
the other in Stevens* poetry*

The emphasis, though momentary,

is decidedly upon reality, for example, in this description
of flowers:
Too actual, things in being real
«
Make any imaginings of them lesser things.
"An Ordinary Evening in New Haven," a poem that appeared
over a quarter century after "The Comedian as the Letter C,"
shares with the earlier poem a strong emphasis upon the

8CP, p. 430.
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necessity of beginning all imaginative constructions with a
strong adherence to reality.

The lines from Part IX recall
\
Crispin's commitment to "the essential prose," (III, 8L9) andhis role as "the prickling realist."

(V, 3)

They also ex

emplify the extreme to whioh Stevens sometimes goes in order

r

to emphasize the need for the real world as it is empirically
knownt
We keep oaming back and coming back
To the reals to the hotel instead of the hymns
That fall upon it out of the wind. We seek
The poem of pure reality, untouched
By trope or deviation, straight to the word,
Straight to the transfixing object, to the object
At the exactest point at which it is itself,
Transfixing by being purely what It is,
A view of New Haven, say, through the certain eye,
The eye made clear of uncertainty, with the sight
Of simple seeing, without reflection. We seek
Nothing beyond reality. 9
At the other extreme from reality is of course the imagi
nation, and Stevens never tires of shifting a new emphasis
in its direction.

If it is through the imagination that for

Crispin "the blissful liaison" between self and environment
is bridged, then it is undoubtedly true that Stevens holds
only the highest ends for the imagination.

It is not easy to

pin down an eplstemological definition of what Stevens meant
by the imagination simply because it appeared in his work

9CP, p. 471.
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largely in poetic rather than philosophical terms.

We know,

for example, that Stevens identified the-imagination in some
degree with the romantic,

(See Chapter II.)

We know, too,

that it is in opposition to the purely rational.

(See Chap

ter I. )
Stevens* dlsoussion of the imagination, both in his
poetry and his prose, centers around varying contexts and
interpretations.

Upon at least three levels Stevens calls

upon the imagination as a human faculty to aid man in every
possible.kind of human engagement.
The imagination is always a kind of meditative faculty.
In the obvious sense it participates in a mental probing for
new mergers with reality in order to form new harmonies, new
wholes.

Ik poetry this is done primarily through analogy.

But as a meditative faculty it is more than rational.

Stevens,

as we shall see, also makes reference to the imagination upon
an emotional level as well as upon a volitional one.
absorbs all the human faculties:
and emotional.

It thus

intellectual, volitional,

It attempts to bring about the perfect unity

with reality.
Upon another level, simultaneous and inclusive of the
first, the imagination is a consoling faculty.

It serves as

full compensation for the voids that have been left after- the
process of deoreation.

It sustains man in the absenoe of

religion and escapist romanticism.
religion of the earth.

It becomes a secular

Its role is "to help people to live

their lives."*-0
Most frequently Stevens is concerned with the imagina
tion as a transforming power, a power which imposes itself
upon reality and remakes it.

Affixed to the boundaries of

reality the imagination creates actually a new and more per
fect reality; it makes the old reality into an original and
more palatable structure.

It is the poet himself who is the

instrument of transformation.
Reducing the imagination and reality to their widest
possible definition, Stevens assigns to the imagination the
subjective world of self-awareness and to reality the objective
world of particularized experience as it empirically makes
itself evident to man.

Thus, the imagination and reality are

the within and the without, the interior and the exterior, the
unreal and the real.
owni

The latter terms are, in fact, Stevens"

"He must create his unreal out of what is real •

By

this Stevens is speaking obviously of the interdependence of
the imagination and reality.

A purely subjective world, di

vorced from the real world of external experience, is always
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unreal, Incomplete— at best, fragmentary.

It leads man

back to the pitfalls of religion and romanticism simply
because it loses its hold Upon the firmness of empirical
reality.

The "unreal” of the imagination must coexist with

the "real"— without it all knowledge and all poetry is es
capist.

Crispin, in such a situation, might Just as well

have remained in the romantic world of Bordeaux or in the
Yuoatan cathedral.

As Frank Doggett has clarified in re-

j

lation to Stevens, "The world is partly a conception, but
not completely so.

Things truly exist in themselves as well

12
as in conception.”
The imagination exposes itself in poetry, not through
any logical or purely rational prooedure; it therefore oomes
to rely upon the process of analogy.

The role of analogy

and metaphor in the imaginative use of poetry is one of the
topios Stevens returns to repeatedly in his proses
There is always an analogy between nature and
the imagination, and possibly poetry is merely
the strange rhetoric of that parallels a rheto
ric in which the feeling of one man is communi
cated to another in words of the exquisite ap- _
positeness that takes away all their verballty.x ^
As a meditative facdlty, the imagination enjoys an un
limited range.

As he draws his correspondences?and marks

his resemblances, the poet participates in the fullest liberties.
12

Frank Doggett, "Abstraction and Wallace Stevens,"
Criticism. II (Winter, i9 6 0 ), 25 .

13NA, p. 118.
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Robert Pack, in his analysis of Stevens* eplstemologi
cal aesthetics, points out the vital harmony that exists
between the poet internally and the world externally:
The inner weather of the mind and the outer
weather of the world are related and interde
pendent, One cannot exist without the other,
although as abstractions we can imagine them
apart. • .This quality of beauty cannot be
simply located in either the mind or in the
object, for it exists only in the meeting of
the two, and so it becomes apparent that the
meeting of these two worlds creates a third,
a world of correspondences.3-^
One of the charges of obscurantism in Stevens* poetry
is inevitably connected with his use of metaphor as a mani
festation of the imagination.

Stevens' use .of it is always

spontaneous, natural, giving the impression that it has not
been labored in the poet's mind.

His use of metaphor can

be quite conventional in technique, though the associated
images are surprisingly unconventional, as in the first stanza
of "Somnambulisms."

Here the objeots are compared in simile;

the second stanza goes on to merge the ocean and the bixti. in
to metaphor:
On an old shore, the vulgar ocean rolls
Noiselessly, noiselessly, resembling a thin bird, ’
That thinks of settling, yet never settles, on a nest.
The wings keep spreading and yet are never wings.
The d a w s keep scratching on the shale, the shallow shale,
The sounding shallow, until by water washed a w a y . 3-*
^ P a c k , pp. 6 0 -6 1 .
1 5 0P, p. 304.
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I

The progression from simile into metaphor, from oomparlng
ooean and bird, to identifying them, moves smoothly and
subtly.

If the reader is expecting a rational process here,

he beoames confused and impatient.

If, on the other hand,

he ooncurs In Stevens* conviction that "Poetry is a satis
fying of the desire for resemblance,"1** the technique ap
pears almost natural•
The prooess of analogous IdentlficationAls evident for
example, in this description from "No Possum, No Sop, No
Taters":

•.

Snow sparkles like eyesight falling to earth,
Like seeing fallen brightly away.
The leaves hop, scraping on the ground.
It is deep January.

The sky is hard.1 ?

The llteralist will have little patience with this; the ap
peal and intent is not here directed to the intelleot.
Stevens is addressing himself to an emotion, an intuitive
&nd>jspontaneous reaction.

The importance of this kind of

emotive imagination was enunciated by Stevens himself in a
note to the Explloator>
In short, things that have their origin in the
imagination or in the emotions very often take
on a foxm that is ambiguous or unoertaln. It
is not possible to attach a single rational mean
ing to such things without destroying the imagi
native or emotional ambiguity or uncertainty that

l6NA, p. 77.
.1?S£, p. 294
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is Inherent In them, and that is why poets do
not like to explain, 1 8
The imagination as a meditative or probing faculty is
as much dependent upon emotion as upon intellect.

But emo

tion for its own sake was undesirable for Stevens, and no
reader of his poetxy ever found there an uncontrolled emo
tional catharsis.

In this sense Elder Olsen is correct in

calling Stevens distrustful of emotion,*^

On the-other hand,

the subjective reality of the imagination is integrally tied
up with emotion, and to assert that Stevens is all mind and
no feeling is not the oases
His poems may have a smooth, cool surface,
but so does the snow before an avalanche.
Intense passion is the theme of any number of
his pieces, which might, to borrow his own
tezms, be called postcards from a volcano.
The heart is farsighted, discerning best from
a oertain distance. 0
Stevens* use of imaginative resemblances, deliberately
aimed at the emotional rather than the rational, is perhaps

18

Wallace Stevens, M0n the Poem 'Ice-Cream* and the
•Meaning* of Poetry," The Expllcator. VII (November, 1948), 18.
19
Elder Olsen, "The Poetry of Wallace Stevens,"
College English. XVI (April, 1955)f 401.

20Wells, pp. 151-152.
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one of the major legacies which he left to his succeeding
generation, 21
While the imaginations looks out upon the world through
analogous "correspondences," it also seeks out the same cor
respondences through a mental probing,

Stevens* analogies,

by his own admission,:may have a rooting in emotion, but
the mind, too, perfoxms a vital role.

In many ways suoh

mental investigations were to perplex Stevens:
be satisfied, the mind, never. " 22

"It can never

At the same time, suoh in

vestigations must continue; the inner world of the imagination
must forever probe :the outer world of reality:
^■With the quotation from "No Possum, No Sop, No Taters"
in mind, one can appreciate the adaptation of this teohnlque.
A poem by the contemporary poet Robert Bly, entitled "Think
ing of Wallace Stevens on the First Snowy Day in Deoember,"
reproduces the same effect with the same image of snowfall:
This new snow seems to speak of virgins
With frail olothes made of gold,
Just as the old snow shall whisper
Of conolevges in France
Robert Bly, Silence in the Snowy Fields (Middletown, 1962), p. 16
Where Stevens sees snow sparkling like "eyesight falling to
earth," William Stafford, winner of the 1962 National Book
Award for poetry, observes "snow/ streaked along, guessing the
ground," in a poem entitled "Found in a Stoim," William Staf
ford, Traveling through the Dark (New York, 1962), p. 8 6 ,
These examples are nor here inserted to make Stevens a founder
of a teohnlque or originator of a style. Metaphorical resem
blances oan- be found in other poets, many earlier than Stevens.
They do, however, point out the wide appeal which Stevens* mode
of the imagination possesses. One appreciates especially Geof
frey Moore's observation that Stevens "explored the possibility
of a new epistemology, pushing the boundaries of poetic com
munication to a new limit." Geoffrey Moore, "Wallaoe Stevens:
A Hero of our Time," The Achievement of Wallaoe Stevens, ed.
Ashley Brown and Robert S. Haller (Philadelphia, 1 9 6 2 ), p. 270.

22

CP, p. 21*7.
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The poem of the mind. In the act of finding
What will suffioe.
In this poem, "Of M o d e m Poetry," Stevens explores the ave
nues by which the mind works out its findings through poetry.
The poem ooncludes:
It must
Be the finding of a satisfaction, and may
Be of a man skating, a woman danolng, a woman
Combing. The poem of the act of the mind.23
Stevens approaches at this point Eliot's definitionof the
poet, who is described here as he differs from the common man:
The latter falls in love, or reads Spinoza, and
these two experiences have nothing to do with each
other, or with the noise of the typewriter or the
smell of cooking; in the mind of the poet these ex«
perlenoes are always forming new w h o l e s . 24
This demand upon the poetic imagination is nothing in
herently new in Anglo-American poetry; the limits to which
it is pushed and the degree to which it is carried are dis
tinctive in Stevens, however.

The Metaphysical poets of the

earlier seventeenth-oentury, about whom Eliot is speaking in
his definition of the poet, for example, in their method of
unified sensibility, found unexpected similarities in what
otherwise appeared as disparaties.

In recreating physical and

spiritual phenomena, they were also concerned with "the inner

2 3 CP» PP« 239-240.
2^T. S. Eliot, "The Metaphysical Poets," Selected Es
says. 1917-1932 (New York, 1932), p. 247.
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weather of the mind and the outer weather of the world."
Because of his use of "intellectual lyrics," Stevens has
been called "one of the originators of the Donne vogue of
our day."2^
All of Stevens* Integrations originate in the m i n d even though the actual integrations of the imagination and
reality must be emotionally fitted.

These intellectual

wonderings are metaphorically desorlbed in "The World as
Meditation," where Penelope reflects upon her long.wait for
the return of Ulysses.

It is a wait that never concludes,

but one which is necessary.

Through her mental Journeys in

pursuit of him she finds a kind of fulfillment:
It was Ulysses and it was not. Yet they had met,
Friend and dear friend and a planet's encouragement.
The barbarous strength within her would never fail. 26
In his "A Collect of Philosophy," Stevens assigns to
both poet and philosopher the task of "probing for an in
tegration," which he interprets as "part of the general will
to order."

The poet, however, has no logical framework from

which to begin his discourse.
the philosopher.

In this sense he differs from

But once the subject is found, the poet's

task, like the philosopher's, becomes "deliberate?:

2-*Sister M. Hose Ann Linnexman, S.S.N.D., "Donne as
Catalyst in the Poetry of Elinor Wyle, Wallaoe Stevens,
Herbert Read, and William Empson," Xavier University Studies.
I (Summer-Fall, 1 9 6 2 ), 268.

26£ E . P . 5 2 lif
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On the other hand, the probing of the poet is
fortuitous, X am speaking of the time before
he has found his subject, because, once he has
found his subject, that is to say, once he has
achieved the integration for which he has been
probing, he becomes as deliberate, in his own
way, as the philosopher.2?
The fruits of the imagination are the highest benefits
bestowed upon fran, says Stevens,

They are pursued through

the meditation of the mind, and they are united through the
power of feeling.

Those who seek these unities, however,

are few and select.

In every case, the origin of the process

comes from an act of the will, from a determination to direct
one's life toward the imagination.

Suoh is the oase, says

Stevens, in the life of George Santayana:
Most men's lives are thrust upon them. The
existence of aesthetic value in lives that are
forced on those that live them is an improbable
sort of thing. There can be lives, nevertheless,
which exist by the deliberate choice of those
that live them. To use a single illustration:
it may be assumed that the life of Professor
Santayana is a life in which the function of
the imagination has had a function similar to
its function in any deliberate work of art or
letters.2®
It can be seen that the full life of the lmagaination
calls into play all the faoulties of the human ps'yche:
tellect, will, and emotion.

in

The imagination itself comes to

ideal fruition only when all these forces are vibrantly active.

2 7 0P, p. 197.
28NA, pp. 1^7-8
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Stevens' admiration of Santayana went back to his days
at

H a r v a r d .

jn a n likelihood Stevens was familiar with

George Santayana's Interpretations of Poetry and Religion.
1900, wherein Santayana set out to define the nature and
role of the imagination.

Santayana sees the emergence of the

imagination at the point where the reason breaks down.
defines reason as "understanding."

He

Those human minds which

seek "a noble solution to all questions" find themselves un
satisfied at certain points by the understanding:
Prom what quarter, then, will it draw the
wider views, the deeper harmonies, which it
craves? Only from the imagination. There
is no other faculty left to invoke. The
Imagination, therefore, must furnish to re
ligion and to metaphysics those large ideas
tinctured with passion, those supersensible
forms shrouded in awe, in which alone a mind
of great sweep and vitality oan find its con
genial objects.30
It is the imagination, Santayana emphasizes, which fills the
vacuum left by the reasoning power.

It is a note which

Stevens, in "Imagination as Value," picks up in speaking of
the imagination.

The "conflicts" of life are such, he as

serts, that without the imagination "we do not have enough":
Today we are more likely to say that it is
an aspect of the conflict between man and
organized society. It is part of our security.

29

See Chapter II for a discussion of Santayana's in
fluence on Stevens* concept of "nothingness."
30
George Santayana, "Interpretations of Poetry and
Religion," The Works of George Santayana, II (New York, 1936),
pp. 1 0 -1 1 .
—
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It enables us to live our own lives* We have It
because we do not have enough without It.31
Santayana goes on to Identify the operation of the
Imagination with both poetry and religion:

"The religious

teaohers call It prophecy or revelation, the philosophers
call it a higher reason.”3%
nation at work.

In either case it is the Imagi

Equipped with these gifts, man lit finally

able "to face his destiny with enthusiasm, or at least with
composure."33

This role assigned to the Imagination paral

lels closely the one which Stevens outlined for it, although
Stevens dissociates it from traditional religion.

The ima

gination becomes literally a "prophecy or revelation," .how
ever*

In speaking of the poet, Stevens affirms in "The

Noble Rider and the Sound of Words":
I think that his function is to make his imagi
nation theirs and that he fulfills himself only
as he sees his imagination become the light in
the minds of others. His role, in short, is to
help people to live their lives.3**
In this sense, Stevens' concept of the imagination is enlarged
to contain not only a meditative power but also a consoling
one.

The realm of the imagination Includes not only that of

poetry, but equally those of religion and metaphysics.

31NA, P* 150.

32

Santayana, "Interpretations of Poetry and Religion,"

p. 11.
33

Santayana, p. 12.

^ N A , p. 29.
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Other critics have also insisted upon this ennobling
function of poetry.

Matthew Arnold, for example, became in

creasingly aware of a high ambition for poetry and predicted
its growing importance:
More and more mankind will discover that we
have to turn to poetry to interpret life for
us, to console us, to sustain u s .35
Stevens* most obvious parallel with Santayana is in his
assertion that the structures of the imagination must origi
nate fully in the world of sentient faot.

Poetry, says

Stevens, "is an interdependence of the imagination and re
ality as equals.
complete.

This is not a definition, since it is in

But it states the nature of poetry."3**

Santayana

makes the same point:
The great function of poetry, which we have
not yet directly mentioned, is precisely this:
to repair to the material of experience, seiz
ing hold of the reality of sensation and fancy
beneath the surface of conventional ideas, and
then out of that living but indefinite material
to build hew structures, richer, finer, fitter
to the primary tendencies of our nature, truer
to the ultimate possibilities of the soul. Our
descent into the elements of our being is then
Justified by ourssubsequent freer assent toward
its goal; we revert to sense only to find food
for reason; we destroy conventions only to con
struct ideals.37
Both Santayana and Stevens looked to the imagination to
supply new visions in those areas where religion and metaphysics

35ihe Works of Matthew Arnold, IV (London, 1 9 0 3 ), p. 2.
36NA, P* 2 7*

p. 188.

3?santayana, "Interpretations of Poetry and Religion,"
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no longer applied; it was to Interpret reality by giving it
a new coloring.
faculty.

In this sense it was to be a consoling

To avoid the charge that such oolorings would

themselves be mythological, Santayana and Stevens insisted
that the workings of the imagination must originate in the
particulars of the world as perceived through the senses.
Prom this "reality of sensation," says Santayana, one pro
ceeds to "construct ideals."
While it is brought to fruition through meditation and
brings upon its beholder solaoe and oonsolation, the imagi
nation is in essence a transforming faculty.

It seeks to

Impose upon reality (the objective world)a new order; it
seeks to remake reality in such a way that it is more amen
able to naan.

The singer in "The Idea of Order at Key West"

is the "maker" of the s e a . ^

The man of Imagination in "The

Man with the Blue Guitar" holds that things as they are "Are
changed" by the imagination as symbolized by the blue guitar. 39
Professor Eucalyptus, in "An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,"
assigns to the poet the task 0 f reshaping the exterior world,
"the same exterior made/ Interior,"^®

In a similar manner

the character Hoon says, "1 was myself the compass of that
^ \
3 8 CP, p. 1 2 9 .
59cp, p. 1 6 5 .

*°CP, p.

481.

r'

sea," In "Tea at the Palaz of H o o n . " ^

With commanding con

fidence the "glass man" of "Asides on the Oboe" decrees,
"•Thou art not August unless I make thee so.*"^2

Thus, the

imagination shapes a new nhole: it is the eplstemological
method by which life is reshaped for the knower.

This fusion,

this new reconciliation, is not unlike that which Coleridge
assigns to the imagination.

Stevens was aware of Coleridge vs

aesthetic ideas and admitted that his definitions were "valid"
in a certain historical context:
As poetry goes, as the imagination goes, as
the approach to truth, or, say, to being by way
of the imagination goes, Coleridge is one of
the great figures. Even so, Just as William
James found in Bergson a persistent euphony,
so we find in Coleridge, dressed in blaok,
with large shoes and black worsted stockings,
dancing on the deck of a Hamburg packet, a man
who may be said to have been defining poetry
all his life in definitions that are valid
enough but which np longer impress us primarily
by their validity.^3
Stevens makes no distinction between a primary and sec
ondary imagination, nor does he envision the process of rec
onciliation through the imagination in the same texms that
Coleridge does.

In spite of this, both poets assign to the

imagination the role of creating new unities, new fusions.
Coleridge assigns to the imagination, in addition to other
characteristics, the process of reconciling "the general,
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with the concrete; the Idea, with the Image; the Individual
with the representative."^

Stevens assigns to the Imagina

tion the task of unifying "the normal In the abnormal, the
opposite of chaos in chaos."^5
The supremacy of the Imagination is referred to by both
•

*

Coleridge and Stevens in metaphorical teims.

Both analogously

identify the visionary creativity of the imagination with the
creativity of God.

What they meant by God was different in

asmuch as Stevens did not accept the literal existence of a
Deity, but it is significant that-both poets analogously •turn
to the tmagft of God to describe the imagination.

"God and

the imagination are one," says Stevens in one of the Adagla
and again in "Pinal Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour."^
The primary Imagination, says Coleridge, is a "repetition in
the
finite mind of the eternal act of creation in the infinite
.1

I AM. «4 7

In a brief comment Northrop Prye concurs in the be

lief .that "Stevens follows Coleridge in distinguishing the
transforming of experience by the imagination from the re-

.

arranging of it by the ’fancy,1 and ranks the former higher."

4R

^Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Blographla Llteraria, II,
ed. J. Shawcross (Oxford, 1962 ), 12.
^na, p. 153 .
46OP, p. 178, and CP, p. 524.

^Coleridge, II (1962), 202.
4R
Northrop Frye, "The Realistic Oriole: A Study of Wallace
Stevens," Wallaoe Stevens, A Collection of Critical Essays, ed.
Marie Borroff (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 19?>3), pp. 162-16?.
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It might also be recalled that, according to Stevens, the
lives of imagination function, as in the case of Santayana,
by "the deliberate choice of those that live them."

jL
lq

Stevens* definition of the imagination here seems partially
to be echoing Coleridge's definition of the secondary imagi
nation which coexists "with the conscious w i l l . The sub
jective world, the world of decision and choice, becomes the
vehicle by which the imagination becomes a transforming faculty.
We shall see the importance of the moonlight as a symbol
for the imagination.

It is perhaps more than coincidental

that Coleridge, too, relied heavily on this symbol, as Robert Penn
Warren has indicated:
For the moon is everywhere, from the 'Sonnet
to the Autumnal Moon' of 1788 on through most
of the poems, or many of them, trivial or great,
sometimes with a specifically symbolic content,
sometimes as the source of a transfiguring light
which bathes the scene of Chrlstabel or The An
cient Mariner or 'The Wanderings o f Cain* or
kDejection: An Ode' or.'The Nightingale' of 1798
or the deep, romantic chasm of 'Kubla K h a n . '-51
It is the imaginative process of reconciliation that
Bonnie and Josie celebrate in their colorful and spirited
dance of "Life is Motion":

^ N A * p. 14?.
5°Coleridge, II (1962), 202.
^ R o b e r t Penn Warren, "A Poem of Pure Imagination,"
Selected Essays (New York, 1 9 5 8 ), p. 2 3 4 .
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They cried,
'Ohoyaho,
Ohoo*• • .
Celebrating the marriage
Of flesh and air.52
Indeed, as ire shall see in Chapter IV, the reconciliation
of opposites is to be a part of the requirements for the
supreme fiction which Crispin tentatively outlines in the
plans for his colony.

This reconciliation of opposites is

a specific application of the more general principle that
poetry must always see* the organic unity of reality and
imagination, the absence of either rendering poetry false
and meaningless.
It is obvious that for Crispin there Jvill be no partici
pation in 'the eternal act of I AM."

It is worth reemphasiz

ing once again, however, that while Crispin misjudges the
moonlight, his sincerity and aspiration remain in themselves
noble.

As a result, Stevens would not have his reader al

together scoff at him.

Stevens himself seems to be partially

sympathetic with Crispin's misguided plight.

In his essay,

"Honors and Acts," he elaborates on the same kind of dilemma
that obfuscates the vision of Crispin himself:
The poet finds that as between these two sources:
the imagination and reality, the imagination is
false, whatever else may be said of It, and reality

52CP, p. 83.
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Is true; and being concerned that poetry should
be a thing of vital and virile importance, he
commits himself to reality, which then becomes
his inescapable and everpresent difficulty and
inamorata •53
Having rejected the imagination, Crispin gives up a great
deal; at the same time, his commitment to reality is assured
of being a commitment to the "true*"
Crispin's dilemma as a result of having repudiated the
imagination recalls, with amazing consistenoe, that of the
title figure of "Mrs, Alfred Uruguay,"

She is the rider who

rejects the moonlight as Crispin has done*

In her Journey,

however, she encounters a more "capable man," also a rider,
who is fully in possession of the moonlight, "the imagined
land*"

Because of the closeness of her situation with

Crispin's the poem is quoted in entirety:
So what said the others and the sun went down
And, in the brown blues of evening, the lady said,
In the donkey's ear, "I fear that elegance
Must struggle like the rest*" She climbed until
The moonlight in her lap, mewing her velvet,
And her dress were one and she said, "I have said no
To everything, in order to get at myself*
I have wiped away moonlight like mud* Your innooent ear
And I, if I rode naked, are what remain."
The moonlight crufcbled to degenerate forms*
While she approached the real, upon her mountain,
With lofty darkness* The donkey was there to ride,
To hold by the ear, even though it wished for a bell,
Wished faithfully for a falsifying bell*
Neither the moonlight could change it* And for her,

53OP, p. 241
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To be, regardless of velvet, could never be more
Than to be, she could never differently be,
Her no and no made yes Impossible.
Who was it passed her there on a horse all will,
What figure of capable imagination?
Whose horse clattered on the road on which she rose,
As it descended, blind to her velvet and
The moonlight? Was it a rider intent on the sun,
A youth, a lover with phosphorescent hair,
Dressed poorly, arrogant of his streaming forces,
Lost in an integration of the martyr's bones,
Rushing from what was real; and oapable?
The villages slept as the oapable man went down,
Time swished on the village clocks and dreams were alive,
The enormous gongs gave edges to their sounds,
As the rider, no chevalere and poorly dressed,
Impatient of the bells and midnight forms,
Rode over the picket rocks, rode down the road,
And, capable, oreated in his mind,
Eventual victor, out of the martyrs' bones-.
The ultimate elegance: the imagined land.5^
The moonlight is a key symbol of the imagination in the
poetry of Wallaoe Stevens, but it is not the ohly one.
Harstook has indicated the range of these symbols:

Mildred

"Moon,

moonlight, the color blue or turquoise, musical instruments,
(guitars, oboes), olouds, air, pigeons--these are Stevens'
usual symbols for the imagination. "55
to this list:

one would add others

the spring and summer seasons, the sea, the

color white, starlight, certain works of painting and soulpture, the leaves covering the rook.

It remains the moonlight

pp. 2^9-250.
^Mildred E. Harstook, "Images and Idea in the Poetry
of Stevens," Twentieth Century Literature, VII (April, 1 9 6 1 ),
14.
“
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which is the chief symbol, however, and it is the "book of
moonlight" (III, 1) which Crispin leaves unwritten in Part
III of the poems
The book of moonlight is not written yet
Nor half begun, but, when it is, leave room
For Crispin, fagot in the lunar fire.
(Ill, 1-3)
Stevens himself did. not leave that book unwritten.

We

have seen how Stevens outlined his expectations for the ima
gination in his own prose and how these expectations fit into
a tradition that includes the influences of Santayana and
Coleridge.

It remains now to see how the book of moonlight,

the images of the. imagination, fit into his own poetic canon.
It should be noted again that Stevens shifted his em
phasis paradoxically between the imagination and reality.
It is noteworthy, too, that in some Instances when Stevens
refers to reality it has to do with the particularized and
objective world which is in oppostion to the imagination.
At other times, however, reality represents the composite of
imagination and reality into a new and more fulfilling re
ality.

It is the example of the latter that Stevens sketches

in the poem, "Another Weeping Woman," where he assigns an un
qualified prlmaoy to the imagination, though it, in turn, pro
vides a perfeot reality as a result:
.. . The magnificent cause of being,
The imagination, the one reality
In this Imagined w o r l d . 56

56CP, p. 25.
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'

A short poem from Harmonium. "Fabliau of Florida,"
geographically intersects an area of the southern United
States where Crispin himself had sailed on his Journey to
Carolina from Yucatan.

The poem is in the form of an ex

hortation and might well be Interpreted as a message to the
wandering emigrant from Bordeaux]
Hove outward into heaven,
Into the alabasters
And night blues.
Foam and cloud are one •
Sultry moon-monsters
Are dissolving.
Fill your black hull e
With white moonlight.57
"Another Weeping Woman" and "Fabliau of Florida" are both
Harmonium poems.

Over 30 years later, when his Collected

Poems appeared, Stevens included a whole, new grouping of poems
included in the last section which he entitled The Rock.
title poem is included among them.)

(The

Stevens was 75 when these

poems appeared and there is a marked difference in the tone
of these poems as oompared with those of Harmonium.

Here,

there is a greater element of self-consciousness than in any
of the earlier poems; Stevens refers to himself, not as the
"fat Jooundus" of lronio self-comment in the Parts of a World
volume, but as Ariel, "glad he had written his poems."

57
^'CP, p. 23.

Not
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only is the tone drier and more austere, but there is the
further note of disappointment and exasperation.

Signifi

cantly enough, however, the haunting image of the moonlight
was still vital and effusive.

A poem from that last oolleo-

tlon, "Note on Moonlight," concludes typically;
The one moonlight, the various universe, intended
So muoh Just to be seen— a purpose, empty
Perhaps, absurd, perhaps, but at least a purpose,
Certain, and ever more fresh. Ah! Certain, for sure. • •
Between Haimonlum and The Rock,

in poem after poem,

there reappears the ceaseless act of faith in themight— and
magic of the moonlight.

For all of them Crispin's moonlight

confrontation is a kind of prototype.

Other characters, other

situations, generously bathed in the moonlight, refleot the
radiance of that full imagination which Crispin himself never
completely enjoys.

Below is a random selection of quotes

wherein Stevens attests to the power of the imagination.

The

first is from "The Man with the Blue Guitar"*
I stand in the moon, and call it good,
The immaculate, the merciful good.59
The sustained power of lyric feeling is illustrated in this
selection from "Aoademio Discourse,':at Havana," which is
structured around the moonlights
But let the poet on his balcony
Speak and the, sleepers in their sleep shall move,
Waken, and watoh the moonlight on their floors.

5 8 CP, p. 532.
p. 1 6 8 .
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This may be benediction, sepulcher,
And epitaph. It may, however, be
An incantation that the moon defines
By mere exwaple opulently d e a r . 60
The metaphor of the moon becomes Itself a further analogy in
"Variation on a Summer Day"t
The moon follows the sun like a French
Translation of a Russian poet.61
"Repetitions of a Young Captain,” an important poem for its
disoussion of the hero figure, provides the personification
of an actor.

His "thiok shape," the shape of every human,

encounters the "tissue" of the moon.

The episode concludes

with their embraoe:
The dim actor spoke.
His hands became his feelings•

His thifck shape

Issued thin seconds glibly gapering.
Then faintly encrusted, a tissue of the moon
,
Walked toward him on the stage and they embraoed.0^
The poem by Stevens which considers the reality of pain
and suffering in the oontext of a beautiful universe, "Esthetique Du Hal," presents the powerful efficacy of the moon
light which is Itself dissociated from the distress of the
troubled world.

The imagination is always a source of con

solation and relief; it holds out the best prospect for him*
>

6oCP, pp. l*f**~1^5.
6lCP, p. 23^.

62CP, p. 306.
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The moon rose up as If it had escaped
His meditation. It evaded his mind.
It was part of a supremacy always
Above him. The moon was always free from him,
As night was free from him. The shadow touched
Or merely seemed to touch himaas he spoke
A kind of elegy he found In space .63
ThusIt Is the moonlight
for the survivors of

which Is the Indispensable Ingredient

a distraught and disordered existenoe;

it is a medicinal consolation.

The poem oontlnues in Section

IX*
Effendl, he
That has lost the folly of the moon becomes..
The prince of the proverbsof pure poverty.6^
There is always an element of "folly" in the imagination In
its very distinction from reality.

This Is what Stevens

meant when hA affirmed, "The imagination is false, whatever
else may be said of it. "65
to as the

" u n r e a l .

"66

In another place it is referred

But without such falsity and folly,

one beoomes a "prince" of "pure poverty."

The "fiotions"

of the imagination are indispensable, but they remain fic
tions.

It is only in the perception of this paradox that one

comes to appreciate; the plight of Crispin who is himself
strongly intent upon expurgating every element of the "unreal."

6 3 CP, pp. 31**-315*
6 ifCP, p. 320.
6 ^0 P, p. 24-1.

66NA, p. 58.
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One could go on with these illustrations of the moon
light.

In each of these instances, however, it is never as

."Arctic" that the moonlight appears.

It is Instead a vivify

ing, life-giving agency.
It is precisely this vitality which Crispin discovers
when he disembarks for the last time on the shores of Caro
lina.

We oan recall Crispin's initiation into the world of

barren winter as he sailed the ocean from Europe.

This was

the zone of nothingness which represented his own decreation
and upon which he could build his aesthetic, untormented by
lllusionary myth.

At Yucatan he ran upon the florid and

exotic world of a steaming summer, one which repulsed his
commitment to austere reality.

Having journeyed up to Caro

lina, however, he discovers that the summer lushness of Yuca
tan has been transformed into the temperate mildness of
spring— not at all, incidentally, the freezing zone he had
mistakenly antioipateds
And as he came he saw that it was spring,
A time abhorrent to the nihilist
Or searcher for the fecund minimum.
The moonlight fiction disappeared. The spring,
Although contending featly in its veils,
Irlsed in dew and e.arly fragrances,
Was gemmy marionette to him that sought
A sinewy nakedness.
(Ill, 69-76)
Misinterpreting the meaning of the moon, Crispin had
abandoned poetry in his journey norths

"How many poems he
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denied himself.*1

(Ill, 28)

Now, however, rejuvenated by

the splendid climate and environment of Carolina, Crispin,
still suspicious, prooeeds to "round his rude aesthetio out."
(Ill, 82)
In setting his Clown in a springtime climate, Stevens
shifts the poem once again on its structural axis.

The

Carolina spring and its ensuing summer will be the background
for Crispin's ambitious plans for establishing his colony and
setting down the dicta of his supreme fiction.
will be the subject of Chapter IV.

Those dicta

At this point it suffices

to note that Crispin, in spite of himself, has discovered the
ideal environmental setting:
\

Here was prose
More exquisite than any tumbling verse:
A still new oontinent in which to dwell.

(IV, 7-9)

Since he has not forsaken the winter world himself, it has
forsaken him.

The new season, the soil, the world, magnifi

cently dominate:
That's better.
1-2)

"Nota:

his soil is man's intelligence./

That's worth crossing seas to find."

(IV,

Crispin eventually will go on into his autumn and his

personality will participate in the defoliation of nature.
But now is the high-water mark.

Crispin, whether interpreted

as man in general, poet, hero, or simple adventurer, is at
his pinnacle now in the spring.
It is perhaps not altogether arbitrary that Stevens chose
Carolina as the setting for his temperate world of riohness.
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At the very time that hewwas reshaping the poem in his own
mind before Its appearance In Harmonium. Stevens, in a letter
to Harriet Monroe, recorded his impressions of

SouthCarolina!

1 was in Charleston in July and while it is
true that like any antiquated seaport it con
tains Armenian priests, Scotoh Presbyterians
and so on, nevertheless the place is beautifully
and sedately the early and undeflled American
thing. I love &he south for this quality. Hour
mountains are a compendium of it in landscape .67
There are a number of poems in which Carolina is sym
bolically reintroduced for its midway position between the
tropics and the more loy northeast.

Among them is "Notes

toward a Supreme Fiction," which has led Joseph Biddel to
point out the relation to the earlier poem:
Once again, is /sle7 in "The Comedian asthe
Letter C.," ^sio/ the symbolic geography of
Carolina serves as synthesis, and pleasure
obtains in the balance and interaction of
aesthetic antinomies, a symbolic flesh and
spirit fusion in the temperate latitudes of
time. 68
Both geographically and temporally, Crispin has arrived
at a point of equanimity and hazmony.

In Carolina, through

the months of spring and summer, he finds the ideal environ
mental adjustment, which only underscores his latest asser
tion that "the soil is man's intelligence."

(IV, 1)

^Morae, "Wallace Stevens, Bergson, Pater," p. 78.

68Joseph N. Hiddel, "Wallace Stevens; •Notes toward
a Supreme Fiction,*" Wisconsin Studies in Contemporary
Literature. II (Spring-Summer, 1$61), 3^7
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The emerging power and potenoy of spring are celebrated
by Stevens in a number of poems.

Like the ones which are

centered around the image of moonlight, these too symboli
cally stand for the invigorating renewal of the imagination.
It is of course a time of transition and change; winter has
not altogether released its hold, nor has summer revealed
its fullest blossoming.

It follows that Stevens Intends

1gie season to represent a period of mental and psychological
transition, one which Crispin himself is undergoing at this
point in the poem.

As in all ohanges, there is something

unsettling about the new adjustment.

But if it is disturb

ing, it is also fulfilling.
In a poem that appeared in 1952,. Stevens speaks "of the
trouble of the mind" remaining in the early spring; it is a
time of wthis restlessly unhappy happiness.m&?

"The Paltry

Nude Starts on a Spring Voyage," as its title implies, des
cribes a period of transition and renewal.

Unlike Venus, the

paltry nude starts "not on a shell" to the sea, and she is
"discontent."

In spite of this,

The wind speeds her,
Blowing upon her hands
And watery baok.
She touches the clouds, where she goes

69
y0P, p. 97.
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And to the persona of "The Sun This March," the "exceeding
brightness" of the early springtime sun contrasts vividly
with the preceding months, allowing the persona to "conceive
how dark I have become•"71
This is a spring which is tenuous, promising and only
partially fulfilling that Stevens outlines.

But there is

another element, an element that positively affirms the
change that is occurring.

In "Holiday in Reality," this

point, concerning the "truth" of spring, is inoluded:
Spring is umbilical or else %t is not spring.
Spring is the truth of spring or nothing, a waste, a fake.
These trees and their argentines, their dark-spiced
branches
_
Grow out of the spirit or they are fantastic dust.72
Still more affirmatively, we read in "Poesle Abrutie" that
"brooks are bristling in the field/ And gelid Januar has gone
to hell."73
It is the final poem in the Collected Poems, "Not Ideas
About the Thing but the Thing Itself," that is perhaps the
best poetio illumination of the new season.

The poem, like

the coming of spring itself, moves subtly and focuses on pre
cise images to describe the emergence.

71CP, p. 133.
7 2cp, p. 3 1 3 .
7 3 cp, p. 3 0 2 .

The poem is set in
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March, "the earliest ending of winter."

An unidentified

figure hears "a scrawny cry" of a bird at the instant of
daybreak; it becomes the instant of initiation into the
full potency of spring:
That scrawny cry— it was
A chorister whose o preceded the choir.
It was part of the colossal sun,
Surrounded by its choral rings,
Still far away. It was like
A new knowledge of reality.
Within the poem itself, this final generalization succeeds a
series of sharply realized particulars:

the sun, the cry of*

the bird, the heightened awareness of the persona at the
moment of awakening.

It is with this "new knowledge" of

reality that Stevens concludes what he intended to be his
complete text of poems.
If the clarity of the Imagination was confused for
Crispin in the moonlight, it is enlarged and enlightened in
Carolina.

For Crispin, the clown and fool, there will, still

be acts of resistance.
typically comic stance:

We see him arriving in Carolina in a
"Tilting up his nose."

(Ill, 77)

Spring is indeed "abhorrent to the nihilist," (III, 70) and
Crispin is slow in shedding his suspicion.

Gradually, he

will lay down the standards for his poetic colony, standards

74

,
CP, P. 53**.

'

.
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which will never be realized, but which nonetheless point to
the supreme fiction.
His repeated slips into the pitfalls that lie in his
path should warn the reader that Crispin's achievements will
continue to be qualified and tentative.

At the end of Part

III, the book of,moonlight is not written.

At no point in

the poem will Crispin turn over the finished product.

The

tragedy of his failure to perceive fully the mysteries of
the imagination can be grasped only by looking beyond Crispin
and the poem in which he appears.

It is in Stevens' other

poems that the plenitude of the imagination is fully drawn.
What remains of special interest, though’, is Crispin's re
lentless pursual of the ideal poetic environment.

The poem's

narration has plainly indloated the potentialities that nevertheless are to remain futile for Crispin.

By means of "the

blissful liaison" (III, 36) of the moonlight, Crispin had
the theoretical vision, and power of poetic transformation and
satisfaction.

Carolina, however, is bathed in the symbolic
I
moonlight of springtime and is not so easilypput aside by
Crispin.
Crispin himself remains the adventurer, the searcher;
there is no final and irrevocable point of acquiescence in
the poem other than his eventual submission to frustration at
the end of the poem's motion.

It is in watching the Clown of

Wallace Stevens reach for his poetic plums, almost have them
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in the clasp of his hand, and then fall flat on his face
that we have not only the comedy of the poem but the sub
stance of its theme and content.

CHAPTER IV
TO HAKE A NEW INTELLIGENCE PREVAIL
"The Idea of a Colony," Part IV of "The Comedian as the
Letter C," Is a unique section of the poem In that It has a
strong positive tone4: The process of Crispin's decreation
has ended, and he has arrived In the Ideal poetlo setting of
the Carolina springtime.

The section begins, for example,

with an assertion that reverses the statement with which the
poem began; environment Is now given primacy over man.
Crispin, "his soil Is man's Intelligence."

(IV, 1)

For

Simi

larly, thlB section of the poem c o n c l u d e s with strikingly
direct Instructionss

the poet generally and Crispin specifi

cally must be faithful to reality, "veracious page on page,
exact."

(IV, 102)

This tone of affirmation, as one might

suspect with regard to Crispin, Is qualified.

The essential

Idea of the colony will eventually be abandoned and replaoed
by the cabin of Crispin's quotidian preference.
supplant the poem.

The plum will

Crispin's poetlo sights will be dramati

cally lowered.
Although the colony Is forddooadd to an existence merely
on the theoretical level, It Is on that level that Its propo
sitions are discussed.

Host critics, for example, have
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elaborated on Crispin's commitment to a kind of local color
movement in poetry , one which relates to the American quality
of the poem.

However, the colony represents much more.

Hany

of the points that Stevens outlined in his later poetry ifcs
a basis for the supreme fiction find a kind of a source andanalogy in this plan for Crispin's colony.

For example, up

on his arrival in Carolina, Crispin becomes Stevens' first
** ♦

incarnation of the herc-figure and is specifically defined
as such.

Further, Crispin's encounter with the new seasonal

atmosphere points out again, as we have seen, the principle
of change upon which the poem structurally progresses.

The .

*

principle of change, too, is an essential ingredient of the
supreme fiction.

Crispin's resolve to recreate poetically

all the effulgence of the Carolina wilderness has a direct
relation to the satisfaction through poetry of the desire for
pleasure— another proposition for the supreme fiction.

When

all these stipulations have been fulfilled, the final result
is a poem of perfect wholeness which theoretically affords
to its reader the quality of certainty in the reliability of
its fiction.

All of these propositions, explicitly or im

plicitly, are taken up and considered in relation to Crispin's
projected colony.
It does not follow that Crispin's theoretical colony it
self emerges as the ideal achievement of the supreme fiction.
Nor does Crispin himself^ with full consciousness and
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concentration, dlreotly outline the propositions of the suVpreme fiction*

Indeed, It Is In seeing Crispin as a kind

of anti-hero, for example, that one arrives at some of
Stevens* first suggestions of what the hero was positively
to represent*

In seeing the poem as a. whole, and especially

the discussion of the colony In Part IV, one recognizes an
outline that Stevens was to spend a lifetime filling In with
his later poetry*
In his poem, "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," Stevens
presents three propositions for the highest kind of poetry: •
"It Must Be Abstract"; "It Must Change"; "It Must Give Pleas
ure*" -Each of these will be Investigated In some detail as
they relate to "The Comedian as the Letter C*"

At the root

<

of all these propositions, however, Is the demand that the
Ideal poetry must be more than the description of experience.
Rather, It must take on the very reality of that experience
Itself*
that

It must break

through the verbal In order to become

which Is vital In the phenomena of reality*The

poem

transoends Its matter to become Itself an active reality on
a superior plane*

Stevens poetically defines this In "An

Ordinary Evening In New Haven":
The poem Is the
Part of the res

1cp, p. 1*73.

cry of Its ocoaslon
Itself and not about It*1
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Stevens was insistent about this relationship between poetry
and its subjects

"For this purpose, poetry means not the

language of poetry but the thing itself, wherever it nay be
found."2
The demand that poetry transcend its own matter in order
to become "the res itself" summarizes Stevens* supreme fiction
and suggests the impossibility that such transoendence could
ever be totally attained.

^

Of all poets, Stevens demands the

most of poetry simply because he asks everything of it.
Crispin does not settle on the immediate Carolina coast.
Like Huck Finn, he first views his new world from the rivers
"A river bore/ The vessel inward."

(Ill, 76-77)

embraces

the common reality, still unaided by the imagination:
He savored rankness like a sensualist.
He marked the marshy ground around the dook,
The crawling railroad spur, the rotten fence,
Curriculum for the marvelous sophomore.
(Ill, 83-86)
Crispin becomes immensely pleased with his discovery of
Carolina and of the environment that offers him "the essen
tial prose."

(Ill, 8 9 )

As poet and aesthetlcian he exults

in his disoovery and determines to establish here a colony
for other aspiring poets.

Crispin's self-satisfaction is

captured in the tone of the narration as he enthusiastically
2
Wallace Stevens, quoted in Samuel French Horse, "Preface"
to Opus Posthumous (New York, 1957)» P* xlv.
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resolves "To make a new Intelligence prevail."

(IV, 15)

Having found the ideal world of prose he once again embraces
poetry, ^Central hymns," (IV, 1?) and the members of his colony
will Join him as "celebrants/ Of rankest trivia."

(IV, 17-18)

As the title itself suggests, "The Idea of a Colony" is
basically concerned with the plan rather than the practice
of the colony.

Indeed, it is never actually established;

Crispin abandons it.

But the idea tantalizes him and stimu

lates him to lay down some precursory guidelines by which the
colony will be governed.

At the bottom of all his ideas for

the colony is the premise that it will celebrate the real
world, the world of rankness— of "cabbages," "pines," "melons,"
"rabbits," and "cocks."

Emerging too, however, is the in

fluence of the imagination.

The cabbages, for example, will

become the concern of the "florist"— the man of imagination.
The "melon" and "peach" will have a poetic commeration, "a
f

sacrament/ And celebration."

(IV, 73-^)

At no point in his plan for the colony does Crispin ex
plicitly call for a poetry which "must be abstract."

Implic

itly, however, in his very act of creating poetry in Carolina
Crispin engages in abstraction.

What did Stevens mean by "ab

straction," and in what way does "abstraction" contribute to
the creation of the supreme fiction?
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Stevens' dlsoussion of abstraction in poetry is not
alifays consistent.

The more obvious meaning of the word, the

theoretical and general level of a given subject, as opposed
to concrete definition, is sometimes implied.

.

This is the

case, for example, in the discussion of the hero, a common
figure in the poetry of Stevens of whioh Crispin is the first
embodiment.

The hero, however, remains in the last analysis

an impossible figure, one who can exist only ideally.
result, he exists abstractly and not concretely.

As a

Crispin is

thus an imperfect hero neoessarily because he is a concrete
personification rather than an abstraction.

This is what

Stevens means when he says in "Notes toward a Supreme Fic
tion":
The major abstraction is the idea of man
And major man is its exponent, abler
In the abstract than in his singular.3
No physical description can possibly do Justice to the "idea"
of the hero.
. On another level, however, Stevens refers to abstraction
as the eplstemologloal process whereby one draws forth knowl
edge of experience by transferring that reality from actual
experience to the level of human consciousness.

It is this in

terpretation whioh Stevens has in mind in his essay, "The Noble
Elder and the Sound of Words":

P. 388..
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1

He /Ehe poetj? will consider that although he has
himself witnessed, during the long period of his
life, a general transition to reality, his own
'measure as a poet, in spite of all the passions
of all the lovers of the truth, is the measure
of his power to abstract himself, and to with
draw with him into his abstraction the reality
on which the lovers of truth insist. He must
be able to abstraot himself and also to abstract
reality, which he does by placing it in his ima
gination.^

As we shall see, both of these interpretations relate to the
creation of the supreme fiction.
Stevens took the word from its Latin root, abstrahere.
meaning to draw away.

In the process of abstraction the poet

draws forth the essence of reality and transposes it into
poem.

He separates and Isolates the reality of experience;

he withdraws it from the flux of time and place; he stabilizes
and solidifies experience in poetry.

Ironically, however, he

does not lose his grip upon the "realness" of experience; the
poet actually carries the realness of reality over into the
poem itself.

Thus the poems of the supreme fiction contain

all the veracity of experience itself without the slightestS
compromise and, at the same time, embellish that experience
through the ‘power of the imagination.

The real experience is

enlarged to Include the transforming imagination, but nothing
of the real experience is lost in the process.

One might pro

test to this by insisting that the result must be either

^NA, p. 23.
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reality or poetry— that both cannot coexist simultaneously.
In the case of most poetry Stevens would agree that this is
so.

In the case of the supreme fiction, however, such co

existence does indeed occur.

It becomes "An abstraction

blooded. **-5
In his discussion of "abstraction" in poetry, Stevens
is also concerned'with the poet who is able to accomplish
such a feat.

Indeed, he is more than ordinary man; he is the

mem. who possesses the vision and power which enable him to
bring about poetic abstraction.

Stevens defines this poet as

"hero," and, significantly, the first use of this teim in his
poetic canon comes in his description of Crispin's arrival in
Carolina:
He oame • The poetic hero without palms
Or jugglery, without regalia.
(Ill, 6?-8)

We shall return to Crispin to observe the ways in which he is
and is not the typical hero of Stevens* poetry.
The hero is himself as theoretical as his poetry.
the torojected poet of the ideal poem.

He is

At no point did Stevens

ever assume, for example, that he himself was "hero."

This

indeed is the reason that Stevens insists in "Examination of
the Hero in a Time of War":

5CP, p. 385
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There Is no Image of the hero,
^
There is a feeling as definition,0
In such a state of abstraction it becomes difficult for the
poet to pin down specifically the attributes of the hero by
means of poetic images.

Stevens here speaks of "feeling as

definition," and such a process is inevitably somewhat vague.
What St evens means by the fact that there can be "no image of
the hero" is that it is not possible to describe the image of
the hero as an ordinary flesh-and-blood human.
all Images are inadequate and inaccurate.

On this level

For Stevens the

problem was solved by turning to various images, of transparency,
A man of glass, an image associated with the eye, with diamonds,
or with crystal— all these constitute a recurring symbology of
the hero.

"Asides on the Oboe," one of Stevens; most success

ful poems, perhaps comes closest in formulating this defini
tion:
The central man, the human globe, responsive
As a mirror with a voice, the man of glass,
Who in a million diamonds sums us up.
II.
He is the transparence of the place in which
He is and in his poems we find peace .7
A lesser-known poem, "Thunder by theMusician," presents a
lar pattern of imagery in the person of a "butcher" who
Invention of the musician:
6CP, p. 2 7 8 .

7cp, pp. 250-251.

simi

is the

14-1
And, according to the composer, this butcher,
Held In his hand the suave egg-diamond
That had flashed (like vicious music that ends
In transparent accords),8
Stevens here combines the transparent object in the hand of
the butcher with the actual music of the composer--thus adding
the dimension of sound to the idea of the hero character.
The first poem in which Stevens took up the hero figure
after "The Comedian as the Letter C" suggests the importance
that Stevens was continually to attach to this image of trans
parency.

Here, at the beginning of "The Maui with the Blue

Guitar," Stevens considers the impossibility of presenting
adequately an image of the hero in the state of abstraction:
I cannot bring a world quite round,
Although I patch it as I can,
I sing a hero's head, large eye
And bearded bronze, but not a man,9
In this relatively early poem, Stevens already recognized
that the supreme fiction was to be essentially unattainable.
If the supreme fiction must be abstract, and Stevens makes
this clear in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," then the presen
tation of such a state in the person of the hero oould never be
completely attained:

"I cannot bring a world quite round,/

Although I patch it as I can,"

8CP, p. 220.
9CP, p. 1 6 5 .
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Crispin himself suggests this dilemma In a peripheral
way*

i

While he Is not a "glass man" he Is significantly the

"poetic hero" stripped bare of "palms," "Jugglery," and "re
galia*"

(III, 6 7 -6 8 )

He has also survived the process of

decreation In which he stripped himself of the myths Of ro
mance and of religion*
the ideal hero-poet*

In spite of this, however, he is not
There remains still a density and thick

ness, a sensuality and physical presenoe, that can. never be
completely dissolved and put aside*
The hero is the poet who, unlike Stevens himself, is able
to pierce through the paradox of absolute abstractness and
create the central poem in which the propositions for the
supreme fiction are finally brought to fulfillmentt
Wallace Stevens* hero is not a man among us, but
an idea beyond us. He does not exist in our world
except as possibility or abstraction* But with the
consciousness of the idea of the hero, man labor to
achieve nobility In a quotidian world, and It Is the
poet's work to make this Idea vivid.10
This concept of the Idealization of the hero Is elaborated
on In the poem, "The Men That are Falling."

Stevens oonjoins

the hero both as "bodiless," and at the same time as enunciator of the "Immaculate syllables"^ that will offer the supreme
formulation of poetic aspiration.

l°Hobert Pack, "The Abstracting Imagination of Wallace
Stevens: Nothingness and the Hero." Arizona Quarterly. XI
(Autumn, 1955)> 203.
------1:LCP, p. 188.

1^3
Occasionally, Stevens abandons even the images of trans
parency to arrive at a workable definition of the hero-poet.
In "Anecdote of Canna," for example, Stevens moves toward a
kind of mathematical symbol wherein he can specify the essence
of this characters
Huge are the canna in the dreams of
X, the mighty thought, the mighty man.12
This kind of numerical symbolism is drawn upon again in "The
Han with the Blue Guitar," where Stevens frankly asserts his
obsession with discovering the interior nature of such a hero.
The image is that of "man number one":
Ah, but to play man number one,
To drive the dagger in his heart,
To lay his brain upon the board
And pick the aorld colors out,
To nail this thought across the door,
Its wings spread wide to rain?and s n o w . 1 3
In 194-2, with the publication of his fifth volume of
verse, Parts of a World, Stevens offered the greatest poetic
elaboration upon the figure of the hero.
ance is significant.

The date of appear

With the United States and most of the

rest of the world caught up in what promised to be a long and
bloody military conflict, Stevens found still another symbol

1 2 __

SHE.* P# 55-

13CP, p. 166.
r-*“
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for his hero.

War in general, and especially one as all-

encompassing as World War II, was the natural and inevitable
field for valiant military heroism.

Feats of bravery and

self-distinction were impressed upon the national consciousness
as Stevens himself has described it:
In the presence of the violent reality of war,
consciousness take the place of imagination.
And consciousness of an immense war is a c o n 
sciousness of fact. If it is true, it follows
that the poetry of war as a consciousness of
the victories and defeats of nations, is a con
sciousness of faot, but of heroic fact, of fact
on such a scale that the mere consciousness of
it affects the scale of one's thinking and con
stitutes a participating in the heroic.11*’
It is not

surprising to see in these poems the emergence of

thesoldier as hero.

As F.

Cudworth Flint .asks, "What has

the -poet to say to the man who perhaps stands between him and
a bullet?"15
The virtues of the soldier fit the pattern of the hero
from a number of points of view.

The soldier obviously is

not an ordinary citizen; his role is distinguished by the task
he is called Upon to perform during a national emergency.

As

an extraordinary man, called upon to perform superhuman tasks

lk

Wallace Stevens, Parts of a World (New York, 194-2),
n.p.
■^F. Cudworth Flint, "Whether of Bronze or Glass,"
Trinity Review. VIII (May, 1954-), 26.

1^5
at an ext raordinary time, the soldier ideally represents the
function of the soldier-hero that Stevens had been describing
in his pre-war poetry.
In addition to this, the hero becomes a kind of symbol
for the country for which he fights.

He represents that

country's highest strength and virility.

Thus, the soldier

is by his very, nature a kind of isolated symbol of something
more universal.

As hero, he becomes "the figure of the youth

as virile poet," the title of one of Stevens' essays.
More than any other virtue, the hero needs that of courage.
His courage makes the soldier the ideal exemplum for the kind .
of bravery needed by man generally to face the reality of his
existence without the crutch of myths to sustain him:

"The

hero is the man who is himself. . .naked of m y t h . " ^
Death, a continuing theme in Stevens' work, comes for
the soldier quickly, without melancholy pomp or prolongation.
In an early Harmonium poem, "Death of a Soldier," Stevens
recommends this kind of full finality in the act of dying*
Death is absolute and without memorial,
As in a season of autumn,
When the wind stops.1*7

l60P, p. 8A.
17CP, p. 97.
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Stevens elaborates on this theme In a poem written much later.
In "Esthetique Du Mai" he probes for the meaning of pain and
death In an otherwise beautiful world.

One of the most suc

cessfully lyrical parts of the poem Is Section VII which con
siders once again the dying soldier.

In this act of heroic

self-lmmolatlonlihe, In fact, becomes "deathless."

He trans

cends the transitory:
How
The
The
The

red the rose that is the soldier's wound,
wounds of many soldiers, the wounds of all
soldiers that have fallen, red In blood,
R
soldier of time grown deathless in great size. 1 0

Stevens returns to the Image of the dying soldier In a
number of poems.

It Is used to characterize the moment of

real self-discovery and human fulfillment.

It Is the moment

in which the ultimate bravery is completed in one instant of
total human'achievement.

It is essentially this achievement

that is quietly celebrated in the poem,'’TZifellow Afternoon":
. Everything comes to him
From the middle of his field. The odor
Of earth penetrates more deeply than any word.
There he touches his being. There as he is
He is.19
There is perhaps even a touch of "a surrogate and secu
larized Christ, the martyr to ftan's fate and scapegoat for

18CP, pp. 318-319.
1 9 CP» P- 2 3 7 .

‘

1^7
his Imperfections," that Joseph Riddel notices in the soldier
of "Esthetique Du M a i . " 20
The Image of the soldier, from all these points of view,
fits Into a pattern that contains the multi-thematic Intention
which Stevens desired him to suggest.

It Is with the Image of

the hero as soldier that Stevens most olosely approximates
what he described as "feeling as definition."

All these at

tributes merge in the soldier-flgure In such a way that the
complexity and obscurity of the hero Is fooused In one central
image •
It should be noted, as Henry Wells has pointed out, that
Stevens "condemned the spurious or banal celebration of mili
tary heroism."23* At no time Is a particular personage of
World War II, or of any other war, referred to for heroic com
mendation.

The point Is simply that the hero becomes the syteol

for the descriptions of a state that remain essentially indes
cribable.

The soldier-hero never becomes the focus of a dis

cussion of sooial protest or military propoganda.
20

vJoseph N. Riddel, "The Metaphysical Changes of Stevens*
•Esthetique Du Mai,*" Twentieth Century Literature. VII (July,
1 9 6 1 ), 72. In his more reoent work. The Clairvoyant Eye (Baton
Rouge, 1965)» Riddel has slightly reversed this appraisal1 "He
becomes a surrogate and secularized martyr to Man*s fate, not
a Christ figure but another version of Stevens' hero, who does
not absolve human evil but solemnizes its necessity." p. 2 0 9 .

21Wells, p. 178.
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Although Stevens does not specifically refer to him as
"hero" in every instance, the poet-glant-hero figure takes a
number of varying disguises in his poetry, and the disguises
cover a surprisingly large range.

He appears as a bride in

"Ghost as Cocoons," as "fatal Ananke" in "The Greenest Conti
nent," one of the poems of "Owl’s Clover."

His is the voice

of a mother to her children in "In the Carolines," and a gigan
tic shadow that dwarfs a mountain in "Chocorua to its Neighbor."
He becomes a literal giant in "Gigantomachia" and a learned
rabbi in "Things of August."

Several of these images are cata

logued in "Chocorua to its Neighbor"*
The captain squalid on his pillow, the great
Cardinal, saying the prayers of earliest day;
The stone, the categorical effigy;
And the mother, the music, the name; the scholar
Whose green mind bulges with complicated hues.*^
The attainment of the absolute state of abstractness is
akin to that of achieving the absolute objectivity of the
winter world of nothingness.

Both are impossible in terms of

complete fulfillment, but relative attempts can be fruitful.
The shadow-figure of "Chocorua to its Neighbor" is presented
in a winter context as a "shell of dark blue glass, or ice,/
Or air oollected in a deep essay."^3

The same setting recurs

,in "Examination of the Hero in a Time of War" *
2 2CP, p. 3 0 0 .
23cP, p. 297.

1^9
Make him of mud,
For every day. In a civiler manner,
Devise, devise, and make him of sinter's
Iciest oore, a north star, central
In our oblivion, of summer's
Imagination, the golden r e s c u e . ^
The images of transparency, in fact, frequently Include that
of loe in addition to those of crystal, diamonds, the human
eye, or some image of water.
It is with Canon Aspirin, one of the chief personages
of "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," that objectivity and
abstractness in the hero-figure come to fulfillment.

He is

described in Stevens' conventional images of sleep, naked
ness, and nothingness:
The nothingness was a nakedness, a point
Beyond whioh thought could not progress as thought.2^
Canon Aspirin is a unique hero in the Stevens gallery because
he seems to discover, as poet and as man, the high clarity of
objective and abstracted harmony.

The choioe, it is made olear,

is not given in terms of exclusiveness or limitation, but of
inolusivene ss :
But it was not a choioe
Between exolusing things.

It was not a choice

Between, but of. He ohose to include the things
That in each other are included, the whole
The complicate, the amassing harmony.26
2/fCP, p. 2 7 5 .
25cp, p. ^03.

26S£» p«

It is the discovery of unity, the "whole," that the hero
finally comes to represent, and it is the pursuit of this
unity, more than anything else, that occupied Stevens himself.
We shall see how this relates to the oriteria of the supreme
fiction as part of its last proposition.

In texms of the

search for unity and harmony through the process of total inolusiveness one sees, not incongruity and disparity, but a
pattern of wholeness.

This is evidenced, for example, in such

widely ranging heroes as the bride, the giant, the mother, the
soldier, and the poet.
The hero is always something of a poet by his possession
of a vision, even though he may not record the vision in verse.
He is attuned to the center of existence.

The hero is also

something of a priest since his function is to bestow a con
solation and peace upon his contemporaries.

Most often, he

appears as a soldier, though only symbolically, who has given
his life, the ultimate commitment, in order to keep faith with
his conviction.

But in every guise, poet, priest, soldier—

and there are a number of others— he is always the maker of
abstraction.

Stevens never pointed to a particular individual

as his hero; in his way his concept of the hero was radically
different from that as proposed by Thomas Carlyle in his Heroes
and Hero Worship.

The hero for Stevens is always the Idealized

poet who has solved the paradox of the imagination and reality,
who has found the perfect balance between the two, who has

discovered the consequent accord that succeeds such a finding.
Thus, he is the author of the supreme fiction, always one step
removed from flesh and blood, "the impossible possible philoso
phers*

m a n . " 2 ?

Crispin, on the other hand, is preeminently flesh and
blood, though at this point "without regalia."

His role as

clown and buffoon disqualifies him for some of the more ideal
ized prerequisites of the hero.

His simplicity, his pathetic

lowliness, and his final humulity, however, specifically set
him up as the kind of heroic figure of isolation that Stevens
calls upon the poet to "propound."
There is one sense in which Stevens Intended the hero
always to be directed toward the anti-hero.

There is in the

anti-hero an element of lowliness that establishes him as the
perfect poetic subjeot.

Thus, in his major poetic statement

upon the principles of the supreme fiction, "Notes toward a
Supreme Fiction," Stevens directs his "ephebe" toward a figure
much in the tradition of Crispin himself s
The man
In that old coat, those sagging pantaloons,
It is of him, ephebe, to make, to confect
The final elegance, not to console
Nor sanctify, but plainly to propound. 28

2 7cp, p. 2 5 0 .
2 8CP, p. 3 8 9 .
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Michel Benamou points to this figure as "proof that a clown,
not a dandy, was the destinationoof Stevens* masks."29

Harold

Bloom says of this figure that "major man makes his appearance,
not the poet as a young god hut the poet as an old tramp, the
comedian."*^0
With this idealization of the anti-hero, we are squarely
in the idiom of Crispin'vdiimself.

The affinity of Crispin with

the man in "sagging pantaloons" is perhaps more obvious in the
only other poem in which Crispin personally appears, "Anecdote
of the Abnormal."

Here, too, there occurs gradually a kind of

apotheosis:
Crispin-valet, Crispin-saintI
The exhausted realist beholds
His tattered manikin arise,
Tuok in the straw,
And stalk the skies.31
What is presented here, in what one can call the guise of the
anti-hero, is Crispin the fool becoming the man of vision, able
to "stalk the skies."
Stevens* heroes.

This facet of the hero is not typical of

Crispin, as the lowly, Chapllnesque clown,

2?Mlohel Benamou, "Wallace Stevens and the Symbolist
Imagination," in The Act of the Mind, ed. Roy Harvey Pearoe
and J. Hill is Hiller (Baltimore,
P* 10*t«
3°Harold Bloom, "Notes toward a Supreme Plotion: A
Commentary," Wallace Stevens. A Collection of CjrltloaT Essays,
ed. Harie Borroff (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., I 9 6 3 )., p. 83•

310P, p. 2/f.
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appearing in a kind of half-abstracted state, "without regalia,"
does prediot many of the hero-masks that were to be later con
structed. In other ways, Crispin is a kind of foil of the true
hero in his ethereal and idealized state.
One laughs at Crispin, for example, in a way that one
could never laugh at the later heroes.

In "The Comedian as

the Letter C," by learning what Stevens scoffs at, one sees
the justification for what he will later take with total serloumess.

Crispin as anti-hero becomes the butt of scorn and

ridicule, but Stevens' later heroes, abstracted giants of the
imagination, are exactly what Crispin is not!

Crispin is anti-

hero in the sense that he posits for us those attributes whioh
the hero will not possess.

Crispin is no spiritual abstraction,

and he misses entirely the subtle center of the supreme fic
tion.

Like the characters from the Absurdist plays of Beckett,

Genet, Ionesco, and Albee, Crispin is the anti-hero who defines
the genuine hero implicitly.
We have seen in some detail the process of ohange symbol
ized intfche poem's seasonal progression.

This movement from

one season to the next provides the structural unity of Cris
pin's restive voyage.

Specifically, we have followed Crispin

from the rigid nothingness of the winter world,wwhich he en
countered in transit from France, to the over-ripe and superexotic lushness of Yucatan's summer, which he rejeoted, and

finally to the temperate mildness and harmony that he dis
covered in the spring and early summer of Carolina*

Each

point in this progression has represented a symbolic point
in relation to the aesthetic premises of the poet.

In this

manner the second major demand for the supreme fiotion as out
lined in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," "It Must Change
is evidenced.

At the beginning of Part III of the poem, Cris

pin's denial of the moonlight was described in terms of his
passage "Through sweating changes," (III, 5) as he moved through
the "hubbub of his pilgrimage."

(Ill, *0

It Is with this back

ground of change, readjustment, and seasonal mutation that Cris
pin rests, momentarily contented, and lays down his plans for
the colony.

Now, more specifioally, he anticipates the call

for change as a precept of the supreme fiotion.

In this con

text, the oonoept of change takes on a more specialized meaning.
It is interesting that Stevens draws particular attention
to

the seasons themselves to demonstrate the oharaoter of

change

in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction."

There is, how

ever, a new perspective from which the aspeot of change is
viewed, and this is seen in the union of opposites:
Two things of opposite natures seem to depend
On one another, as a man depends
On a woman, day on night, the imagined
On the real. This is the origin of change.
Winter and spring, cold oopulars, embrace.
And forth the particulars of rapture come.

Music falls on the silence like a sense,
A passion that we feel, not understand.
Morning and afternoon are clasped together
And North and South are an intrinsic couple
And sun and rain a plural, like two lovers
That walk away as one in the greenest body.
Specifically, then, in this section Stevens defines
precisely what he means by change in terms of the reconcilia
tion of opposites.

The dependence of opposing things upon

each other comprises the "origin of change."

With this addi

tional characteristic of change in mind, it is interesting to
trarn again to Crispin as he plots the premises of his colony*
Hence, the reverberations in the words
Of his first central hymns, the celebrants
Of rankest trivia, tests of the strength
Of his aesthetic, his philosophy,
The more invidious, the more desired*
The florist asking aid from cabbages,
The rich man going bare, the paladin
Afraid, the blind man as astronomer,
The appointed power unwielded from disdain.

(IV, 16-240

In Crispin*? oolony, as a result, there will be no ivory
tower poetics; there will be no aesthetic aloofness of with
drawal.
eminent.

Opposites will find cohesion; change will be pre
The florist Srill turn to the unblossoming cabbages;

the rich man will shed his wealthy attire for bareness; they
paladin, the champion of a medieval prince, will lay aside
his bravado and embrace fear; the astronomer will find his
vision in the eyes of a blind man.

If we accept the defini

tion of change as given in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,"
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then there la found In Crispin's formula for his colony the
first embodiment tit this framework*

If it is in things of

opposing natures seeking dependence on their counterparts
that we have "the origin of c h a n g e C r i s p i n ' s demands qualify
perfectly.

In addition, if it is in the example of interde

pendence between winter and spring that such opposition can
function ("Winter and spring, cold copulars, embrace*"), then
the person of Crispin himself fits the pattern in terms of his
psychological and aesthetic passage through each seasonal state*
On one level it is conventional and desirable to call for
the poet to be aware of the reality of flux in the world— a
conoept as ancient as the philosophy of Heraclitus*

Carried

to an extreme, however, the constant motion of change disquali
fies any insight of the poet because such an insight Is imme
diately rendered obsolete*

The poet is trapped by the movement

of time; any attempt to extricate reality from the motion of
time will necessarily prove a failure.

As soon as the poem

is consigned to the verbal it has been removed from temporal
experience; it has become obsolete because it no longer is ex
posed to time*

A verbal experience is a frozen one, unlike the

real experience which it describes*

The poem abstracts the ex

perience from the real world; it takes the experience out of
the temporal order*
obsolete*

In this sense, the experience becomes

Again, it is the ideal poem, the supreme fiotion,
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which aspires to break through this paradox.

It Is a per

formance only for "the Impossible possible philosophers'
man, "33
Not only does reality Itself constantly change, as the
example of the seasons most obviously demonstrates, but man
himself and his perceptive faculties are also constantly
undergoing alternation, says Stevens.

This complicates the

dilemma of the poet who In the written word seeks to untangle
the network of the changing world.

In his poem, "Bouquet of

Roses In Sunlight," Stevens considers the aspect of ohange,
not only as It relates to the roses themselves, but equally
to the vision of the one who subjectively sees them:
Our sense of these things ohanges and they change,
Not as In metaphor, but In our sense
Of them. So sense exceeds all metaphor.
It exceeds the heavy ohanges of the light.
It Is like a flow of meanings with no speech
And of as many meanings as of men.
In the poem, "A Primitive Like an Orb," Stevens elaborates
on what Is to make up the "essential poem," and the nature of
the "giant" who Is Its composer, 'This giant recalls, obvious
ly, the hero as the Ideal poet.

In this poem, however, Stevens

Includes In his makeup the capacity to achieve that ultimate
poem, the supreme fiction, In terms of his capacity to ex
tract the essence of change.
of such an achievement:

33op, p. 25 0
3Zf0P, p. 1*31

The poem ends with a statement
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That's it. The lover writes, the believer hears,
The poet mumbles and the painter sees,
Each one, his fated eccentricity,
As a part, but .part, but tenacious particle,
Of the skeleton of the&ether, the total
Of letters, prophecies, perceptions, clods
Of color, the giant ofv-nothingness, each one
And the giant ever changing, living in ohange.35
The paradox of the poet seeking to draw forth the essence
of change is described in another place by Stevens as nA per
manence composed of impermanence." 36

jn another poem, "Of

Ideal Time and Choice," he speaks of the "orator" who shall
utter the "exultant terminal," and, in the process, "Stand at
the center of ideal time."3?

The procedure is, in each of

these cases, the actual stepping out of time, transcending
it, while at the same time never compromising the flux of
reality as it actually exists.

Crispin, like Stevens, is

never able to untangle the dilemma, to penetrate the barrier
of change.

It is only in the case of ideal giants and heroes

that suoh an action is ever brought to fulfillment in ariy
absolute sense.
The actual Icontlnuum of change is measured aooordlng to
the prooess of opposites being attracted and made dependent
upon each other.

This kind of progression from thesis to anti

thesis to synthesis inevitably Invites comparison with the
structure of reality as observed by Hegel— even though Stevens

3^cp, p. 44-3
3 6 CP, p. *172.
37na, p. 8 9 .
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is not

concerned with applying the theory to interpretations

of history.

New

posite parts.

wholes are formed upon the merging of op

"Change for Stevens, as for Hegel, depends,

upon the dialectics of continuing negation. "38
Probably the most common expression of change in terms
of the attraction of opposites is suggested, by Stevens in the
attraction between the sexes.

It is interesting that Crispin

himself takes a wife in Carolina;

We know little about her

except that she is one of the factors that convinces him that
reality is antecedent and superior to poetry, and that sub
mission to the quotidian is preferable to all his plans for
a colony or poetic ambitions
For
And
His
Her
The

realist, what is is .What should be.
so it came, his cabin shuffled up,
trees were planted, his
duenna
brought
prismy blonde and clapped her in his hands,
curtains flittered and the door was d o s e d . (V, 57-61)

Earlier in the poem Crispin specifically laid down the neces
sity of opposites being united in his groundwork for the
oolony.

The wife, it should be pointed out, does not belong

to the framework of these noble aspirations.

The oabin re

places the colony in Crispin*s world; the wife replaces the
poems.

In other poems, however, the sexual attraction meta

phorically defines the evolvement of change within a specific
context as it relates to poetry.

38Richard. A. Maoksey, "The Climates of Wallace Stevens,"
in The Act of the Mind, ed. Roy Harvey Pearce and J. Hlllls
Hiller (Baltimore, 1965), p. 202.
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The chief illustrations of this are found in the poem,
"Notes toward a Supreme Fiction."

Manzia Nunzio, for example,

becomes the spouse of the romantic figure, Ozymahdias.

In

the fullness of their marriage, Ozymandias protects her naked
ness with the final synthesis that comes of their unions

"A

fictive covering/ Weaves always glistening from the heart and
mind. "39

There is another "mystic marriage" later in the poem.

Here, a "great captain" marries "the maiden Bawda" and together
they become "love’s characters come face to face."^®

In both

cases, Stevens uses the physical change that results through
sexual union to symbolize temporal change.

Man and woman,

^

like winter and spring, evolve toward one another, marking
another point on the scale of time.

The actual instant of

union constitutes the momentary "permanence composed of im_ifl
permanence •"
Stevens here uses imagery of sex and marriage to carry
a precise symbolic weight, and he uses it frequently and
frankly.

On these grounds, one finds it necessary to take

exception to the remark by William York Tindall that Stevens
il2

"seldom deals with love,"^

3 9 CP, p. 3 9 6 .
^0 CP> p. 401.
^ C P , p. 4 7 2 .
^Tindall, p. 12.

or, more emphatically, G.S. Fraser’s
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avowal that he writes from "a detached attention— an attention
not Itself shaped by the compulsions, for Instance, of hunger
or love."^3
Stevens frequently enlarges his Imagery of sexual union
to Include, not only the origin of change, but also the merg
ing of the Imagination and reality, as well as man and en
vironment .

Ralph Nash, In an article discussing Stevens'

use of change, points out this added dimension)
Stevens persistently presents a world of many
opposites which the restlessly contending mind
tries to reconcile, at least for the moment, In
satisfying order. One need not list them In
detail (day and night, winter and summer, Ima
gination and reason, hero and populace, mother
and father, etc.).**’**’
One of Stevens' most lyrical and passionate selections
Is the brief prologue to "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction."
Here, using the Image of personalllove, he Incorporates the
concept of "living changingness"t
And for what, except for you, do I feel love?
Do I press the extremest book of the wisest man
Close to me, hidden in me day and night?
In the uncertain light of single, certain truth,
Equal in living changingness to the light
In which I meet you, In which we sit at rest,
For a moment in the oentral of our being,
.<
The vivid transparence that you bring is peace.*5

^3g . S. Fraser, "The Aesthete and the Sensationalist,"
Partisan Review. XXII (Spring, 1955)* 271.
^ R a l p h Nash, "Wallace Stevens and the Point of Change,"
Perspective. VII (Autumn, 195*0* 113*

^CP * P. 380.
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Change is always elusive, always Immediately outdated.
An ever new reality of the present replaces the obsolete
reality of the past.

Breaking through this dilemma becomes

the task of the supreme fiction.

In the second part of "Owl*s

Clover," entitled "Mr, Bumshaw and the Statue," Stevens
speaks of change In terms of constancy, much as he discusses
this paradox In terms of the permanence of Impermanence in
"An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,"

Here, the suggestion of

total absorption in change as preliminary to the actual arri
val at the point of constancy is implied:
It is only enough
To live lnoessantly in change. See how
On a day still full of summer, when the leaves
Appear to sleep within a sleeping air,
Then suddenly fall and the leafless sound of thewind
Is no longer, a. sound of summer. So great a change
Is bonstant.^6
Prank Doggett has commented perceptively on this aspect
of paradoxical change in Stevens* poetry:
The paradox of the meeting of doom and genesis
in each moment is one of the several related para
doxes he presents of the character of process. The
old-new element in each experience is still another
version, • ,Thus Stevens defines the presentness of
the flux in paradoxical elements that meet in the
living moment— the new and the old, east and west,
yesIand no, birth and ruin. These contradictions
perpetuate earth through their reciprocal relation
ships.^*
^60P, p. 50 .
^Frank Doggett, "Wallace Stevens* River that Flows No
where," Chicago Review. XV (Summer-Autumn, 1962), 71-2.
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On the basis of what Stevens eventually came to affirm
about change, especially in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,"
one can see that Crispin and thekpoem in which he appears
clearly prefigure and anticipate those propositions.

It is

not merely in the seasonal evolvement; it is not simply Cris
pin's own experiemental change through each state of the poem;
more specifically, in his outline for the colony, Crispin
perceptively outlines Stevens' first discussion of change as
it relates to the supreme fiction:

the aspiring attempt to

break the chain of time through the momentary union of op
posites.

For Crispin the images used in making the union are

rather eccentric (florists and cabbages, blind men and astrono
mers, etc.), but they are valid and substantial in concept.
Crispin is, after all, the clown, and his perspective, as we
have repeatedly seen, is clouded by the distorting humor with
which he frames his ideas.

Crispin's movement, "Through sweat

ing changes," (III, 5) and his definite maxims for the colony
point irrefutably toward the olaims for change as they are
made in relation to the supreme fiction.
The third and last proposition for the supreme fiction
given by Stevens in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiotion" is:
Must Give Pleasure."

"It

While on the one hand it would seem the

most obvious of the three tenets, it is, in reality, perhaps
the most elusive and difficult.

The question of pleasure in

poetry leads directly into a discussion of Stevens* use of

hedonism in his own work; it also opens up the whole ques
tion of the aesthetic dynamics of poetryiitself as Stevens
envisioned it.

As far as Crispin is oonoemed, his whole

preoccupation seems subtly to shift at this ’
.point in the
poem; the pursuit and enjoyment of pleasures will gradually
sap his interest in and powers for the creation of poetry.
Before this submission actually occurs, however, Stevens
structures the final aspiration for the colony around a dis
cussion of the role of pleasure within the context of the
supreme fiction.

For this reason, it is important to dis

tinguish the two uses of pleasure as they emerge toward the
end of the poem.

The first is the function of pleasure as

it relates generally to poetry and specifically to the su
preme fiction.

Later, as will be shown in the next chapter,

pleasure becomes an end in itself, an adjunct of the quoti
dian life to which Crispin finally succumbs.

The discussion

here relates only to the first of these usages.
It was pointed out in Chapter II that Stevens attacked
the elements of myth and sentimentality that had become asso
ciated with romanticism.

On the other hand, the romantic ima

gination, having survived the deoreation process, was seen to
be essential:
tic poet.

"It is absurd to wince at being called a roman

Unless one is that, one is not a poet at all. "**8
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Stevens is obviously placing his work within the tra
dition of Anglo-American romanticism.

More explicitly, he

establishes the context in which his last proposition of the
supreme fiction, "It Must Give Pleasure," can be appreciated..
The function of pleasure in poetry, for example, was one of
the cardinal tenets set down by Wordsworth in his Preface
to the Second Edition of "Lyrical Ballads":
The Poet writes under one restriction only,
namely, the necessity of giving immediate
pleasure to a human Being possessed of that
information which May be expected from him,
not as a lawyer, a physician, a mariner, an
astronomer, or a natural philosopher, but as
a Man.
The necessity of man speaking to men in poetry also parallels
Stevens' notion.

The imagination, by its separation from

religion and all mythic ideas, becomes secularized.

It is

the communication of one man's imagination to another as a
r

.

consoling faculty.
Coleridge, in his very definition of poetry itself,
describes it as "that species of composition, which is op
posed to works of science, by proposing for its immediate
objeot pleasure, not t r u t h . S t e v e n s too was insistent
that poetry should not promote ostensible social or moral
aims.

Unlike many poets and novelists of the 1930's, for

**9The prose Works of William Wordsworth. II, ed.
Alexander B. Grosart (London, I8 7 6 ), p. 8 9 .

5°Coleridge, II (1962), 10.
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example, Stevens refused to create a poetics of social
protest— occasioning, Incidentally, a series of sharp re
views.

Stevens defined his Intention as consistent with

that of Colerldgei
I do not think that a poet owes any more as a
social obligation than he owes as a moral obliga
tion, and If there Is anything concerning poetry
about which people agree It Is that the role of
the poet Is not to be found In morals.52
It Is with the poetry of romanticism, generally speaking,
that Stevens* principles for pleasure take root.

In his

study of the Romantic poets, Harold Bloom makes reference
to Stevens' parallel with Keats:
Like Wallace Stevens in Sunday Morning. Esthetlque du Mai (especially Section XV, the poem's con
clusion), and The Rook. Keats Is Insisting on the
mingled heroic ethic and humanist aesthetic that
the natural Is beautiful and apocalyptic precisely
because It Is physical and ephemeral.53

^ O n e of the most bitter of these attacks against
Stevens appeared In The New Masses. Oct. 1, 1935* by Stanley
Bumshaw, occasioning Stevens, In one part of *t)wl•s Clover,"
to rebuke the |>oetry of sooial protest In a section entitled
"Mr. B u m s h a w and the Statue." B u m s h a w himself has since
regretted the review: "This startling experience, this sense
of direct relationship, was not oiily new In American letters;
It could go far to sustain those writers within the Left who
were wrestling with their private angels." Stanley Bumshaw,
"Wallace Stevens and the Statue." Sewanee Review. LXIX (Summer.
1 9 6 1 ), 359.
52NA, pp. 27- 28 .
■^Harold Bloom, The Visionary Company. A Reading of
English Romantic Poetry. (New York, 195 j?)7 P* $ 3 3 7 - ------
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By the end of fche century the pleasure principle had
gained a new eminence in poetic theory and practice.

It

is with the art-for-art*s sake movement of the late Victorian
period that the emphasis upon pleasure reaches a peak.

Walter

Pater was speaking of poetry, too, when he said toward the
conclusion of The Renaissance:

"To b u m always with this

hard, gemlike flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in
life."-^*

At ..a.number of places in the poem Crispin's absorp

tion with the Carolina splendors becomes reminiscent of Pater
or S w i n b u r n e .55

He speaks, for example, of the plum,

Harlequlned and mazily dewed and mauved
In bloom. Yet it survives in its own form,
Beyond these changes, good, fat, guzzly fruit.

(V, 31-3)

Stevens' poetry, including his maxims for the supreme
fiction, belongs to this tradition of poetry.

As it relates

to the colony and to the supreme fiction, pleasure has total
dominance over any moral Intent, though pleasure becomes

-^The Works of Walter Pater. I (London, 191*0, P» 2 3 6 .
55«n o aesthetic doctrine had suffered more by World War
I than Pater's. To ' b u m with a hard gem-like flame' was as
absurdJ.as any other Victorian ideal in the eyes of those com
mitted to self-conscious modernisms. Yet it remained an ideal
for many artists, including Stevens. The fundamental irony of
•'The Comedian as the Letter C" is that it is the 'anecdote* of_
a man who is unable to achieve the wisdom of spending his 'in
ternal' in art and song; but its purple, which is also its wit,
was so different from Pater's that it looked like a satire of
Pater's substanoe as well as of his style. . .Nevertheless, the
poem is concerned 'with the movement, the passage and dissolu
tion of impressions' at which 'analysis leaves off,' and records
'that continual vanishing away, that strange perpetual weaving
and unweaving* of the self to which, Pater says, 'what is real
in our life fines itself down.*” Morse, "Wallace Stevens,
Bergson, Pater," p. ?0.
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itself a kind of morality.

It is a kind of pleasure that

originates totally in the senses through the stimulant of
fered them by the particulars of nature.

Thus, as one of

the last stipulations in his plan for a colony, Crispin out
lines this kind of sense pleasure to be derived:
Crispin,
Progenitor £f such extensive scope,
Was not indifferent to smart detail.
The melon should have apposite ritual,
Performed in verd apparel, and the peach,
When its blaok branches came to bud, belle day,
Should have an incantation. And again,
When piled on salvers its aroma steeped
The summer, it should have a sacrament
And oelebration.
(IV, 65-7*0
Crispin turns to the images of ripened and blossoming
fruit as the aesthetic source of pleasure.

The plum will be

picked up later as the symbol of the final reality to which
he totally succumbs at the expense of poetry itself.

At

this point, Crispin ordains that the pleasures of the fruit
Images are to be commemorated in poetry.
Perhaps no poet since Gerard Manley Hopkins, and before
him, John Keats, has relied so heavily upon sensuous plant
imagery.

One notes, for example, the similarity between

Crispin* s ordinances quoted above and this from "The Wreck
of the Deutschland” :
How a lush-kept plush-capped sloe
Will, mouthed to flesh-bufst,
Gusht-flush the man, the being with it, sour or sweet,
Brim, in a flash, full156
-^Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. W.H. Gardner
(Oxford,
, p. 5 8 .
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It Is obvious that Crispin, in relation to the colony,
is addressing himself to the kind of "smart detail" that
was to be instrumental in the Inducement of pleasure.

Cris

pin, who cannot be "content with counterfeit," (IV, 81) who
seeks relentless the "veracious page on page, exact," (IV,
1 0 2 ) necessarily seeks out the pleasure of poetry as it relates individually and particularly to the splendid world
of Carolina laid out around him.
It remains, however, neither a submission to Indulgence
in:.;nature, nor a surrender to pleasure for its own sake, that
is primarily defined here— even though the pleasure is rooted
in the senses.

The ultimate relation between pleasure and

the supreme fiction is not that of hedonism.

The role of

poetic pleasure, foxmulated here in context with the other
specifications for the' colony, becomes one finally of psyohic
culmination in the aot of fulfilling the supreme fiction.
Thus it belongs to a faculty other than pure sense pleasure,
"more than sensual mode," as Stevens insists at the beginning
of his discussion of pleasure in "Notes toward a Supreme Fic
tion" :
Jerome
Begat the tubas and the flre-wlnd strings,
The golden fingers picking dark-blue air:
For companies of voioes moving there,
To find of sound the bleakest ancestor,
To find of light a music Issuing
Whereon it falls in more than sensual mode.57

57CP, P. 398.
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In this light, the role of pleasure In the construction of
the supreme fiction Is not merely sense gratification, neither,
is it nominalistic.

It transcends beyond purely physical

environs to embrace a more totally humanistic accomplishment,
"an incessant being alive," as it is described in "The Hock."58
The ultimate realization of the supreme fiction brings
with it a kind of "everlasting yea."

Heringman has described

the moment of this fulfillment as an "epiphany" :
It must give pleasure to reader and to maker.
Stevens makes a few notes on the supreme fiction
as giving•pleasure to men in general, and he has
written of the poet's role being 'to help people
to live their lives* by making *his Imagination
become the light in the minds of others.* But
the transcendent pleasure of the supreme fiction
returns to the poet. It is the pleasure of the
supreme moment of intersection of his two realms.
It is, in fact, an epiphany.59
In the poem, "Stars at Tallapoosa," Stevens seems to
*"r define the operation of this kind of pleasure.

Using the

imagery of imaginary lines between the stars, he creates a
state where the "mind herein attains simplicity."
it is a state severed from the purely physical.

As such
With respect

to Crispin's plan, it is interesting to note the dissociation
from the sensuous world of the "melon-flower• s
The melon-flower nor dew nor web of either
Is like to these. But in yourself is like:
A sheaf of brilliant arrows flying straight,
Flying and falling straightway for their pleasure,

5 8 CP, p. 526.
^Heringman, p. 17^*

Their pleasure that is all bright-edged and cold;
Or, if not arrows, then the nimblest motions,
Making recoveries of young nakedness
And the lost vehemence the midnights hold,00
This is a pleasure that goes beyond the senses while
it remains preeminently dependent upon them.
There is a kind of organic process that unfolds upon the.
enjoyment of pleasure in poetry as Stevens conceives it.

The

source and origin of all pleasure is rooted in the senses
which are, in turn, stimulated by the particulars of the
natural world.

On this principle, no character in Stevens*

poetry is more emphatic than Crispin.

The search for pure

reality, untouched by "fiotive flourishes" (IV, 8^) or "mas
querade of thought," (IV, 82) is his indomitable preoccupa
tion.

But in the attainment of that pleasure, as it is con

tingent upon the supreme fiction, there is more than sense
gratification.

The process of making the absolute abstrac

tion and transcending the flux of change establishes both
the poet and the reader upon a level other than mere sense
pleasure.

The process of making this act terminates in a

psychological and mental accord founded upon an absolute ac
quiescence in the wholeness and totality of the experience.
It points in a direction of transcendence in which the parti
culars of nature are but a launching point.

It is that ideal

and unique satisfaction that comes of being fully realized

as a human being; it Is emotional as well as physical; It
Is Intellectual as well as psychological.

Finally, by the

very fact that It Is tied, up Inextricably with the supreme
fiction, It Is unattainable In any absolute sense.
While the pleasure of the supreme fiction originates
In'particulars which are apprehended by the senses, It comes
to fullest gratification In reoognizing the unity and whole
ness of this ideal poem:
The central poem is the poem of the whole,
The poem of the composition of the whole,
The composition of blue sea and of green,
Of blue light and of green, as lesser poems,
And the miraculous multiplex of lesser poems,
Not merely into a whole, but a poem of
The whole, the essential compact of the parts, .
The roundness that pulls right the final ring.®1
Contained in the Idea of wholeness is the .amalgamation
of opposites, as we have earlier seen, and the fusion of the
Imagination and reality.

There Is a suggestion In this quo

tation that the "multiplex of lesser poems" can coalesce into
the kind of wholeness whereby, through his "complete works,"
the poet, including Stevens himself, oan offer a glimpse at
perfect fictional vision.
But the concept of wholeness is more than organic com
pleteness based upon a harmonious juxtaposition of images.
Ultimately, the wholeness of the ideal poem is attested to by
the fullness of satisfaction which it affords the reader.

It

aspires, to bring all the faculties of man into play and pre
sent to them a transluoenoe that is absolute and final.

In

this regard, it is not merely the quantitative piling on of
complex Imagery; this is a false and misleading wholeness as
Stevens describes in "The Man on the Dump"*
The dump is full
Of images. Days pass like papers from a press.
The bouquets come here in the papers. So the sun,
And so the moon, both come, arid the janitor's poems
Of every day, the wrapper on the can of pears, —
The cat in the paper-bag, the corset, the^box
Prom Esthonia:
the tiger chest, for tea.®'2
This system of arbitrarily cataloguing is no more than "Jani
tor's poems."
The wholeness of the supreme fiction is evidenced by
the satisfaction it provides; as a result, it makes no claim
to be rationally inclusive*

"Complete in an unexplained

completion," is the formula presented in "The Poem that Took
the Place of a Mountain."^

one of Stevens' finest lyric

suocesses, "Credences of Summer," concludes with the similar
affirmation:

"Complete in a completed scene.

This emphasis upon structure recalls, too, the theory
of organic unity as described by Coleridge in the Blographla
Llterarla whereby all the parts of a work of art are subordi
nate to the whole, and opposing differences are reconciled
through the unification of the poet's vision.
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Stevens* concept of wholeness includes these ideas on
a structural level.

The wholeness of the supreme fiction

is nevertheless more than structural, just as it is more
than rational.

In its capacity as a visionary insight into

the "exactest central of the e a r t h " i t transcends structural
juxtapositions to become the ultimate pure poem.
The result of all the attributes of the supreme fiction,
which comprises the ultimate pleasure of poetry, is the final
certitude that the reader possesses.

In a world where reli

gion is suspect and where physical phenomena are impermanent
and fluctuating, only this ultimate poem remains as the one
reliable stability:
• • .absurd perhaps, but at least a purpose,
Certain and ever more fresh. Ah! Certain for
sure. . , 66
Poetry in this ideal condition does "take the place/ Of empty
heaven and its

h y m n s .

"67

it is altogether earthly and human,*

and, on that level, it affords the only sureness to be had:
"Things certain sustaining us in certainty," he describes in
"Credences of Summer."

Or, again, in "Description without

Place":
There might be, too, a change immenser than
A poet's metaphors in which being would
6 5op, p. 104.
6 6 CP, p. 532.
6 ?CP, P- 1 6 7 .

68CP, p. 375.
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Come .true, a point in the fire of music where
Dazzle yields to a clarity and we observe,
And observing is completing and we are content,
In a world that shrinks to an immediate whole,
That we do not need to understand, complete
Without secret arrangements of it in the mind.69
There is one other demand that Crispin insists upon for
the. colony.

With the most obvious explicitness he proclaims

that his colony must be the habitation of poets who are totally
caught up and immersed in thee environment around them.

With

the insistence that all poetrjr must be steeped In the actual
and in reality, it is perhaps Inevitable that Crispin comes
to demand this aesthetic of place, this poetry of location:
He made a singular collation. Thus:
The natives of the rain are rainy men.
Although they paint effulgent, azure lakes,
And April hillsides wooded white and pink.
Their azure has a cloudy edge.
(IV, 31-5)
Crispin elaborates in detail upon this kind of environmental
poetry which Hi Simons has called a sort of local-color move
ment in poetry.
Later In the same section Crispin picks up again the sub
ject of the poetry of location:
Upon these premises propounding, he
Projected a colony that should extend
To the dusk of a whistling south below the south,
A comprehensive island hemisphere.

6 9 CP, p. 341.

7°Simons, p. 461.
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The man In Georgia waking among pines
Should be pine-spokesman. The responsive man,
Planting his pristine cores In Florida,
Should prick thereof, not on the psaltery,
But on the banjo's categorical gut.
(IV, 48-56)

_

These Ideas, here the subject of Crispin's Intent con
centration, are not arbitrary, nor are they unique In Stevens'
poetry generally.

The Idea that natives of rain are rain^r

men, that the Ideal subject for poetry Is In the Immediate
world of the poet's personal experience, becomes a cardinal
tenet of Stevens* poetry and comes to have a bearing upon the
plan for the supreme fiction.
This Idea Is, In fact, restated in slightly different
oontext in several of Stevens* prose tracts and poems.

In

"Two or Three Ideas," for example, Stevens discusses the iden
tity between the poet and both his subject and his surrounding
environment*
If he ^Ehe poet^ says, as my poem is, so are
my gods and so am I, the truth remains quiet and
broods on what he has said. He knows that the
gods of China are always Chinese; that the gods
of Greece are always Greeks and that all gods
are created In the images of their creators; and
he sees In these circumstances the operations of
a style, a basio law. ? 1
It is this very capacity for the poet to aoclimate him
self and his poetry to the world surrounding him that Stevens
most generously admired in the work of John Crowe Bansom.

710P, p. 211
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There is, he suggests, no disparity or severance between
Hansom and the Tennessee that lives in the persons, events,
and ideas of his poetry:
Mr. Hansom’s poems are composed of Tennessee.
It would not necessarily be the case that the
poems of a native of another land would be com
posed of that land. But a Tennessean has no
choice. 0 Jerusalem. 0 Appalachia. Above
everything else Mr. Ransom's poems are not com
posed of the books he has read, of the academies
he has seen, of the halls and columns and carv
ings on the columns, the stairs and towers and
doorways and tombs, the wise old men and the
weak young men of nowhere in particular, going
nowhere at all. He himself comes out of a
region dense with a life of its own, so in
dividualized that he can tell a fellow country
man by a thousand things and not know how he
does it. It is not a question of his being
bold enough to be himself. He is of that hard
stuff on which a mountain has been bearing down
for a long time with such a weight that its im
press on him has passed into everything he does
and passes, through him, outward a long distance.72
In one other essay, speaking more direotly of himself,
Stevens makes reference to the long years in which he had
resided in New Haven, Connecticut.

Writing in the last year

of his life, he recorded his impressions upon returning to this
land as a native:
It is a question of coming home to the American
self in the sort of place in which it was formed.
Going baok to Connecticut is a return to an origin.
And, as it happens, it is an origin which many men
all over the world, both those who have been part
of us and those who have not, share in common: an
origin of hardihood, good faith and good will.73

?20 P , p. 2 6 1 .
73OP, p. 2 9 6 .
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In another Harmonium poem, "Anecdote of Men by the Thou
sand," Stevens focuses in exclusively on the subject of the
external world, of place, as it relates to the innermost part
of all mens
The soul, he said, is composed
Of the external world.
There are men of the East, he said,
Who are the East.
There are men of a province
Who are that province.
There are men of a valley
Who are that valley. 7**
The statement of this poem is very close to Crispin* s demand
that "The natives of the rain are rainy men."

(IV, 32)

The

idea is again echoed in a kind of jubilant bravado in the
poem, "Five Grotesque Pieces":
The humming-bird is the national bird
Of the humming-bird.
Hey-di-ho.75
Stevens is affiimlng that all poetry must be directly
related to the reality out of which it is written.

The ima

gination divorced from reality is, as we have seen, a relapse
back into the meaningless fictions of religion and romanticism.
At the end of Part IV, Crispin makes a final dismissal and
It is one that recalls essentially the doctrine of escapist
romantiolsm which he has already rejected at the beginning of

^OP, p. 51.
750P,

p

. 75.
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the poem.

Here It Is tied in with dreams and "dreamers buried

In our sleep."

(IV, 9*0

them be expunged."

Crispin abruptly demands:

(IV, 98)

"Let

An almost exaotly similar pat

tern wherein false dreams are overthrown in favor of a more
hearty unification with environment is constructed in "The
Auroras of Autumn":
And of each thought— in the idiom
Of the work, in the idiom of an innocent earth,
Not of the enigma of the guilty dream.
.We were as Danes in Denmark all day long
And knew each other well, hale-hearted landdmen,
For whom the outlandish was another day. 76
Crispin will not be caught in the "enigma of the guilty dream."
As poet of the soil, he parallels Stevens with more than co
incidence.

The relevance of any poet, divorced from his sur

roundings and environment, necessarily breaks‘-.down.

Any poet

is enhanced by his participation in the real and physical as
it manifests Itself in the milieu that rises around him.
This loyalty to the real world of Tennessee is what distin
guishes John Crowe Ransom, as Stevens points out.

His remarks

on the poetry of Marianne Moore commend her for "the faculty
of digesting the •harde Jcron* of appearance."77

The necessity

of the environmental reality to the poet is further endorsed
in his remarks on the work of William Carlos Williams, whom
Stevens defines as a "romantic":

76CP, p. *119.
77NA, p. 103.
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He happens to be one who still dwells in ah
Ivory tower, but who insists that life would be
intolerable except for the fact that one has,
from the top, such an exceptional view of the
public dump and the advertising signs of
Snider's Catsup, ivory Soap and Chevrolet
Cars; he is the hermit who dwells alone with
the sun and moon, but insists on taking a
rotten newspaper. 78
Crispin himself anticipates this critical dictum as it
will relate to later poems and essays.

The essential element

of involvement in reality is much more than local color poetry;
it is much more than visual and vivid realism of imagery.

It

is a poetic point of view that demands adherence to reality
as an essential preliminary to the Vitality of the imagination
and to the fulness of the supreme fiction.

The principle is

more than an aesthetic one; it encompasses the larger idea
of the actual relation of man to his soil, the soil that "is
man's intelligence."

It affirms that the distance between man

and environment must be ever minimized until ideal unification
is established.

With this desire for unification, Stevens

comes close to Shelley's desire for identity with the west
winds
Be thou, spirit fierce,
My spirit! Be thou me, impetuous o n e ! 79
Stevens' imprecation in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" is
similar:
7 8OP, p. 2 5 6 .
^ The Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley. II, ed. by Roger
Ingpen and Walter E. Peck (New York, 192?), 297#

Bethou me, said sparrow, to the crackled blade,
And you, and you, bethou me as you blow,
When in my coppice you behold me be.
Ah, ke! the bloody wren, the felon Jay,
Ke-ke, the Jug-throated robin pouring out, *
Bethou, bethou, bethou me in my glade.80
It is this identity with reality that' finally results
in the context of the supreme fiction.

Again, its attainment

is always relative and qualified, but it represents the ideal,
the perfect environmental adjustment that the poet seeks to
establish.

The Georgia poet, waking in the pines, "Should

be pine-spokesman," (IV, 53')' in the same way that the poets
of tropical and humid environments are themselves "rainy men."
(IV, 32)

They become the Ideal voice of thfcir environment

because they have perfectly assimilated themselves to it.
This is Crispin's loudest and most elaborate "pronunoiamento"
as it bears upon the plan for his colony.
The idea of the perfected poetry ensuing from a colony
receives similar treatment in another early poem, "Archi
tecture."
colony.

The architecture is that of a kind of ideal poetic
Here, images of sun and moonlight, of argentines and

coral, become the objects for construction:
Let us build the building of light.
Push up the towers
To the cock-tops.
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These are the pointings of our edifice,
Which, like a gorgeous palm,
Shall tuft the commonplace.
These are the window-sill
o-,
On which the quiet moonlight lies. 01
The moonlight, as any number of poems evidence, represents a
replete imaginative perception.

In this poem it is like the

architectural colony that Crispin envisions.
It is obvious that this final achievement of the supreme
fiction is nowhere even approached by Crispin.
Just that his colony is never given reality.

It is riot
Even on a theo

retical plane, its propositions only indirectly point in the
direction of the supreme fiction.

They do not explicitly

incorporate all of them— even hypothetically.

One can go

further and say that when Stevens wrote "The Comedian as the
Letter C" he did not envision the supreme fiction in the exact
manner as it was later to emerge.
It does seem relevant, however, that these ideas are
implicit, and occasionally more than implicit, in Crispin's
poetic aspirations.
The grandiose scheme for the supreme fiction was set, in
every case, upon the loftiest aspirations.

Significantly, it

is in his propositions for the colony that Crispin's role as
clown is diminished and the seriousness of his poetic bid takes
strongest roots.

It is in Part IV that Crispin is defines as such

810P, p. 17.
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Hence It was,
Preferring text to gloss, he humbly served.
Grotesque apprenticeship to chance event,
A clown, perhaps, but an aspiring clown,
(IV, 88-91)
In this capacity he shares Stevens* high ambition for poetry*
It is with the ideal fulfillment of the supreme fiction
thatthe poet most closely approximates the iconic
the imagination, a poem which Stevens describes

poem of

in hisessay,

"Imagination as Value":
The imagination that is satisfied by politics,
whatever the nature of the politics, has not the
same value as the imagination that seeks to
satisfy, say, the universal mind, whioh, in the
case of a poet, would be the imagination that
tries to penetrate to basic images, basic emo
tions, and so to compose a fundamental poetry
even older than the ancient world. Perhaps
one drifts off into rhetoric here, but then
there is nothing more congenial than that to
the imagination. ° 2

82n a > PP* 1^-145.

CHAPTER V
A TRAGEDIAN* S TESTAMENT
To comprehend fully the final tragedy of Crispin's Jourv- •

ney it is indispensable that the nature of his loss be totally
realized.

It is only in seeing what he aspired to that one

comes to appreciate his frustration; it is only in recogniz
ing his fondest hopes that one sympathizes with.his final
despair.
No character in Stevens' poetic gallery ever enjoyed a
higher vision,for poetry than his diminutive clown.

We have

seen in the previous chapter how Crispin outlined his plans
for a colony by the sea, the propositions pointing in the
direction of the supreme fiction.

Through each of these

maxims— It Must Be Abstract; It Must Change; It Must. Give
Pleasure; It Must Be Environmentally Real— it was observed
that any attainment was always relative; that in and of them
selves these aspirations were beyond any kind of total grasp.
Only in varying degrees of fulfillment is the supreme fiction
realized.

So it is with Crispin's colonial plan.

So it Is

with Stevens' own self-appointed ambitions as a poet.
Stevens nevertheless repeatedly tried to flash an insight
into the kind of fulfilling happiness that he found to in
here in the ideal art.

"The Noble Rider and the Sound of
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Words," an essay In The Necessary Angel, gives a speolflo
reference to the loftiness of this ambition:
There is, In fact, a world of poetry indistin
guishable from the world in which we live, or,
I ought to say, no doubt, from the world In
which we shall come to live, since what makes
the poet the potent figure that he is, or was,
or ought to be, is that he creates the world to
which we turn incessantly and without knowing
it and that he gives to life the supreme fic
tions without which we are unable to conceive
of it.l
On the basis of this comment'alone there is no question what
Stevens has envisioned for poetry.

We have here the poet as

prophet, pointing to "the world in which we shall come to
live."

We have the poet as philosopher, enabling man to

"conceive" of the world.

He is also the perfoimer of a priest

ly function, serving to create "the world to which we turn
incessantly and without knowing it."
One inevitably comes to ask how successful was Stevens
himself as a poet in bringing to fruition this kind of poetic
ambition.

Indeed, the realization, like that of Crispin's

colony, remains relative.
Stevens oould never recreate or define precisely the
state of ultimate plenitude promised by the supreme fiction.
He did, however, establish a symbology, a frame of reference,
a terminology, to give expression to this state.

1NA* P- 31•

Much of this
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we have seen In the discussion of the hero, or the world of
spring and summer -fulfillment on the seasoned, scale.

The

sounds of musioal instruments make up another such instance.
Still another is the use of the refracted transparence of
some precious stone,

host frequent, and perhaps more directly,

is the rather abstract plaoement of the self with "the centre."
It is essential to strip away the peripheral in order to probe,
sometimes by instinct, sometimes by the exactest concentration,
to that location of the center:
And naked of any illusion, in poverty,
In the exactest poverty, if then
One breathed the oold evening, the deepest inhalation
Would come from that return to the subtle centre. 2
The hero himself inheres in "The organic centre of re
sponses,

and "the exactest central o f tthe earth" is where

the"jewel"oof

life isfound.^

poems in which the state

There are dozens of other

ofplenitude

islocated at this elu

sive center.
Another one of the thematic motifs evolves around a pro
cess of clearness, of visibility, of radiance.

Stevens is

inevitably and necessarily vague in coming to terms with this
kind of poetry.

He is at the mercy of words In attempting to

2CP, p. 2 5 8 .
3 cp, p. 2 7 9 .

^OP, p. 104.
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describe a momentary state that Infinitely transcends the
'verbal.

"An Ordinary Evening in New Haven" points toward

this kind of momentary fulfillments
A clearness has returned.

It stands restored.

It is not an empty clearness, a bottomless sight.
It is a visibility of thought,
^
In which hundreds of eyes, in one mind, see at once.
'
^
An early poem, "Sea Surface Pull of Clouds," vividly and per
haps even garishly recreating the splendors of the imagina
tion, concludes with the "clearing opalescence" that finally
accrues.

f i

■

"Dazzle yields to clarity" in "Description without

Place," and "we are content."?

A "clearness of the air"

matches "a clearness of the mind” in the case of the nuns
appearing in "Nuns Painting Water-Lilies."^
These momentary Insights, described rather vaguely through
images of clearness and centrality, carry an inevitable sug
gestion of a kind of mystioism.

One has the impression that

Stevens would disapprove of the term in reference to himself;
a poet, like himself, who insisted so often upon the nominallstic world of particulars, the concrete order of
physical phe«*■
nomena, would frown upon such labels.

5 CP, p. 1*88.
6 CP, p. 102.
7CP» p. 3^1.
80P, p. 92 .

If it is a mysticism
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It certainly bears no relation to that activity through re
ligious experience.

But Stevens did see poetry in religious

terms and found its function to be a substitute for religion.
Poetry was called upon to supplement those human needs which
religion failed to provide.

I
Not much has been made of Stevens as a poet of the mysti

cal.

He is certainly not such by divorcing himself from the

real— only by transforming it.

He is a mystic only in that

he constantly seeks and momentarily and sporadically finds
glimpses into a pure reality that is more than physical.
An interesting and often ignored essay, which Samuel
French Morse inoluded in a last collection of Stevens* work,
is entitled "The Irrational Element in Poetry."

Here Stevens

specifically comes to terms with the mystical tradition in
poetry and the function of the poet himself as a mystic:
P

All mystics approach God through the irrational.
Pure poetry is both mystical and irrational. If
we descend a little from this height and apply the
looser and broader definition of pure poetry it
is possible to say that, while it can lie in the
temperament of very few of us to write poetry in
order to find God, it is probably the purpose of
each of us to write poetry to find the good which,
in the Platonio sense, is synonymous with God. One
writes poetry, then, in order to approaoh the good
in what is harmonious and orderly.9

It is obvious here that Stevens recognizes an elevated sense,
the "Platonic sense," which is incumbent upon the poet in the

90P, p. 222.
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very Justification for his existence.

In the same essay, he

goes on to consider seriously those men who, "by meditation
prolonged year after year" finally arrive at a "final form,"
a "final h a r m o n y . T h e s e poets are ascetics, "reducing
themselves to skin and bones."

It is undoubtedly true that

Stevens is here considering the mystical tradition of poetry.
Stevens, "fat Jooundus," did not choose such a means but he
did seek out a similar poetic end.
Perhaps a better word for discussing the mystical hints
in Stevens would be "metamorphosis" rather than "mysticism."
The term is Stevens* own and has been critically analyzed in
an essay by Sister M. Bernetta Quinnx
One more point, in a discussion of how
poetry is metamorphosis in the writing of
Wallaoe Stevens, is that art, by erasing
the defects of its original, results in
the ideal, in the universal unlimited by
the particular, though drawn from it.11
Just as Ovid had done, Stevens manipulates reality in such a
way that he moves from one sphere of being to another by metamorphosizing it.

Michel Benamou has come upon a previously

100P, p. 231.
^ S i s t e r M. B e m e t t a Quinn, "Metamorphosis in Wallace
Stevens," in Wallaoe Stevens, A Collection of Critical Essays,
ed. Marie Borroff (Englewood cXlffs, N.J., T 9 6 3 ), pp. 62-3.
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unpublished letter by Stevens to Sr. .Bernetta In which he
Identified his mystio-metamorphic Intentions
• • .1 do not want to turn to stone under
your very eyes by saying 'This is the centre
that I seek and this aim.* Your mind Is too
much like my own for it to seem an evasion on
my part-to say merely that I do seek a centre
and expect to go on seeking it. I don't say
that I shall hot find it as that I do not ex
pect to find it. It is the great necessity
even without specific identification.12
It becomes increasingly clear that this "great necessity"
makes up one of the paramount aspirations which Stevens holds
out for the serious poet.

The one other major poet of the

century who sought out that kind of insight, and it is in
evitable that one make the comparison at this point, is T. S.
Eliot.

The differences between the poets seem absolute at

first glance.

Hoy Harvey Pearce, in his work The Continuity

of American Poetry, points to Stevens and Eliot as the two
major

directions, opposing directions, at work in twentieth-

century American poetrys
The narrative, as I shall indicate in the After
word, properly closes with Stevens and Eliot. The
one stakes all on the radical sufficiency of humanism;
the other, on its radical insufficiency. For the
one, freedom, as it is manifested in poetry, guaran
tees us all the community we can desire; for the
other, community, likewise as it is manifested In
poetry, guarantees us all the freedom we can bear.1^

^ L e t t e r to Sister Berne tta, Apr. 7, 19^9 * in Benamou,
"Wallace Stevens and the Symbolist Imagination," p. 117«

•^Pearce, The Continuity of American Poetry, p. 6.
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Both poets, however-opposing their avenues of approach may
be, move toward the moment that gathers them up out of the
bondage of time in order to. seek a glimpse of the infinite.
The two of them, probably more than other poets of the age,
are preoccupied with the questions of time, change, and trans
cendent reality.

The parallels are more than coincidental.

Eliot sees time in terms of its being redeemed within a Chris
tian framework, but he gropes for a method by which he can
step out of time and comprehend eternity.

This comes near

the end of "Little Gidding" from the' "Four Quartets"*
The moment of the rose and the moment of the yew-tree
Are of equal duration. A people without history
Is not redeemed from time, for history is a pattern
Of timeless moments. So, while the light fails
On a winter*s afternoon, in a secluded chapel
History is now and England.1^
History as a pattern of timeless moments was the formula that
Stevens sought out.

"An Ordinary Evening in New Haven" speaks

of "a permanence composed of impermanence•

Eliot's presenta

tion of the "timeless moment" centers on the late evening of
"a winter's afternoon."

Stevens, in "A Primitive Like an Orb,"

considers the same problem in the imagery of "a day full of
summer":

Ik

T. S. Eliot. The Complete Poems and Plays (New York,
1958), p p .

15CP, p. 4?2.
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It is only enough
To live incessantly in
change. See how
On a day still full of
summer, when the leaves
Appear to sleep within a sleeping air,
They suddenly fall and
the leafless sound of thewind
Is no longer a sound of summer. So great a change
Is teonstant.^°
Both poets are here seeking to get out of the limits of time
while, at the same time, abiding with full consciousness in
the present:

"History is now and England."

And Stevens, "It

is only enough/ To live incessantly in change."
Stevens* zero zone, the point of nothingness, the pre
lude to the state of fullness, has much of the mystical kind
of evolution that Eliot undergoes in "Ash Wednesday" and in
muoh of~the "Pour Quartets."

As Thomas Vance has disoemed,

both poets describe "man's acceptance of pain and his triumph
oyer it before he oan reaoh. • .vision.
It should be obvious that in the case of Stevens his
moment of captured insight is never divine in the sense that
it seeks out an identity with God, even though it does seek

l60P, p. 5 0 .
•^Thomas Vance, "Wallaoe Stevens and T. S. Eliot,"
Dartmouth College Library Bulletin. IV (December, 1 9 6 1 ),
"The key for Eliot is Christianity, the key for Stevens is
imagination, and in Dayadhvaa (meaning 'sympathize,' as Eliot
has told us) both keys fit the same lock. For sympathy is a
kind of common ground between the 'vivid transparence' of the
imagination in which Stevens meets his friend in the poem quoted
below, and the Christian charity of Eliot's later work." Marius
Bewley, "The Poetry of Wallace Stevens," Partisan Review, XVI
(September, 19^9), 903»
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the infinite.

The chute of ascent for Stevens is not asceti

cism, not in "prayer, observance, discipline, thought and
action" which culminate in Eliot’s "Incarnation."1®

Stevens

chooses the way that is most fully human; he depends upon the
force of the human imagination to penetrate the restriction of
the temporal •
A traditional image in the depiction of mystical insight
is that of the ring or circle; one thinks of the poetry of
Thomas Vaughan here.

Stevens, significantly, finds himself

falling back on the same image to outline his ideal moment
aohieved through the ideal poetry:
A land would hold her in its aims that day
*

»

*

Or something much like a land.
The circle would no^,longer be broken but closed.
The mi^es of distance away
From everything would end.

_
It would all meet.1*^

The mystical tradition in Anglo-Amerioan poetry is long
and varied.

As it inheres in poetry it is always relative.

No poem ever captured the essence of mysticism and imparted
its reality to the reader.

Most mystics have expressed such

moments of vision In terms of some supernatural or ultranatural
agency:

1®T* S. Eliot. The Complete Poems and Plays. p. 1 3 6 .
190P, p. 108.
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Christianity, phenomenology, sexual union, etc.

The poem

will describe these agencies in themselves, but the poem it
self has little to do with the actual phenomenon.
the poem is everything.
transference.

With Stevens

It is the actual mode of metamorphio

In this sense Stevens brings to the tradition

of mystical poetry something that is radically new.

Here is

the suggestion that poetry, the poem itself, has the power of
transport, the vision of insight, whereby struggling man can
20
contemplate "a perfection emerging from a new known."f
eW There

is no extraneous action independent of the poem; "the subtle
centre" is the poem Itself.
<

One may wonder what Stevens* poetry of transforming in
sight has to do with Crispin and "The Comedian as the Letter
•

C."

*

Certainly Crispin himself never attains anything of the

mystical.

But the relation is essential in an Indirect way.

Crispin's colony had established the framework out of which
this kind of highest poetry might possibly emerge.

Crispin,

clown and bumbler, had chanced upon a tentative formula for
the making of the supreme fiction.

It is only with this re

jected potentiality clearly before him that the reader can
go on to understand the essence of Crispin's tragedy In the
final two sections of the poem, "A Nice Shady Home," and "And
Daughters with Curls."
✓

20OP, p. 116.
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At this point in the poem the relentless Clown back
tracks, or, more accurately, simply ceases in the guest for
his aesthetics.

The pleasure of the real dominates any pleas

ure that might come from the recorded word, too poetry as such
is abandoned.

The fulfillment of every kind of sense pleas

ure predominates, and the central symbol of this pleasure is
that of the plums
He first, as realist, admitted that
Whoever hunts a matinal continent
May, after all, stop short before a plum
And be content and still be realist.
The words of things entangle and confuse.
The plum survives its poems. (V, ?3-8)
Nothing better captures or epitomizes Crispin's final position
than the richly ripened plum, "dewed and mauved/ In bloom,"
(V, 31-2)

While Yucatan was tSfr exotic, almost explosive in

its splendors; while the transforming ocean was too ascetic
in its pushing of the Clown toward the state of nothingness;
and while the moonlight was mistakenly confused with the
frigid and glacial; here is Carolina where environment blooms
ideally.

Why, argues Crispin, go on with the aesthetic prob

ing when here is a life which pleases him more than his aes
thetics ever oould.

There can be no mistake or misinterpreta

tion about this season or about this place.
In several of his poems Stevens finds himself turning to
some image of fruit to display the pleasures of the physical
world.

In "Three Academic Pieces," for example, he suggests

the time when the pineapple In itself was enoughs

There had been an age
When a pineapple on the table was enough,
.Without the forfeit scholar ooming in,
Without his enlarglngs and pale arrondissements,
Without the furious roar in his capital. 1
In one of the poems of "Like Decorations in a Nigger
Cemetery,"''the pear comes to stand for exactly the same thing
that the plum does for Crispin:

the superiority of the earth

the season, the reed:
A pear should come to the table popped with juice,
Ripened in warmth and served in warmth. On terms
Like these, autumn beguiles the fatalist.22
In a slightly different context, "Add This to Rhetoric"
oonslders the superiority of the reed, in this case, the sun,
to that of any kind of recorded word or poem.

Cripin indeed

is capable of the comment:
Tomorrow when the sun,
For all your images,
Comes up as the sun, bull fire,
Your image swill have left
No shadow of themselves.z3
On the basis of these quotations, and there are bthers,
the suggestion that Crispin's decision has, after all, been
the right one emerges.

Certainly Crispin's choioe was not
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arbitrary on Stevens' part.
existence of art itself.

What is at stake here is the

On Crispin's terms in Part V, and

in other quotations from Stevens, the suggestion emerges that
art should be repudiated in favor of life, and that poetry
must always come out second best.

Yvor Winters has picked

up this notion and applied it, from Crispin, to Stevens him
self:
What I wish the reader to note is this: that •
the passage describes Crispin's taking leave of
his art, and describes also his refusal to use
art in the process of leave-taking, because the
art is, after all, futile and contemptible. Yet
for Stevens himself the entire poem is a kind of
tentative leave-taking; he has not the courage
to act as his hero acts and be done with it, so
he practices the art which he cannot justify and
describes it in terms of contempt.21*
Winters* argument is valid and consistent, as it relates both
to Crispin and to Stevens, if one regards Stevens as pure
hedonist and Crispin's new life of pleasures, also within a
hedonistic framework, as final and irrevocable.

If it is

true for Stevens that the l>lum survives its poems and that
"words of things entangle and confuse," (V, 27) then Winters
does indeed have the final word in Stevens criticism.

In

any case, whether Winters is correct or not, such a position
was one that Stevens considered and toyed with in his verse.
That he ohose it, in "The Comedian as the Letter C" and in

2**Wlnters, p. 21
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other poems, as his ultimate conclusion Is at least question
able,

On the basis of what he has said about the colony, and

with reference to Stevens* own concern with transcendent re
ality (We have considered It In texms of mysticism) and with
the final fulfillment of the supreme fiction, it would seem
that the hedonism of Stevens is not final and that In all
events it must at least be qualified.

Louis Martz, though

he refuses to consider Stevens as a hedonist, agrees with
Winters that Crispin's rejection of art marks a similar re
jection on Stevens* part personally!
**

Stevens, in mldoareer, recognized the dis
solution, or the Inadequacy of his old poetic
self— arrecognltlon recorded with a wry £aiety
in *The Comedian as the Letter C.* His later
poems represent a rigorous search for ways axid
means of evolving another kind of poetic self. ^
One questions immediately whether it is valid to Identify
totally Crispin with Stevens.

But even if it were so, and

Winters and Martz are of that opinion, there is still the
fact that such a conclusion concerning the rejection of art
must be qualified, even in Crispin's own case.

It is true

that he finds some compensations for his quotidian life;
Stevens nevertheless makes it abundantly clear that there is
a compromise involved in this deoision on Crispin's part.

The

tone of the narration of "The Comedian as the Letter Cn is not
one of complete sympathy with Crispin's decision:
25
Martz, p. 225.
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Was he to company vastest things defunct
With a blubber of tom-toms harrowing the sky?
Scrawl a tragedian9s testament? Prolong
His active force in an inactive dirge. • .? (V, 38-^1)
It is further suggested that he may be "a profitless/ Philoso
pher," (VI, 8*4— 5) and one "Concluding fadedly."

(V, 86)

Even

more significantly, however, if the propositions for the colony
are to be taken seriously, if the poetic ambition contained
in these propositions aims for the highest poetry, then it
follows that Crispin9s reversal, is a mistake that borders on
the catastrophic.

The significant thing is that Stevens has

presented in "The Comedian as the Letter C" an alternative to
hedonism, and that alternative motivates and justifies Stevens*
own personal commitment as a poet after 1923*
Crispin9s submission to the plum is essentially a resig
nation to fate, and the operation of fate is tied in with the
idea of submitting to the real.

Crispin, kheeling in the

cathedral in Yucatan and experiencing the torrent of the storm
overhead, was described as the "connoisseur of elemental fate."
(II, ?7)

This reality of the storm, the unavoidable force of

its presence, became for Crispin "the quintessential fact."
(II, 8*4>)
phy.

In Part V, Crispin returns in essence to this philoso

Not only is it true that "soil is man9s intelligence,"

(IV, 1) it is the whole cause of his existence.

Indeed, it

ceases to serve any kind of "intelligence" at all because

intelligence is limp and useless before it*

"let the quoti

dian saps philosophers/ And men like Crispin like them in in
tent."

(V, 79-80)

The new conclusion is given a new mottos
what is is what should be."
the first "is":

(V, 57)

"Por realist,

The emphasis is upon

what is is what should be, rather than the

"should1! ' This is reinforced by several other quotations:
So Crispin hasped on the surviving foxm,
For him, of shall or ought to be in is. (V, 3^-5)’The references to Crispin as fatalist are also relevant.

Hav

ing misinterpreted the imagination, the book of moonlight,
Crispin is fully and completely at the mercy of the real; the
iconic Imagination has been expelled.
One of Stevens* most popular poems, also Included in
Harmonium. "The Emperor of Ice-Cream," is essentially a comic
celebration of the idea;

what is is what should be.

The

statement, in fact, finds a verbal echo in one line from "The
Emperor of Ice-Cream":

BLet be be finale of seem."

z6> The

reality of death, with all its "concupiscent ourds" and "last
month's newspapers," and "homy feet" protruding, is the un
disguised view of death.

The death>of Hosenbloom, artificial,

pompous, solemn, is mocked in the poem, "Cortege for Hosenbloom
Richard Ellmann marks the distinction:
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No wonder the mourners jumble the essence of
Hosenbloom, This cortege, then, in the simplest
terns, Is the wrong way to conduct a funeral.
What is the right way? 'The Emperor of IceCream' is the right way.2?
Just as Crispin chooses "is" over "what should be," so too
does the funeral of the Emperor celebrate the actual "be"
of death over the "seem."
Part of Crispin's acquiescence in the reality of life
itself rather than the pursuit of reality in poetry involves
his taking of a wife and fathering four daughters.

The "prismy

blonde" (V, 60) enters the life of the "Jovial Crispin" (V, 48)
and Crispin discovers the pleasures of sex and the contentment
of domestication:
A pining sweet,
Composed of evening like cracked shutters flung
Upon the rumpling bottomness, and nights
In which those frail custodians watched.
Indifferent to the tepid summer cold,
While he poured out upon the lips of her
That lay beside him.
(V, 86-92)
Significantly we learn that spring has given way to summer,
the promise of the bud has reached its fulfillment in blossom;
"The tomtit and the cassia and the rose" (V, 84) absorb all
the sensitivity of the Clown.
The "prismy blonde" recalls another persona of an earlier
poem whose name is the feminized version of Crispin's own.

27

In

'Richard Ellmann, "Wallace Stevens* Ice Cream," Kenyon
Review, XIX (Winter, 1957)* 92.

"Piano Practice at the Academy of the Holy Angels," each of
the young girls, not yet ripe to the fruits of romance, is
projected erotically into the future.

Among them is one

Crisplne:
The blade, reddened by some touch, demanding the most
from the phrases
Of the well-thumbed, Infinite pages of her masters,wwho
will seem old to her, requiting less and less her
feeling.2°
There is nothing transcendent in Crispin*s bride, no
mental accord, no aesthetic sympathy.

Like the plum, she

represents another means for Crispin’s sensual fulfillment.
And, again like the plum, Stevens suggests that there are
compensations for this kind of satisfaction.

The final message

of "Peter Quince at the Clavier" includes the notion that beauty
"in the flesh" is the only kind that really matters!
Beauty is momentary in the mind—
The fitful tracing of a portal; 9
But in the flesh it is immortal. 9
Crispin’s blade enjoys a beauty similar to that of the Bibli
cal Susanna in her physical reality.
With this kind of satisfaction, Crispin pointedly abandons
the colony in favor of the cabin, making it clear that all his
high-minded platitudes relating to the perfect poetry are not worth
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the bother.

Are we to have, asks the narration, "a trage

dian's testament" (V, 40)
Because he built a oabin who once planned
Loquacious columns by the ructive sea? (V, 46-7)
One has the impression at this |>oint that the narration,
echoing Crispin's feelings, becomes the voice of his rationali
zation.

In this section the sequence becomes a series of un

answered questions implying that Crispin's decision has been
the correct one.

His dreams do become "fugal requiems" (V, 37)

and for him "Vastest things" are now "defunct," (V, 38) but
Crispin dissociates himself from guilt or regret, at least
superficially.

The tone is that of one rationalizing for a

mistaken decision:
Should he lay by the personal and make
Of his own fate an instance of all fate?
What is one man among so many men?
(V, 49-51)
Crispin turns back to his sftlad bed, to his plum, and to his
prismy blonde.

It is a backward step, but "For all it takes

it gives a humped return."

(V, 94)

With the introduction of the four daughters in Part VI,
the last part of the poem, the narrative action essentially
oeases in any kind of further progression.
daughters themselves becomes ambiguous.

The nature of the

There is no question

but that they are somehow the offspring of his quotidian life
and that they comprise Crispin's final legacy to the world.
The interpretations of them are numerous and diverse.

For
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Frank Kexmode they are "without doubt the seasons, cardinal
to the life of Nature and his own life,"3°

Hi Simons, with

equal certainty, asserts, "Of course the four girls are
imaginary."31

For Edward Guereschi they "hilariously sig

nify a renaissance of forgotten arts."3^

in the interpre

tation of George Betar they are "poetry that results from
Crispin’s union with his muse, the ’prismy

b l o n d e . ’" 3 3

"His

•chits,’"says Francis Murphy, "will be about the actual world
and not some mythic, prophetic (cloudy) world."3^

For Bonald

Sukenick they are simply the "consummation of his experience
with reality, the harmony with it that he

s o u g h t

."35

We know that they are indeed "true daughters both of
Crispin and his clay."

(VI, 23)

They are twice referred to

as "chits," a word which importantly stands for both a child
and a short letter or note.

30

The first reference as such does

Frank Kexmode, Wallace Stevens (New York, 1 9 6 1 ), p. 48.

31gimons, p. 465,
^^ueresohi, p. 4 7 6 .
33see tfee unpubl. dlss. (University of Southern Cali
fornia, 1962) by George Vincent Betar, Jr., "Imagination and
Reality in Wallace Stevens’ Prose and Early Poetry," p. 68.

84

Murphy, p. 9 5 .

•^Sukenick, p. 80.
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suggest the possibility that they are to be a kind of poten
tial embodiment of his colony, but which are nevertheless re
jected:

'

.

He might have come
To oolonize his pblar planterdom
And Jig his chits upon a cloudy knee.
But his emprize to that idea soon sped.

(V, 7-10)

In spite of this rejection, we learn in Part VI that this is
precisely what he has come to do:
The chits came for his Jigging, bluet-eyed,
Hands without touch yet touching poignantly,
Leaving no room upon his cloudy knee,
Prophetic Joint, for its diviner young.
(VI, 9-12)
It Is undoubtedly this reference which has occasioned many of.
the critics to label the daughters as kinds of poems themselves.
They are Chits'’ rejected and yet realized in spite of their
progenitor.
In Part V, "And Daughters with Curls," each of the four
daughters is described twice.

The first daughter, Crispin*s

"goldenist demoiselle," is "secret and singular."
grows she becomes for the cabin a "dulcet omen."

As she
The second

daughter, "More sisterly to J;he first," Is lethargic and be
comes eventually a "hot embosomer," inheriting her mother's
sensuality.

The third is ."-a creeper under Jaunty leaves" w h o ,

significantly, becomes the "pearly poetess, peaked for rhapdody."

The last is "all din and gobble," and appears robustly

as "blasphemously pink."

She remains, through her maturing
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transformation, "a digit curious."

Out of all this enigma

of language and indirection, one notices the recurrence of
such terms as "omen," "poetess," and "digit," suggesting a
kind of reality on a written, verbal and perhaps poetic level.
Indeed, one sympathizes somewhat with Betar* s conviction that
they are poems that come out of Crispin's experience in spite
of himself and regardless of his^ deliberate abandonment of
poetry.

After the individual descriptions they are collec-

tively grouped as "instruments," "voices," "mirrors," "seeds,"
and "answerers":

.

Pour blithe instruments
Of differing struts, four voices several
In couch, four more personae, intimate
As buffo, yet divers, four mirrors blue
That should be silver, four accustomed seeds
Hinting incredible hues, four selfsame lights
That spread chromatics in hilarious dark,
Four questioners and four sure answerers.
(VI, 5 6 -6 3 )
If the daughters are indeed poetic voices emanating from
Crispin's anti-poetic world, they nevertheless remain distinct
from any kind of supreme fiction or ultimate poetic achieve
ment.

On the literal level they are the simple offspring of

his commonplace life; on a poetic level they represent voices
which are genuine, fatalistically real, and untouched by
imagination.

It is significant, however, in view of the in

terpretations of Winters and Martz, to score the importance of
the fact that Crispin (a disguise for Stevens) continues to
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produce poetry in spite of himself, and that any kind of
quotidian life that he lives comes eventually to find expres
sion through the medium of the ppem.
While Crispin has become an adherent to the savory satis
factions of the plum, he himself becomes the transplanted
turnip, "once so readily plucked,/ Sacked j
up and carried overseas,"
(VI, 65-6) Crispin's Journey has been circular and
the aspiring clown remains Just that and no more •

Crispin

is not unaware of this and in this very consciousness "The
Comedian as the Letter C" concludes on a profoundly tragic
key.

The plum has turned out to be a turnip; the moonlight

has been obscured by the shadow of the fatalist; the colony
has been oonverted to the domesticity of the cabin; and Crispin
himself comes out the same insoluble lump.
ter at the end,
discovery#

There is no laugh

Crispin comes at last to share Stevens' own

However attractive the mystical "centre" of ex

perience might be, the "esthetique" of every poet is limited
by the "mal":

Life is a bitter aspic.

We are not

At the oentre of a diamond.3°
Predictably, Stevens' allegory terminates with the arrival
of the final season of his cycle, autumn.

36CP, p. 322.

Crispin's last and
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ultimate declaration, coming at the very end of the poem, is
"Autumn*s compendium," (VI, 7 6 ) reminding the reader that the
poem has indeed been the history of the aesthetic process
which culminates in defeat and distress.
With all the emphasis upon Stevens as dandy,37 as poet
of bright colors, exotic settings, and hedonistic pleasures,
the Wallace Stevens of autumn and decay is often ignored or
overlooked.

The number of poems dealing simply with the

seasonal climax Itself is considerable:

from the elaborate

"The Auroras of Autumn" and "Like Decorations in a Nigger
Cemetery" to the shorter and lesser known lyrics like "Autumn
Hefrain," "Farewell Without Guitar," "The Header," "The Plain
Sense of Things," and others.
We have seen that winter is the state of absolute nothing
ness, the zero-zone which serves to deoreate man and make him
new.

It tears away from man all his accretions until he re

mains painfully empty and stripped— prepared to begin again
the ascent toward the high pleasures of the imagination.
state Crispin experienced at sea coming from France.

This

Spring

is the transitional phase, slowly and moderately exposing the

i
37"until the advent of Wallace Stevens, American litera
ture has lacked a dandy. Of swaggering macaronis there have
been aplenty, but the grace and ceremony, the appropriate nlmbleness of the dandy have been lacking." Gorham B. Munson, "The
Dandyism 6f Wallace Stevens," in The Achievement of Wallaoe
Stevens. ed. Ashley Brown and Robert S. Haller (Philadelphia,
1962')', p. *a. .
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beholder to the budding and blossoming splendor of the Imagi
nation.

Summer marks the hlghwater point; every atom and cell

of the human, physically and psychically, aoqulesces in the
state of absolute fulfillment.

By the richness of summer,

poetry breaks the barrier of time, place, and matter to dis
close the mystically ideal and perfect harmony.

Crispin, we

discovered, reached for this upon his arrival in Carolina and
in the outline for his poetic colony. . With the fall of the
leaves and the descent of the temperature the cycle reverses
back upon Itself, stripping man Just as it does nature.

It is

characterized by a state of transitional pain.
In "The Auroras of Autumn" is a long series of lyrics
whioh consider the process of dissolving and decaying relation
ships between man and family, and between man and nature.

The

last section points particularly to this idea of happiness
giving way to unhappiness, suggesting that the latter stage
is the only real and meaningful one.

It Is quoted here be

cause of its direct application to Crispin's own case:
An unhappy people in a happy world—
Read, rabbi, the phases of this difference.
An unhappy people in an unhappy world—
Here are too many mirrors for misery.
A happy people in an unhappy world—
It cannot be. There's nothing there to roll
On the expressive tongue, the finding fang.
A happy people in a happy world—
Buffo I A ball, an opera, a bar.
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Turn back to where we were when we began:
An unhappy people In a happy world.
^
Now solemnize the secretive syllables.™
The movement of this lyric section, in terms of the wintersummer dichotomy, is as cyclical and ordered as the seasons
themselves.

One begins as unhappy, moves to happiness, and

relapses back to the state of. unhappiness.
people are given equal status.
notes:

The world and the

In one of his Adagla Stevens

"Life is an affair of people not of places.

But for

me life is an affair of places and that is the trouble."39
The changing and inconstant plenitude of the earth is the
setting against which the psyche of man is pitted in all of
Stevens* poetry.

In this quotation from "The Auroras of Autumn”

one notices the state of summer:
world."

It is a state of excitement and pleasure; noticeably,

it is the state of the clown:
bar."

"A happy people in a happy

"Buffo!

A ball, an opera, a

This is the world preeminently of Crispin and his

daughters who are "buffo, yet divers."

(VI, 59)

Crispin too

succumbs to unhappiness as "Autumn's compendium" iand becomes
a partaker of unhappiness in his happy world of Carolina.
Autumn is the season, on the aesthetic scale, of extreme
mental twisting and toxment; it works upon man exteriorly,
tightening and forcing its influence upon him.

The month of

September, described in "The Dwarf," becomes such an experience:

38CP, p. 420.
39OP, p. 158.
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It is the mind 'that is woven, the mind that was jerked
And tufted in straggling thunder and shattered sun.^O
It reduces man and his mind to the state of being a dwarf, of
standing bare and unattached:

" T o m from insipid summer, for

the mirror of cold."
*

Because it is transitional, autumn never leaves its be
holder at the absolute point offered by both winter and sum
mer.

Thus it is essentially a time of desolation.

"Autumn

Refrain" considers the enclosing vagueness of the moon and
the song of the nightingale, never really heard at all.

Quiet

ness and stillness surround and enfold the earth and set the
key for the "desolate sound":
And the stillness is in the key, all of it is,
.
The stillness is all;*.in the key of that desolate sound.
The twisting and turning of the leaves in "Domination of Black"
induces in the poet a sense of distinct fear and, instead of
stillness, there is here another cry:
I saw how the night came,
Came striding like the color of the heavy hemlocks
I felt afraid.
,
And I remembered the cry of the peacocks.^
The aesthetic function of autumn is to push the beholder
on toward the frigidity of winter, and winter* s hoary blasts
are first introduced in the autumnal context.

^CP, p. 208.
p. 160.
^2CP, P. 9.

This is the case
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In the short poem, "The Reader."

The book being perused by

the reader in this poem is essentially the autumnal state
itself and the onlooker discovers that "the sombre pages bore
no print";
It was autumn and falling stars
Covered the shrivelled forms
Crouohed in the moonlight.
No lamp was burning as I read
A voice was mumbling, "Everything
Palls back to coldness."^
The image of the falling stars here suggests the cosmic dis
ruption of autumn; the auroras of autumn make up the lmagistlc motif in the poem of that title.

The brillance of the

falling stars describes a state of displacement in nature
that is at once violent and beautiful.

They are reproduced

in another short poem, "Metamorphosis," where three stanzas
describe the gradual evolution from ordered "Sep - tern - ber"
to

"Oto - otu -bre" andfinally

to the zero("nil")

of "Niz - nil -imbo." The prooess

point

occurs in thismanner:

And the rude leaves fall•
The rain falls. The sky
..
Palls and lies with the worms.^
November is the transitional month.

It marks the specific

submission of autumn to the absolute domain of winter.

Stevens

repeatedly situates this transference in the month of November:

43CP, p. 147.
^CP, p. 266.
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It was when the trees were leafless first in November
And their blackness became apparent, that one first
Knew the eccentric to be the base of design,^*
In the last section of "Owl*;s Clover," subtitled "Sombre
Figuration," November becomes the point of final voidnesss
Green is the path we take
Between chimeras and garlanded the way. ,
The down-descent into November's void.
Having reached this point, autumn ceases to function
aesthetically and philosophically.

In the poem,

"Lebenswelsheitspielerei," the ultimate "poverty/ Of autumnal
spaoe" leaves each person "In the stale grandeur of annihila
tion,"^

While it is "stale," it is nevertheless a "grandeur":

while it is a denudation, it is also a fulfillment.

This of

course relates to the upward spiral which commences at the
absolute point of winter.

The imagination loses that grasp

which it commanded over the lushness of summer.

It becomes,

in "The Plain Sense of Things," the time that marks the "end
of the imagination":

^

After the leaves have fallen, we return
To a plain sense of things. It is as if
We had come to an end dcf the imagination,
Inanimate in an inert savoir.
It is difficult even to choose the adjeotive
.R .
For this blank cold, this sadness without cause.
^ c p , p. 4 5 1 .
P. 6 7 .
^ c p , p. 5 0 5 .
48CP, p. 502.
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The old Imaginary accretions are obsolete and outmoded and,
like the foliage of nature, must be stripped away before re
plenishment can commence.

The human and aesthetic state be

comes one of Inertia, tepidity, and the complete minimizing
of all consciousness.

Not only is It a self "annihilation,"

but a return to a kind of primordial levels

"Inanimate in an

inert savoir."
Crispin's final autumnal submission has much of this
self-abnegating sterility.

As in the poem, "The Plain Sense

of Things," Crispin is forced to abide by "plain and common
things."

(VI, 91)

"The warm antiquity of self/ Everyone,

grows suddenly cold," one finds described in the poem "A
Fading of the S u n J u s t as Crispin himself terminates his
own Journeys”Concluding fadedly."

(VI, 8 6 )

As in the case of the daughters, much speculation has
been given to the meaning of the lines, second and third from
the last:
What can all this matter since
The relation comes, benignly, to its end?

(VI, 96)

By "benignly" Stevens surely means the compensations of the
quotidian which Crispin continues to enjoy in spite of what
ever else he has given up.

The relation with the "prismy

blonde" is benign, as is the relation with the four "chits."
Carolina, with it vitality and beauty, also "gives a humped
return."

(VI, 94)

But there is another relation which concludes
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and this Is the aesthetic one, the union of man with his soil
according to the seasonal progression, the cyclical revolu
tion of the human psyche constantly building, destroying, and
rebuilding on and on Interminably for as many years as man
has life.

This "relation** too ends "benignly,” for man enters

upon the threshold of a new relation, a reconstruction, a new
beginning.

With this in mind, the final and elusive line of

the |>oem takes on a new urgency and extends the Journey of
Crispin to all mens

"So iliay the relation of each man be

clipped."

This is the final meaning of the central

(VI, 97)

idea of the poem that the soil is man's Intelligence.

Man

lives in an environment that changes and progresses Just as
he himself must correspondingly dp.

Only then does he have

any. intelligence at all.
Throughout "The Comedian as the Letter C" it is possible
to follow the protagonist-down through the seasonal trans
formations.

His final state is one of wrung-out pathos and

anticlimax.

While this follows logically upon Crispin's

movement from the winter and on into the autumn, it also
takes root in another related, but distinct source.
Chapter IV considered Crispin's plan for the supreme fic
tion and noted that any absolute attainment of its criteria
was impossible.

His final state of frustration In Part VI

reflects, too, some of the disappointment that follows upon
suoh failure.

It is at this point that Crispin's letdown
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points most obviously to Stevens himself as a kind of ironic
anticipation of the poet*s own final frustration and disap
pointment.

As in the case of Crispin, that disappointment

springs from the ultimate impossibility 6f realizing this
ideal poetry, the final frustration in failing to become him
self the perfect poetic voice.

In this sense, "The Comedian

as the Letter C" has the most to tell us about Stevens and
his eventual fate.
Most of these poems of frustration did not see their way
into his Collected Poems, though’• the theme was obliquely
present from the earliest poems.

It is in the volume, Opus

Posthumous. compiled and edited by Samuel French Morse, that
one is, surprisingly struck by the pervasive tone of letdown
and disappointment.

We shall return to these in some detail,

but a look at one of these works, "As You Leave the Hoorn,"
will serve to demonstrate this attitude:

You speak. You says Today*s character is not
A skeleton out of its cabinet. Nor am I.
That poem about the pineapple, the one
About the mind as never satisfied,
The one about the credible hero, the one
About summer, are not what skeletons think about.
I wonder, have I lived a skeleton*s life,
As a disbeliever in reality,
A countryman of all the bones in the world?**'?

**?0P, pp. 116-117
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Grlspln,s poem Is not about the pineapple, but It is of the
plum; Crispin also marks the first consideration of the "credi
ble hero.”
mer."

We have further seen him in a context "About sum

What Stevens fully learned at the end, and Morse tells

us that this poem was written at some unknown date between
19^7 and 1955* is that the hero is in the last analysis not
"credible," Just as it is not "credible" for Crispin to be
the ideal hero.

As a result of this discovery, Stevens, like

his hero-olown, concludes fadedly as the "countryman of all
the bones in.the world."
Why did Stevens* confidence in the supreme fiction break
down?

Much of it, as we have seen, lay in its very structure.

It sought to abstract the real out of its material presence;
it sought to record the motion of time outside and beyond the
context of time; it sought to project a pleasure founded in
the senses, but transcending the senses for the ultimate
psychic pleasure of total human fulfillment.

By its very

nature, then, the supreme fiction was doomed to only relative
attainment.

Stevens seems not to have been altogether unaware

of this from the very beginning.

Not only in "The Comedian

as the Letter C," but in several other Harmonium poems there
are equally distinct foreshadowings.

The isolation of the

artist and futility of his message are outlined in the short
poem, "Valley Candle":
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My candle burned alone In an Immense valley.
Beams of the huge night converged upon it,
Until the wind blew.30
The wind was there from the beginning.

The problem of the

unending conflict between imagination and reality, the one
which Crispin tried unsuccessfully to resolve in favor of the
latter, was also from the. beginning irreconcilable.

In "The

Weeping Burgher" Stevens shows his awareness of this:
It is with a strange malice
That I distort the world.51
The ultimate fulfillment of the supreme fiction approaches
a state which we have described in mystical terms, or, to use
Stevens* phrase, metamorphical.

Sr. B e m e t t a Quinn identi

fies this view with a "meliorist" perspective:
It would appear to be indisputable, however,
that Stevens is a meliorist in the sense that he
considers the human race to be moving forward
toward a time which the faculties which comprise
the psyche will be understood fully and will be
used to the maximum of their powers. Then state
ments about the 'change lmmenser than/ A poet's
metaphors in which being would/ Come true' can
be made in the indica.tive rather than in the
subJunetlve•52
Recognizing this intention on Stevens' part she goes on to
question, "Is such a Utopian position tenable?** Other critics

5°CP, p. 5 1 .
5 1 CP, p. 61.
-^Sister M. B e m e t t a Quinn, p. 69*
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too have touched upon this aspect by which Stevens tends to
overshoot the bounds of the tenable.

Commenting on a phrase

from the poem "Homunculus et la Belle Etoile" Morton Dauwen
Zabel concludes, "Whether he succeeded In making of his work
an ‘ultimate Plato* Is doubtless too much to ask or expect."53
Henry Wells speaks of "frustration":
Something of a continuous frustration haunts
the mind. Spring, for Instance, cannot be captured
In thought. At that most entrancing season of the
year the sun sparkles most elusively.54
Picking up the trend of thought of Sr. B e m e t t a Quinn, J.
Hlllls Miller speaks of the final "absence" of a poetry of
"flittering metamorphosis."

He remarks, "The ultimate tragedy

is that being Is transformed instantaneously into nothing, and
therefore though the poet has It he has it as an absence,"55
Ralph Nash observes that "the poet is a rather unhappy figure,
since he must continue to destroy his momentary reconciliation
of opposites."56

The reconciliations are always immediately

obsolete,

-^Morton Dauwen Zabel, "Wallace StevenB and the Image
of Man," in Wallace Stevens, A Collection of Critical Essays, '
ed. Marie Borroff (Englewood Cliffs, N.ff., 1963), p.l 60.
^Wells, p. 140.
55j. Hlllls Miller, "Wallace Stevens; Poetry of Being,"
In The Aot of the Mind, ed. Roy Harvey Pearce and J. Hlllls
Miller (Baltimore, I9 6 5 ), p. l60.

56Nash, p. 115.
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Boy Harvey Pearce and Frank Doggett have both considered
the frustration inherent in the attempt to merge man* s internal
world and his external, the "soil" and "man’s intelligence,"
as it is discussed in "The Comedian as the Letter C."

Doggett

makes of this struggle Stevens’ "characteristically poetic
manner":
It is out of the difficulty, perhaps the
impossibility of knowing what it is we know,
of determining whether it is only ourselves
or truly something outside of us, that Stevens
gains his own characteristically poetic manner.^7
Pearce sees the conflict as between "man" and "things as they
are."

A "dialeptical compromise" between the two, he holds,

"is no longer conceivable."

It is possible for Stevens to

belong "to both sides of his universe, but never.to both sides
at oncel"^®
In his second volume, Ideas of Order. Stevens continued
to celebrate the vivid sights and sounds, but with perhaps a
slightly more muted key than in Harmonium.

In one poem, "Sail

ing after Lunch," he speaks of himself in the attempt to offer
that "slight transcendence to the dirty sail," and comments:

57

Frank Doggett, "Wallace Stevens’ Secrecy of Words:
A Note on Import in Poetry," The New England Quarterly. XXXI
(September, 1958), 386.
-*®Eoy Harvey Pearce, "Wallace Stevens* The Last Lesson
of the Master," in The Aot of the Mind, ed. Boy Harvey Pearce
and J. Hillis Miller (Baltimore, 196^), p. 129.
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A most inappropriate man
In a most unpropitious plaoe.^9
The first outright suggestion of the poetry of frustra
tion oocurs In the third volume, in the title poem, "The Man
with the Blue Guitar."

Here, the poet plainly accepts the

impossibility of the imagination, of the blue guitar, ever
completely reshaping the world:
1 cannot bring a world quite round,
Although I patch it as I can.
I sing a hero's head, large eye
And bearded bronze, but not a man,
Although I patch him as I can
<n
And reaoh through him almost to man.b0
In his remarks to his Italian translator on this section
Stevens paraphrases:
One strives to create man number one (III)
but one never gets more than a 'hero's head*
for one's efforts. It is never possible for
the artist to do more than approach 'almost
to man.'61
By the time he had written the poems of Parts of a World
Stevens had come to accept the imperfect world which he tried
to celebrate with the perfect poem.

The wry, almost rambunc

tious, gaiety that characterized Harmonium beoomes the dry
and brittle kind of wit, more meditative and abstract.

In

"The Poems of Our Climate," for example, he makes reference to
the ever-struggling mind, seeking, probing, and forever unsatisfi<
5?CP, p. 120.
6ocp, p. 1 6 5 .
^ Mattlno Domenloale ed Altre Poesie, p. 17*f.
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There would still remain the never-resting mind,
So
that one would want to escape, come back
To
what had been so long composed*
The imperfect is our paradise."2
The problem of the mind continues to take precedence in
these poems of the middle period*

Among other things, this

concern typifies Stevens* turn away from the subject of hedon
istic pleasures in verse*

In "The Well Dressed Man with a

Beard" Stevens

makes reference to the objective ofthe

fiction:

thing remaining, infallible, would be/ E

"One

supreme
n o u g h .

Recognizing the absence of this, he ends the poem with this
line, almost an echo from "The Poems of Our Climate":

"It

can never be satisfied, the mind, never."
The problem of the transitory nature of the ideal poem,
its failure to step out of time and become that ideal "per
manence composed of impermanence,"^ is reflected in the last
tercet of "Montrachet-Le-Jardin":
And yet what good were yesterday’s devotions?
I affirm and then at midnight the great cat ,
Leaps quickly from the fireside and is gone.°5
The later poems express a consciousness of increasing
>■ futility in the achievement of his poetic ambitions.

62CP, p. 192*.
63CP, p. 2 4 7 .
6ifCP, p. 4?2.

65CP, p. 26J*.

"The

3
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Pediment of Appearance," appearing in Transport to Summer,
simply projects the quest of "young men" who seek to discover
a "savage transparence," or "essential ornament."
ends abruptly:

The poem

"The pediment/ Lifts up its heavy scowl before

them."66
With the appearance of The Auroras of Autumn Stevens*
style of highly balanced and. meditative cadences becomes al
most universally typical.

"This Solitude of Cataracts" ex

presses this kind of style, and it discusses the impossibility
of avoiding change, however much one might otherwise wish to
seize an enduring permanence:
He wanted the river to go on flowing the same way,
To keep on flowing. He wanted to walk beside it,
Under the buttonwoods, beneath a moon nailed fast.
He wanted his
heart to stop
beatingand
his mind torest
In a permanent realization, without any wild ducks
Or mountains that were not mountains, Just to k&ow
how it would be.°»
Another poem from this volume establishes essentially the same
point that the quest

for that psychic "enough" is always elu-

sively outside one’s reach:
It would be enough
If we were ever, Just once, at the middle, fixed
In This Beautiful World Of Ours and not as now,

6 6 cp, p. 3 6 2 .

67CP, p. ^25.

Helplessly at the edge, enough to be
Complete , because at the middle, if only in sense,
And in that enormous sense, merely enjoy.
If Stevens does reflect a meliorlst philosophy, it re
mains so solely on the projected and theoretical level.

In

the last collection of his poems, which appeared Tinder the
heading of The Rock. Stevens plainly admits that, on the
level of any kind of poetic evolutionary scale, he is himself
situated too much in advance s
you were not born yet when the trees were crystal
,
Nor are you now, in this wakefulness inside a sleep.
The purpose in tracing this theme of frustration through
Stevens poetry from Harmonium down to The Rook is simply to
assert that the theme was there from the beginning.

This

side of Stevens* poetic character has been too often obscured
by those who hasten to call him hedonist, dandy, nominalist,
or fop.

This is not to say that Stevens* world is totally one

of drab and dark pessimism— or even that this is the largest
part of his work.

Pew poets £aye ever been more consciously

aware of the magnlfioence of the color-filled universe; the
Crispin poem gives ample evidence of this.

At the same time,

it is essential that any thoughtful reading of Stevens give
due allowance to the frustration theme.
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The second point in tracing this theme through the Col
lected Poems is to show that Stevens was more than willing
for his poetic audience to be aware, to some degree, of this
theme of darkness.

The poems that he did not choose for in

clusion in this volume, however, admit even more readily and
_startingly of this thematic pattern.

When Stevens accepted

the National Book Award for his Collected Poems in the last
year of his life, he touched upon this concept in his prepared
remarks.

In view of his concern with the problem of remaining

unable to write the pure and ideal poem, it is interesting to
note that, unlike Crispin, he chooses to continue to aspire:
Now^ at seventy-five, as I look back on the
little that I have done and as I turn the pages
of my own poems gathered together in a single
volume, I have no choice except to paraphrase
the old verse that says it is not what I am,
but what I aspired to be that comforts me. It
is not what I have written but what I should
like to have written that constitutes my true
poems, the uncollected poems which I have not
had the strength to realize,70
We have seen already one of the Opus Posthumous poems,
- t

"As You Leave the Room," and how it relates to "The Comedian
as the Letter C."

The reference to his life as "a skeleton's

life" and to himself as "countryman of all the bones in the
world" was not haphazardly or arbitrarily chosen,

"First

Warmth," written in 1947» incorporates the same images, though
the idea of the Vmajor reality" elevates and consoles the poet,
The poem begins:

7°0P, p. 246
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I wonder, have I lived a skeleton’s life,
As a questioner about reality,
A countryman of all the bones of the world?
Another poem from this volume, one which Ivor Winters
considers "one of the greatest poems in E n g l i s h , i s
Course of a Particular."

"The

The setting is appropriately autum

nal and the poem is concerned with the sounds of the season.
Here Stevens presents the "conflict" that results from the
sounds of the leaves "that do not transcend themselves" j
There is a conflict, there is a resistance involved;
And being part is an exertion that.declines:
One feels the life of that which gives life ais it is.
The leaves cry. It is not a cry of divine attention,
Nor the smoke-drift of puffed-out heroes, nor human cry.
It is the cry of leaves that do not transcend them
selves.'-^
Here is a setting of the earth, totally and exclusively the
earth.

To get beyond the earth, to find the "cry of divine

attention," remains impossible.

There is only then a desola

tion, all-pervading, all-enveloping, "until, at last, the cry
concerns no one at all."7^
A final brief comparative glance at two poems that treat
of the darkness motif might serve to clarify the pervasive

710P, pp. 8 9 -9 0 .
^Winters, p. 3 5 .
73OP, p. 9 6 .

?/+0P, p. 97.
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power of this theme In the poetry of Wallace Stevens.

The

first, "Domination of Black," Is very early, appearing In
Stevens* first volume.

The second, "The Region November,"

may well have been the last poem of the poet.

It appeared

posthumously in the magazine, Zero, in the spring of 1956.
Both employ similar stylistic techniques and incorporate)
similar images.

Both rely upon the turbulence of nature- to

describe the poet's private spirit of desolation.
In the earlier poem, Stevens recreates a number of sounds,
the most frequent of which is the twisting and turning of the
leaves themselves, the leaves of the hemlock.

More piercing

and powerful, though, is the screeching cry of the peacocks.
The later poem is also concerned with the sound of the treetops.

The wind tosses the limb backward and forward, almost

with the cadence of the verse itself.
deed the central one of both poems.

This technique is in
"Domination of Black"

considers the leaves in a turning motion and the lines them
selves take on the characteristic of revolving:
Turning as the flames
Turned in the fire,
Turning as the tails of the peacocks
Turned in the loud fire.75
In "The Region November" it is the swaying of the trees that
dominates the force of the concluding oouplet:

75cg,

p.9.
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Deeplier, deeplier, loudlier, loudlier, r,*.
The trees are swaying, swaying, swaying. ' 0
The first poem states simply, "I felt afraid," coming
as the powerful thesis statement after the accumulated images
of the leaves, the peacocks, and even the planets overhead.
Picking up the swaying motif in "The Region November," Stevens
hears the message that, cannot yet come to words*
Saying and saying, the way things say
On the level of that which is not yet knowledge:
A revelation not Jret intended.^
Both of these poems are essentially concerned with this act
of "revelation," .land few in American poetry touch more power
fully on the shadowed subject.
Such pervasive desolation does not touch Crispin, at
least explicitly.

But "The Comedian as the Letter C" shows

how Stevens was capable of such depths.

As Georgianna Lord,

in an unpublished dissertation has shown, the poem proves
anticipatory and prophetic:
Crispin believes that the real thing, the veri
table plum,.transcends everything artificial. That
conclusion of his at the end of a series of futile
attempts to arrive at a vision is a noble rationali
zation of his desire not to paint the plum, but to .
seize it and devour it. For Stevens, Crispin's con
clusion comes to have a compelling validity indeed.
From the poems in Parts of a World to the very end
of his career, Stevens is tormented by fch'e fact

762£* P- 115 •
77OP, p. 115.
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that all of his desires and efforts to bring
to art the purest spiritual ideals end only
in failures:
far from presenting reality
faithfully, the artist only mutilates it.
And this is precisely the tragic and ironic
lesson that Stevens, the artist intent on
self perfection, masters fully.™
Because of his mere relapse into the quotidian, Crispin's
narrator comes to ask the need of scrawling "a tragedian's
testament."

(VI, ^fO)

Perhaps that testament is not fully

scrawled in "The Comedian as the Letter C":
and rather calmly concludes fadedly.

Crispin quietly

But that testament was

to be written, over and over again, as Stevens, continually
aspiring, was forced with equal frequency to relapse backward.
It is perhaps in the mode of tragedy rather than comedy
that the poetry of Wallace Stevens, including his most humor
ous , finally belongs.

Certainly it is a more predominant and

notable tradition in the history of American poems.

Harry

Levin, in his The Power of Blackness, is primarily concerned
with the theme as it relates to the fiction of Hawthorne,
Melville, and Poe.

He interrupts his comments at one point,

however, to remark upon the subject as it fits in the pattern
of early American poetry:

7®See the unpubl. diss. (Ohio State University, 1962)
by Georgianna Wuletloh Lord, "The Annihilation of Art In the
Poetry of Wallace Stevens," p. 106.
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Poe does not malce his entrance as an outsider
into a tradition of poetry which, from. Michael
Wigglesworth through William Cullen Bryant, was
essentially a graveyard sohool. Poets of all
schools have hymned the night but Philip Freneau's
"House of Night" is a colloquy with sable-winged
Death himself, a dreain-vision in the meter of
Gray's elegy, "painted with fancies ofVhalignant
power."79
The tradition certainly did not halt with Bryant in the middle
of the nineteenth-century.
Eiaily Dickinson never traveled from Bordeaux to Carolina
in order to seek out her aesthetic position, but in her own
second-story room in Amherst she experienced her own poetry
of frustration; she knew well what it was to suffer "a cleavage
in my mind"; she could look back with playful scorn at the in
significant hardships of childhood, fronted now with more
powerful ones:
Bisected now, by bleaker griefs
We envy the despair
That devasted childhood's realm.® 0
As George Whioher has incisively noted, "Emily Dickison realized
in her loneliness the full implications of the individualist's
defeat by circumstance."®'*- The statement pinpoints Crispin's
own demise.

Perhaps no American poet has ever lived so wryly

79

Harry Levin, The Power of Blackness (New York, 1958),
PP. 32-33.
Q

q

The Complete Poems of j&nily Dickinson, p. 705*
On

George Whicher, This Was a Poet (Ann Arbor, 1957)» P« 301
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and yet honestly with the reality of death, a presence which
she poetically personifies, toys with, and altogether accepts*
Stevens* own "skeleton*s life" finds a full precedent in this
woman who looked the darkness of life in the eye without a
blink, occasioning Allen Tate to say of her that "Cotton
82

Mather would have burnt her for a witch*"0

Over in Greenfield, Massachusetts, Emiles contemporary,
Frederick Goddard Tuckerman, was sharing her life of with
drawal and isolation.

Few poets have ever confronted the

enigmatic face of terror and blackness more vividly*

In one

sonnet, the form in which Tuckerman excelled, he recalls an
earlier inhabitant of the house whose presence he continues
to feel "beside the lifted sash"*
An upper chamber in a darkened house
Where, ere his footsteps reached ripe manhood's brink,
Terror and anguish were his lot to drink.
^
Tuckerman* s personal frustrations stem from a sense of loss
and unfulfillment, not unlike that described by Stevens.
is dominated by the death of his wife Hannah,by his

He

preferred

life of solitude, and by a scientific curiosity that remained
a curiosity rather than a firm commitments

®^Allen Tate, "Emily Dickinson," in Interpretations of
American Literature, ed. Charles Feldelson, Jr. and Paul
Brodtkorb, Jr. (New York, 1959), p. 211.
Complete Poems of Frederick Goddard Tuckerman.
ed. N. Scott Momaday (New lorE, i9&j>)» P«
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I walk, unknowing where or why;
Or idly,lie beneath the pine,
And bite the dry-brown threads, and lie
And think a life well lost is .mine.
This is almost a paraphrase of Stevens*, "First Warmth."
The spacious gallery of characters in the poetry of
Edwin Arlington Robinson constitutes the next generation's
continued concern with the theme of pervasive gloom.

Captain

Craig, Richard Cory, Bewick Flnzer, the wife of the miller
in "The Mill," the young girl of "Eros Turannos," the man
of enigmatic motive in "The Man against the Sky"--all,share
the ..poet's own private Inward turning upon the self.

As

Untermeyer has noted, "A lonely man, loneliness was his lead
ing theme, loneliness was his leading theme, loneliness and
the strength one acquires from being alone.
"Eros Turannos," for example, examines one young girl's
futile attempt to break the clutch of loneliness through a
loveless marriage.

Her fate, suggests Robinson, may be even

more foreboding*
Meanwhile we do no harm; for they
That with a god have striven,
Not hearing much of what we say,
Take what the god has given;
Though like waves breaking it may be,
Or like a ohanged familiar tree,
Or like a stairway to the sea
_,
Where down the blind are driven. &

®^Tuckerman, p. 168.
86
•'Louis Untermeyer. Edwin Arlington Robinson (Washington,
1963), P. 23.
“ ------

86The Complete Poems of Edwin Arlington Robinson (New
York, 196177 p. 33.

'----

'
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Lionel Trilling, in 1959* focused upon this theme in
the poetry of one of Stevens1 contemporaries.

Speaking on

the occasion of the poet’s eighty-fifth birthday he said)
"I think of Robert Prost as a terrifying

p o e t . " ® ?

prost

was indeed a man "acquainted with the night," and in the poem
"Design" he assigns the motivation for the predatory action
of the spider toward the moth as:

"Design of darkness to

QQ

appall." °

"Desert Places" has been labeled by Randall Jarrell

as "a poem almost better, at the same game, than Stevens*
beautiful *The Snowman.*" ^sio7®^

That poem represents a

kind of cosmic emptiness reflected in the accumulating drifts:
And lonely as it is
Will be more lonely
A blanker whiteness
With no expression,

that loneliness
ere it will be less— .
of benighted snow
nothing to express.

This glance at the poetic treatment of the theme of dark
ness in the century before and Including the generation of
Stevens only shows its pervasiveness among some of the more
widely acclaimed poets.

One could point to others.

While

Stevens is like these poets generally, much of the motivation
■for his pessimism is unique to him.
®^Lionel Trilling, "A Speech on Robert Frost: A Cultural
Episode," in Robert Frost, A Collection of Critical Essays, ed.
James M. Cox (Englewood dlif fs, N.J-., 1 9 ^ ) , p. i56 •
^ The Poems of Robert Frost (New York, 19^6) , p. 3^9*
^ R andall Jarrell, "To the Laodloeans," in Robert Frost
A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. James M. Cox (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.} 1962), p. lod.

The Poems of Robert Frost, p. 3^0*
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The theme of darkness in Stevens is not that which comes
cf awe in the face of the wonders of the invisible world*
Indeed, these Stevens had cast out*

Rather, he stands in

dread before inadequacies of the visible world, more specifi
cally, the written world, the poetic world*

The darkness

theme in Stevens is not an echo of acquiescence in the reality
of Innate depravity or original sin.

The imagination for

Stevens was the saving grace that elevated man into a vision
ary height that few other American poets have ever conceived* .
Depravity rather inhered in whatever was plain, commonplace,
and of. the quotidian; it marked the man who failed to see
tigers in red weather.

Stevens never considered for a moment

whether he was numbered among the damned or the elect.

He

was profoundly aware, however, that the poet who was elect
was one who burst through the barriers of the quotidian to
expose the pure radiance of the imagination.

It may be sug

gested that his own Intuition that he had failed to do this
consigned him to a living damnation which he hints at most
directly in the Opus Posthumous poems.

The unsatisfied mind,

never coming to rest, never finding contemplative composure,

91

this is "the violence from within"^
darkness of Stevens* poetry.

91NA, p. 36.

that broods over the
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At this point one might well ask what Crispin comes to
affirm in the face of such defeat and letdown.

If it is all

a sense of loss that dominates him, his tale has come to
naught and his life is only and merely absurd.

The truth

is, of course, that Crispin refuses to mourn or pout for him
self personally, even though Stevens would suggest that he
has more than cause for disappointment.

Crispin himself

never looks over his shoulder, never tosses a glance regret
fully backward.

It is debatable, as we have considered in

respect to the four daughters, whether he really gives up the
writing.of poems completely.
his other compensations.

In any case, he has clung to

Even if Crispin is a "profitless/

Philosopher," (VI, 84-5) It comes to nothing as far as he is
personally concerned, suggests the narrator.
is pacified:
(VI, 9 6 )

Crispin himself

"The relation comes, benignly, to its end."

This is certainly an affirmation of a kind, no matter

how inadequate and superficial it might otherwise be.

Edward

Guereschi recognizes Crispin's "quest for truth" as "ironi
cally successful, because it ends with self-knowledge which
allows him to live realistically within his environment."^
And Guy Davenport, recognizing Crispin's failures, concludes,
"If Crispin has conoluded 'fadedlyj' he has at least done so

^Guereschi, p. 477*
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<
honestly."^3

The whole poem, John Enck believes, establishes

that Crispin's "may be the best of all possible worlds, what-

qk
ever man makes of It, and It of man."

He has at the end

discovered "his relative place In It ^£he real world7 and
knows his relative

s i z e ,

"95 attests Robert Pack.

Even though

he settles for second-best, and even though the reader has no
Inkling If second-best,will suffice him permanently, it re
mains a positive and consoling, a "benign," relation for
Crispin with his "soili"
It is also true that Crispin will no more go about "tilt
ing up his nose" (III, 77) as he moves about the confines of
his Carolina cabin.

The quotidian Indeed "saps like the sun,"

(V, 93) but it gives "a humped return."

(V, $b)

His search for realism has been uncompromising.

Crispin,

the Isearoher for the fecund minimum," (III, 71) gripping only
"the essential prose," (III, 89) "preferring text to gloss,”
(IV, 89) "the prickling realist," (V, 3) gives up the search
aesthetically In order to settle for it personally and imme
diately.

With this overwhelming dominant trait, as Crispin

exhibits it throughout the poem, one finds it necessary to
question John Ciardi's avowal of Stevens' "ascetic refusal

^Davenport, p. 1 5 ^.
^Eno k , p. 9 0 .
95paoic# p. 1 7 .
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to accept in his poems the reality of the 'real* world."
Stevens, he goes on, "not only prefers imagination; he denies
the reality of the world^s view of itself.”96
directly, asserts:

Stevens, more

"It is an interdependence of the imagi

nation and reality as equals.
since it is incomplete.

This is not a definition,

But it states the nature of poetry."97

It is an interdependence and, as far as "The Comedian as the
Letter C" is ooncemed, the balance is hardly weighed in
favor of the foxmer.
The Imagination heightens the vision of the poet, pro
pelling him upward to new and glorified satisfactions.

But

reality, the quest by which Crispin is dominated, also has
its positive values.

In an addressjat Bard College

in 19^8,

Stevens said:
The poet finds that as between these two
sources: the imagination and reality, the
imagination is false, whatever else may be
said of it, and reality is true; and being
concerned that poetry should be a thing of
vital and virile importance, he commits him
self to reality, which then becomes his in
escapable and ever-present inamorata. In
any event, he has lost nothing; for the ima
gination, while it might have led him to
purities beyond definition, never yet pro
gressed except by particulars. Having gained

96

John Ciardl, "Wallace Stevensfe Absolute Music,"
Nation, CLXXIX (October 16, 195^)» 3^6.
97

NA, p. 27.
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the world, the Imaginative remains available
to him in respect to all the particulars of
the world. Instead of having lost anything,
he has gained a sense of direction and a
certainty of understanding. He has strength
ened himself to resist the bogus. He has be
come like a man who can see what he wants to
see and touch what he wants to tough. 98
Here, in Stevens1 own words, is Crispin’s affirmation. The
imagination has to being with "particulars," and it is after
these that the realist seeks his claim.

Crispin has missed

the "purities beyond definition," but he has "strengthened
himself to resist the bogus," and as for his future, about
which we know nothing, "the imaginative remains available to
him."
Such achievement is not slight.

As Joseph Riddel has

appreciated, Crispin’s Journey affirmatively recognizes that
no world which depends on the subjective imagination alone
can have reliability:
Crispin assimilated the various masks of
Harmonium and neatly trimmed them into a
discreet and humble ego. How necessary this
pruning of self was to later maturity, sub
sequent volumes would reveal. But its im
mediate importance was that it brought the
celebrant of the physical world back to that
world and freed him from the drift toward
solipsism.99

980P, p. 241.

99Rid.de!, The Clairvoyant Eye, p. 102.

„
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Following Crispin through the seasons, in motion from
various countries, climes, and. voyages, "fluctuating between
sun and moon," (III, ^9) in the act of aspiring highly and
relapsing pitifully, the reader is consciously aware of
Crispin in the role of clown— separate, unique, someone
other.

Stevens, in the last line of the poem, dramatically

reverses this direction of thought.

Literally, Crispin

is to be everyman, and "The Comedian as the Letter C"
gathers allegorical significance.

Standing as a separate

paragraph in itself, the last line reads, "So.may the rela
tion of eaoh man be clipped."
biguity.

The line is fraught with am

Does "may" here mean "possibly" or "ought to?"

"Clipped" also carries several meanings.

As Pearce notes,

the word sets "cut off" against "yclept," "dying" as against
"being n a m e d . A n d

Tindall suggests that it may mean

"cut short, as by the third fatal sister. • .or clipped as
hair is. " 101
barber.

We are certainly reminded of Crispin's role as

It.also carries the suggestion that every man's

relation with both himself and his soil is thus brought to a
conclusion similar to that of Crispin.

Stevens undoubtedly

intended the line to carry many of the multiple suggestions,
Just as much of the poem itself does.

l°0Pearoe, The Continuity of American Poetry, p. 3 8 8 .
101Tindall, p. 26.

2^0

What is important is the extension of Crispin’s lot
to that of all men, including Stevens himself.

The poem,

for all its diversification, contains the basis for many of
the major ideas that were to be sounded repeatedly in the later
poems.

It is noteworthy that the volume in which "The Comedian

as the Letter C" appeared was originally intended by Stevens
to be entitled "The Grand Poem:

Preliminary Minutiae."

Over

i

a quarter century later he considered calling his Collected
Poems "The Whole of Harmonium."

Crispin’s capers, however

serious they were made to be, were undeniably _intended to re
flect this general unity of theme.

For all his ascents and

descents, Crispin pursues.and prefigures the ideas central to
any reading of Wallace Stevens’ poetry generally.

In this

sense, however small the Comedian* s Initial may be, he stands
very tall.
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APPENDIX

THE COMEDIAN AS THE LETTER C
I

The World without Imagination
1
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Notas man Is. the Intelligence of his soil,
The sovereign ghost. As such, the Socrates
Of snails, musician of pears, prlnclplum
And lex. Sed quaerlturs Is this same wig
Or things, this nincompated pedagogue,
Preceptor to the sea? Crispin at sea
Created, in his day, a touch of doubt.
An eye most apt in gelatines and jupes,
Berries of villages, a barber’s eye,
An eye of land, of simple salad-beds,
Of honest quilts, the eye of Crispin, hung
On porpoises, instead of apricots,
And on silentlous porpoises, whose snouts
Dibbled in waves that were mustaohlos,
Inscrutable hair in an inscrutable world.
One eats one pate, even of salt, quotha.
It was not so much the lost terrestrial,
The snug hibemal from that sea and salt,
That century of wind in a single puff.
What counted was mythology of self,
Blotched out beyond unblotching. Crispin,
The lutanlst of fleas, the knave, the thane,
The ribboned stick, the bellowing breeches, cloak
Of China, cap of Spain, imperative haw
Of hum, inquisitorial botanist,
And general lexicographereof mute
And maidenly greenhorns, now beheld himself,
A skinny sailor peering in the sea-glass.
What word split up in cliokering syllables
And storming under multitudinous tones
Was name for this short-shanks in all that brunt?
Crispin was washed away by magnitude.
The whole of life that still remained in him
Dwindled to one sound strumming in his ear,
Ubiquitous concussion, slap and sigh,
Polyphony beyond his baton's thrust.
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Could Crispin stem verboseness in the sea,
The old age of a watery realist.,
Triston, dissolved in shifting diaphanes
Of blue and green? A wordy, watery age
That whispered to the sun's compassion, made
A convocation, nightly, of the sea-stars,
And on the clopplng foot-ways of the moon
Lay groveling, Triton inoomplicate with that
Whioh_made him Triton, nothing left of him,
Except in faint, memorial gesturings,
That were like arms and shoulders in the waves,
Here, something in the rise and fall of wind
That seemed hallucinating horn, and here,
A sunken voice, both of remembering
And of forgetfulness, in alternate strain.
Just so an ancient Crispin was dissolved.
The valet in the tempest was annulled.
Bordeaux to Yucatan, Havana next,

And then to Carolina.
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Simple Jaunt.

Crispin, merest minuscule in the gales,
Defected his manner to the turbulence •
The salt hung on his spirit like a frost,
The dead brine melted in him like a dew
Of winter, until nothing of himself
Remained, except some starker, barer self
In a starker, barer world, in which the sun
Was not the sun because it never shone
With bland complaisance on pale parasols,
Beetled, in ohapels, on the ohaste bouquets.
Against his pipping sounds a trumpet cried
Celestial sneering boisterously. Crispin
Became an Introspective voyager.
Here was the veritable ding an slch, at last,
Crispin confronting it, a vocable thing,
But with a speech belched out of hoary darks
Noway resembling his, a visible thing,
And exoepting negligible Triton, free
From the unavoidable shadow of himself
That lay elsewhere around him. Severance
Was clear. The last distortion of romance
Forsook the Insatiable egotist. The sea
Severs not only lands but also selves.
Here was no help before reality.
Crispin beheld,and Crispin was made new.
The imagination, here, could not evade,
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In poems of plums, the strict austerity
Of one vast, subjugating, final tone.
The drenching of stale lives no more fell down.
What was this gaudy, gusty panoply?
Out of what swift destruction did it spring?
It was caparison of wind and cloud
And something given to make whole among
The ruses that were shattered by the large.
II
Concerning the Thunderstorms of Yucatan
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-in'Yucatan, the Maya sonneteers
Of the Caribbean amphitheatre,
. In spite of hawk and falcon, green toucan
And Jay, still to the night-bird made their plea,
As if rasberry tanagers in palms,
High up in orange air, were barbarous.
But Crispin was too destitute to find
In any commonplace the sought-for-aid.
He was a man made vivid by the sea,
A man come out of luminous traversing,
Muoh trumpeted, made desperately clear,
Fresh from discoveries of tidal skies,
To whom oracular rocking gave no rest.
Into a savage color he went on.
How greatly had he grown in his demesne,
This auditor of insects! He that saw
The stride of vanishing autumn In a park
By way of decorous melancholy; he
That wrote his couplet yearly to the spring,
As dissertation of profound delight,
Stopping, on voyage, in a land of snakes,
Found his vicissitudes had much enlarged
His apprehension, made him intricate
In moody rucks, and difficult and strange
In all desires, his destitution’s mark.
He was in this as other freemen axe,
Sonorous nutshells rattling inwardly.
His violence was for aggrandizement
And not for stupor, suoh as music makes
For sleepers halfway waking. He perceived
That coolness for his heat came suddenly,
And only, in the fables that he scrawled
With his own quill, in its indigenous dew,
Of an aesthetic tough, diverse, untamed,
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Incredible to prudes, the mint of dirt,
Green barbarism turning paradigm.
Crispin foresaw a curious promenade
Or, nobler,, sensed an elemental fate,
And elemental potencies and pangs,
And beautiful barenesses as yet unseen,
Making the most of savagery of palms,
Of moonlight on the thick, cadaverous bloom
That yuccas breed, and of.the panther's tread.
The fabulous and its intrinsic verse
Came like two spirits parleying, adorned
In radiance from the Atlantic coign,
For Crispin and his quill to catechize.
But they came parleying of such an earth,
So thick with sides and Ragged lops of green,
So intertwined with serpent-kin encoiled
Among the purple tufts, the scarlet crowns,
Scenting the jungle in their refuges,
So streaked with yellow, blue and green and red
In beak and bud and fruity gobbet-skins,
That earth was like a jostling festival
Of seeds grown fat, too Juicily opulent,
Expanding in the gold's maternal warmth.
So much for that. The affectionate emigrant found
A new reality in parrot-squawks.
Yet let that trifle pass. Now, as this odd
Discoverer, walked through the harbor streets
Inspecting the cabildo, the facade
Of the cathedral, making notes, he heard
A rumbling, west of Mexico, it seemed,
Approaching like a gasconade of drums.
The white cabildo darkened, the facade,
As sullen as the sky, was swallowed up
In swift, successive shadows, dolefully.
The rumbling broadened as it fell. The wind,
Tempestuous clarion, with heavy cry,
Came bluntly thundering, more terrible
Than the revenge of music on bassoons.
Gesticulating lightning, mystical,
Made pallid flitter. Crispin, here, took flight.
An annotator has his scruples, too.
He knelt in the cathedral with the rest,
This oonnoisseur of elemental fate,
Aware of exquisite thought. The storm was one
Of many proclamations of the kind,
Proclaiming something harsher than he learned
From hearing signboards whimper in cold nights
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Or seeing the midsummer artifice
Of heat upon his pane. This was the span
Of force, the quintessential fact, the note
Of Vulcan, that a valet seeks to own,
The thing that makes him envious in phrase.
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And while the torrent on the roof still droned
He felt the Andean breath. His mind was free
And more than free, elate, intent,* profound
And studious of a self possessing him,
That was not in him in the crusty town
From which he sailed. Beyond him, westward, lay
The mountainous ridges, purple balustrades,
In which the thunder, lapsing in its clap,
Let down gigantic quavers of its voice,
For Crispin to vociferate again,
III
Approaching Carolina .
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The book of moonlight is not written yet
Nor half.begun, but, when it Is, leave room
For Crispin, fagot in the*.lunar fire,
Who, in the hubbub of his pilgrimage
Through Sweating changes, never could forget
That wakefulness or meditating sleep,
In which the sulky strophes willingly
Bore up, in time, the somnolent, deep songs.
Leave room, therefore, in that unwritten book
For the legendary moonlight that once burned
In Crispin's mind above a continent.
America was always north to him,
A northern west or western north, but north,
And thereby polar, polar-purple, chilled
And lank, rising and slumping from a sea
Of hardy foam, receding flatly, spread
In endless ledges, glittering, submerged
And cold in a boreal mistiness of the moon.
The spring came there in clinking pannicles
Of half-dissolving frost, the summer came,
If ever, whisked and wet, not ripening,
Before the winter's vacancy returned.
The myrtle, if the myrtle ever bloomed,
Was like a glacial pink upon the air.
Then green palmettoes in crepuscular ice
'Clipped frigidly blue-black meridians,
Morose chiaroscuro, gauntly drawn.
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How many poems he denied himself
In his observant progress, lesser things
Than the relentless contact he desired;
How many sea-masks he ignored; what sounds
He shut out from his tempering ear; what thoughts,
Like Jades affecting the sequestered bride;
And what descants, he sent to banishmentt
Perhaps the Arctic moonlight really gave
The liaison, the blissful liaison,
Between himself and his environment,
Which was, and if, chief motive, first delight,
For him, and not for him alone. It seemed
Illusive, faint, more mist than moon, perverse,
Wrong as a divagation to Peking,

To him that postulated as his theme
The vulgar, as his theme and hymn and flight*
A passionately niggling nightingale.
Moonlight was an evasion, or, If not',
A minor meeting, facile, delicate.
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Thus he conceived his voyaging to be
An up and down between two elements,
A fluctuating between sun and moon,
A sally into gold and crimson forms,
As on this voyage, out of goblinry,
And then retirement like a turning back
And sinking down to the indulgences
That in the moonlight have their habitude.
But let these backward lapses, if they would,
Grind their seductions on him, Crispin knew
It was a flourishing tropic he required
For his refreshment, an abundant zone,
Prickly and obdurate, dense, harmonious,
Yet with a harmony not rarefied
Nor fined for the inhibited instruments
Of over-civil stops. And thus he tossed
Between a Carolina of old time,
A little Juvenile, an ancient whim,
And the visible, circumspect presentment drawn
From, what he saw across his vessel's prow.
He came. The poetic hero without palms
Or Jugglery, without regalia.
And as he came he saw that it was spring,
A time abhorrent to the nihilist
Or searcher for the fecund minimum.
The moonlight fiction disappeared. The spring,
Although contending featly in its veils,
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Irlsed in dew and early fragrancies,
Was gemmy marionette to him that sought
A sinewy nakedness. A river bore
The vessel inward.
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Tilting up his nose,

He innaled the rancid rosin, burly "Smells
Of dampened lumber, emanations blown
Prom warehouse doors, the gustiness of ropes,
Decays of sacks, and all the arrant stinks
That helped him round his rude aesthetic out.
He savored rankness like a sensualist.
He marked the marshy ground around the dock,
The crawling railroad spur, the rotten fence,
Curriculum for the marvelous sophomore.
It purified. It made him see how much
Of what he saw he never saw at all.
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He gripped more closely the essential prose
As being, in a world so falsified,
The one integrity for him, the one
Discovery still possible to make,
To which all poems were incident, unless
That prose should wear a poem's guise at last.
IV
The Idea of a Colony
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Nota:' his soil Is man's intelligence.
That's better. That's worth crossing seas to find.
Crispin in one laconic phrase laid bare
His cloudy drift and planned a colony.
Exit the mental moonlight, exit lex,
Hex and principium, exit the whole
Shebang. Exeunt omnes. Here was prose
More exquisite than any tumbling verse:
A still new continent in which to .dwell.
What was the purpose of his pilgrimage,
Whatever shape it took in Crispin's mind,
If not, when all is said, to drive away
The shadow of his fellows from the skies,
And, from their stale intelligence released,
To make a new intelligence prevail?
Hence the reverberations In the words
Of his first central hymns, the celebrants
Of rankest trivia, tests of* the strength
Of his aesthetic, his philosophy,
The more invidious, the more desired:
The florist asking aid from cabbages,
The rich man going bare, the paladin ‘
Afraid, the blind man as astronomer,
The appointed power unwielded from disdain.
His western voyage ended and began.
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, The torment of fastidious thought grew slack,
Another, still more bellicose, came on.
He, therefore, wrote his prolegomena,
And, being full of the caprice, inscribed
Commingled souvenirs and prophecies.
He made a singular collation. Thus:
The natives of the rain are rainy men.
Although they paint effulgent, azure lakes,
And April hillsides wooded white and pink,

Their azure has a cloudy edge, their white
And pink, the water bright that dogwood bears.
Ahd in their music showering sounds intone.
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On what strange froth does the gross Indian dote,
What pulpy dram distilled of innocence,
That streaking gold should speak in him
Or bask within his images and words?
If these rude instances impeach themselves
.By force of rudeness, let the principle
Be plain. For application Crispin strove,
Abhorring Turk as Esquimau, the* lute
As the marimba, the magnolia as rose.
Upon these premises propounding, he
Projected-a colony that should extend
To the dusk of a whistling south below the south,
A comprehensive island hemisphere.
The man in Georgia waking among pines
Should be pine-spokesman. The responsive man,
Planting his pristine cores in Florida.
Should prick thereof, not on the psaltery,
But on the banjo*s oategorical gut,
Tuck, tuck, while the flamingoes flapped his bays.
Sepulchral senors, bibbling pale mescal,
Oblivious to the Aztec almanacs,
Should make the intricate Sierra scan.
And dark Brazilians in their cafes,
Musing immaculate, pampean dits,
Should sorawl a vigilant anthology,
To be their latest, lucent paramour.
There are the broadest instances. Crispin,
Progenitor of such extensive scope,
.Was not indifferent to smart detail.
The melon should have apposite ritual,
Performed in verd apparel, and the peach,
When its black branches came to bud, belle day,
Should have an incantation. And again,
When piled on salvers its aroma steeped
The summer, &t should have a sacrament
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And celebration. Shrewd novitiates
Should be the clerks of our experience.
These bland excursions into time to come,
Related in romance to backward flights,
However prodigal, however proud,
Contained in their afflatus the reproach
That first drove Crispin to his wandering.
He could not be content with counterfeit,
With masquerade of thought, with hapless words
That, must belie the racking masquerade,
With fictive flourishes that preordained
His passion’s permit, hang of coat, degree
Of buttons, measure of his salt. Such trash
Might help the blind, not him, serenely sly.
It irked beyond his patience. Hence it was,
Preferring text to gloss, he humbly served
Grotesque apprenticeship to chance event,
A clown, perhaps, but an aspiring clown.
There is a monotonous babbling in our dreams
That makes them our dependent heirs, the heirs
Of dreamers buried in our sleep, and not
The oncoming fantasies of better birth.
The apprentice knew these dreamers. If he dreamed
Their dreams, he did it in a gingerly way.
All dreams are vexing. Let them be expunged.
But let the rabbit run, the cock declaim.
Trinket pasticcio, flaunting skyey sheets,
With Crispin as the tiptoe cozener?
No, no: veracious page on page, exact.
V
A Nice Shady Home

1
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Crispin ashermit, pure and capable,
Dwelt in the land. Perhaps if discontent
Had kept him still the prickling realistj
Choosing his element from droll confect
Of was and is and shall or ought to be,
Beyond Bordeaux, beyond Havana, far
Beyond carked Yucatan, he might have come
To colonize his polar planterdom
And jig his chits upon a cloudy, knee.
But his empri.ze to that idea soon sped.
Crispin dwelt in the land and dwelling there
Slid from his continent by slow recess
To things within his actual eye, alert
To the difficulty of rebellious thought
When the sky is blue. The blue infected will.
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-It"may be that the yarrow in his fields
Sealed pensive purple under its concern.
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But day by day, now this thing and now that
Confined him, while it cosseted, condoned,
Little by little, as if the suzerain soil
Abashed him by carouse to humble yet
Attach. It seemed haphazard denouement.
He first, as realist, admitted, that
Whoever hunts a matInal continent
Hay, after all, stop short before a plum
And be content and still be realist.
The words of things entangle and confuse.
The plum survives its poems. It may hang
In the sunshine placidly, colored by ground
Obliquities of those who pass beneath
Harlequlned and mazily dewed and mauved
In bloom. Yet it survives in its own form,
Beyond these changes, good, fat, guzzly fruit.
So Crispin hasped on the surviving form,
For him, of shall or ought to be in is.
Was he to bray this in profoundest brass
Anointing his dreams with fugal requiems?
Was he to. company vastest things defunct
With a blubber of tom-toms harrowing the sky?
Scrawl a tragedian's testament? Prolong
His active force in an Inactive dirge,
Which, let the tall musicians call and call,
Should merely call him dead? Pronounce amen
Through choirs Infolded to the outmost clouds?
Because he built a oabin who once planned
Loquacious columns by the ruotive sea?
Because he turned to salad-beds again?
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Jovial Crispin, in calamitous crape?
Should he lay by the personal and make
Of his own fate an instance of all fate?
What is one man among so many men?
What are so many men in such a world?
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Can one think one thing and think it long?
Can one man be one thing and be it long?
The very man despising honest quilts
Lies quilted to his poll in his despite.
For realist, what is is what should be.
And so it came, his cabin shuffled up,
His trees were planted, his duenna brought
Her prismy blonde and clapped her in his hands,
The curtains flittered and the door was closed.
Crispin, magister of a single room
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Latched up the night. So deep a sound fell down
It was as if the solitude concealed
And. covered him and his congenial sleep.
So deep a sound fell down it grew to be
A long soothsaying silence down and down.
The crickets beat their tamb'ours in the wind,
Marching a motionless march, custodians.
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In the presto of the morning, Crispin trod,
Each day, still curious, but in a round
Less prickly and much more condign than that
He once thought necessary. Like Candide,
Yeoman and grub, but with a fig in sight,
And cream for the fig and silver for the cream,
A blonde to tip the silver and to taste
The rapey gouts. Good star, how that to be
Annealed them in their cabin ribaldries!
Yet the quotidian saps philosophers
And men like Crispin like them in Intent,
If not in will, to track the knaves of thought.
But the quotidian composed as his,
Of breakfast ribands, fruits laid in their leaves,
The tomtit and the cassia and the rose,
Although the rose was not the noble thorn
Of orinoline spread, but of a pining sweet,
Composed of evenings like oraoked shutters flung
Upon the rumpling bottomness, and nights
In which those frail custodians watched,
Indifferent to the tepid summer cold,
While he poured out upon the lips of her
That lay beside him, the quotidian
Like this, saps like the sun, true fortuner.
For all it takes it gives a humped return
Exohequering from piebald fiscs unkeyed.
VI
And Daughters with Curls
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Portentous enunciation, syllable
To blessed syllable affined, and sound
Bubbling felicity in cantilene,
Prolific and tormenting tenderness
Of music, as it comes to unison,
Forgather and bell boldly Crispin*s last
Deduction. Thrum with a proud douceur
His grand pronunoiamento and devise.
The chits came for his jigging, bluet-eyed,
Hands without touch yet touching poignantly,
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Leaving no room upon his cloudy knee,
Prophetic joint, for its diviner young.
The return to social nature, once begun,
Anabasis or slump, ascent or chute,
Involved him in midwifery so dense
His cabin counted as phylactery,
Then place of vexing palankeens, )then haunt
Of children nibbling at the sugared void,
Infants yet eminently old, Ithen dome
And halidoja for the unbraided femes,
Green crammers of the green fruits of the world,
Bidders and biders for its ecstasies,
True daughters both of Crispin and his clay.'
All this with many mulctings of the man,
Effective colonizer sharply stopped
In the door-yard by his own capacious bloom.
But that this bloom grown riper, showing nibs
Of its eventual roundness, puerile tints
Of spiced and weathery rouges, should complex
The stopper to indulgent fatalist
Was unforeseen. First Crispin smiled upon
His goldenest demoiselle, inhabitant,
She seemed, of a country of the capuchins,
So delicately blushed, so humbly eyed,
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Attentive to a coronal of things
Secret and singular. Second, upon
A second similar counterpart, a maid
Most sisterly to the first, not yet awake
Excepting to the motherly footstep, but
Marvelling sometimes at the shaken sleep.
Then third,, a thing still flaxen in the light,
A creeper under Jaunty leaves. And fourth,
Mere blusterlness that gewgaws Jollified,
All din and gobble, blasphemously pink.
A few years more and the vermeil capuchin
Gave to the cabin, lordier than it was,
The dulcet omen fit for such a house.
The second sister dallying was shy
To fetch the one full-pinioned one himself
Out of her botches, hot embosomer.
The third one gaping at the orioles
Le.tterer herself demurely as became
A pearly poetess, peaked for rhapsody.
The fourth, pent now, a digit curious.
Four daughters in a world too intricate
In the beginning, four blithe instruments
Of differing struts, four voices several
In couch, for more personae, intimate
As buffo, yet divers, four mirrors blue
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That should be silver, four accustomed seeds
Hinting incredible hues, four selfsame lights
That spread chromatics in hilarious dark,
Pour questioners and four sure answerers,
Crispin concocted doctrine from the rout.
The world, a turnip once so readily plucked,
Sacked up and carried overseas, daubed out
Of its ancient purple, prfined to the fertile main,
And sown again by the stiffest realist,
Came reproduced in purple, family font,
The same insoluble lump. The fatalist.
Stepped in and dropped the chuckling down his craw,
Without grace or grumble. Score this anecdote .
Invented for its pith, not doctrinal
In form though in design, as Crispin willed,
Disguised pronunciamento, summary,
Autumn's compendium, strident in Itself
But muted, mused, and perfectly revolved
In those portentous accents, syllables,
And sounds of music ooming to accord
Upon his lap, like their inherent sphere,
Seraphic proclamations of the pure
Delivered with a deluging onwardness.
Or if the music sticks, if the anecdote
Is false, if Crispin is a profitless
Philosopher, beginning with green brag,
Concluding fadedly, if as a man
Prone to distemper he abates in taste,
Fickle and fumbling, variable, obscure,
Glozing his life with after-shining flicks, .
Illuminating, from a fancy gorged
By apparition, plain and common things,
Sequestering the fluster from the year,
Making gulped potions from obstreperous drops,
And so distorting, proving what he proves
Is Nothing, what can all this matter since
The relation comes, benignly, to its end?
So may the relation of each man be clipped.
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